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SCHIRMER LIBRARY EDITION. 
The days when people could not afford to buy music 
on account of its being too dear are of the past. Not 
so very long ago it required the outlay of a great deal 
of money to purchase even the most necessary music for 
instruction or any other special purpose. The possession 
of a musical library, including editions of the complete 
works of the great masters, was unheard of. That these 
conditions did not tend to ease the road to musical 
culture is obvious, for what the musician, music student, 
and music lover needs above all, is an extensive and 
intimate acquaintance with the works of the great 
classic masters. It was a hopeless state of affairs for 
a long time, until the spirit of our modern times began 
to exercise its influence in the direction of the music 
business, and brought to life that product of speculation 
and close calculation known under the name of the 
cheap editions of the classics. With the advent of this 
introduction, a new era began in the realm of music 
instruction, and particularly in the development of 
musical culture. The works of Mozart, Beethoven, 
Chopin, Schubert, Schumann, etc., became accessible to 
everybody for the smallest fraction of the former price, 
and the fact that hundreds of thousands of copies of 
these works have been sold, admits the very gratifying 
supposition that a wonderful amount of good has been 
achieved. 
There exist various cheap editions of this kind, princi¬ 
pally published abroad, all of which possess more or less 
merit. But there has come under our notice an edition 
published in our own country, which, from the stand¬ 
point of general excellency, surpasses every other, and 
which deserves to be publicly spoken of, so that everyone 
may learn to know and avail himself of it. This edition 
before us is called the “Schirmer’s Library Edition,” 
and is published by the music house of G. Schirmer, 
New York. It already comprises about 300 numbers, 
embracing the most important literature for Piano, 
Piano Studies, Piano four-hands, Violin, Organ, Vocal 
Music, etc., etc., and is constantly being added to. 
Conspicuous among others stand out the works of 
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin, dementi, Haydn, 
Henselt,;Liszt, Mendelssohn, Moszkowski, Mozart, Raff, 
Reinecke, Rubinstein, Scarlatti, Schubert, Schumann, 
Weber, etc., and the most valuable material in the line 
of studies for all branches of musical instruction. 
The so-called “ Modern Classics ” are also represented 
in adequate numbers, and the edition abounds in Albums 
and Collections chosen from the various works of the 
best modem writers. The fingering and critical revision 
of this edition is intrusted into the hands of such 
eminent musicians and pedagogues as William Mason 
Max Vogrieh, I, Klee, J. G. Buonamici, Th. Marzials,’ 
C. Mikuli, Henry Schradieck, von Biilow, Dr. Lebert' 
W. Scharfenberg, and others, which fact in itself adds 
to each volume a didactic value not to be met with any¬ 
where else. In points of correctness, printing, paper, 
binding, and general appearance, the edition may be 
looked upon as a model of superiority. The volumes 
lie flat when opened and will not break apart. It is also 
claimed that this edition is more accurate than any 
other edition of the classics, the most skilled proof¬ 
readers having been employed to render it so. 
The Etude has made special arrangements to handle 
this edition extensively, and catalogues will be sent free 
to any address on application. 
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HOME. 
CALvi’s season in this country, it is said, realized her 
$75,000. 
A conservatory of music has been chartered at 
Holton, Kan. 
The Damrosch opera season will open in Philadelphia, 
November 29th. 
Mr. Albert L. King, a noted oratorio tenor singer, 
died August 14th, in New York. 
The American College of Musicians has become affili¬ 
ated with the New York University. 
It is understood that Camille Saint-Saens will visit 
New York at the close of his Swedish tour. 
Alexandre Guilmant, the famous French organist, 
hill pay this country a visit again this coming fall. 
Mr. and Mrs. George Henschel will begin their 
concert tour in this country in Brooklyn, on October 13th. 
Mr. Hamlin E. Cogswell has been elected super¬ 
visor of music of the public schools of Binghamton, N. Y. 
Alexander W. Thayer, whose death we mentioned 
ast month, left $30,000 to Harvard College, his alma 
mater. 
Mr. Constantin von Sternberg intends to make a 
°ur of the country this season, giving illustrated piano 
recitals. 
During the fair at Ottumwa, la., a hand tourna¬ 
ment will he held, and about $1000 in prizes will be dis¬ 
tributed. 
,jT ’.s reP°rted that Ernest Van Dyk, the Belgian tenor, 
''! sit‘g w'th the Grau Opera Company in this country 
this season. 
^ Oj 91 l\cVi I UTKj lido UCcIl cl“vtCU 
e Chair of Music at the Ohio State University, at 
tolumbus. 
The death of Agriol Paur, of New York, is announced. 
He was for many years leader of the Liederkranz society 
of that city. 
Gilmore’s Band has been re-organized under the 
leadership of Mr. E. A. Couturier, and will tour this 
country and Canada shortly. 
Madam Sembrich, it is reported, will make a tour of 
this country and Canada next season with her own com¬ 
pany. Bevignani is to act as her conductor. 
The Pittsburg Mozart Club will produce Hoffman’s 
“Melusine” on November 16th, the “Messiah” on 
December 31st, and a miscellaneous concert on Feb¬ 
ruary 25th. 
Frederick A. Franklin, of Springfield, O., has 
been elected Director of the musical department at Ham¬ 
ilton College, Water Valley, Miss., to take charge Sep¬ 
tember 1st. 
An evening of American ballads will be given during 
the coming winter, under the auspices of the Brooklyn 
Institute of Arts and Sciences, by the Cascilia Ladies’ 
Yocal Society. 
The Apollo Club, of Chicago, announces three concerts 
for the coming season. Handel’s “Messiah,” Dvorak’s 
‘ ‘ Stabat Mater, ’ ’ and ‘1J udas Maccabicus, ’’are the works 
to be performed. 
Four noted pianists are coming to this country this 
season, two of whom have not been heard before by the 
American public. They are M. Raoul Pngno, a French 
pianist, Siloti, a pupil of Liszt, and Rosenthal and 
Sieveking. 
The Cincinnati College of Music has engaged two 
noted teachers from abroad, Paul Ilasse, of Karlsruhe, to 
take charge of the vocal department, and Ebert Buch- 
heim, said to be a very fine pianist. Mr. Bucliheim is a 
pupil' of Kullak, and was a teacher at the Conservatory 
of Brunswick. 
Mr. Richard Bubmeister is expected to return from 
Europe, where he has been spending the summer, about 
September 22d. He will go back to Baltimore, but will 
devote only some days out of the week to private teach¬ 
ing there, as he intends to spend a portion of his time in 
New York and Washington. 
The fortieth annual festival will be held at Worcester, 
Mass., September 20th to 24th. Mr. Carl Zerrahn is 
conductor, and the following artists will appear: Mr. 
Evan Williams, David Bispham, and Rafael Joseffy. 
Gounod’s “Redemption,” Goring Thomas’ “Swan and 
Skylark,” and Saint-Saens’ “Samson and Delilah,” are 
on the programme for performance. 
VARD Baxter Perry has been spending .Inly 
ugust on the Maine coast, and sails, September 11th, 
e steame'r Ems, North German Lloyd line, from 
fork for Genoa. He will be absent eight months 
icert work in Germany and Italy, and will appear 
1 London, Paris, and Brussels. Mr. Perry will 
no tours in this country until the fall of 1898. 
The death of Amelia Koehler, of Mt. Vernon, New 
York, has awakened considerable interest, owing to the 
fact that she is supposed to have inspired Thomas Moore’s 
famous poem, “The Last Rose of Summer.” The story 
runs that when a young girl of thirteen, sitting in a garden 
one day with the poet, she plucked a rose, and, placing 
it on the lapel of the poet’s waistcoat, exclaimed, “Now 
I have given you the last rose of summer.” The remark 
so impressed Moore that he wrote the familiar poem and 
dedicated it to his young friend. 
FOREIGN. 
Verdi is said to lie composing a requiem for his own 
funeral. 
The Kueisel (Quartet has been giving concerts in 
London. 
I)r. Hubert Parry lias written an orchestral elegy 
on Johannes Brahms. 
The opera season recently closed at Covcut Garden, 
London, was a financial success. 
Edward Grieg will appear in London on November 
4th, at the Philharmonic concert. 
The Association of German Musicians is arranging 
and compiling a complete edition of the works of Liszt. 
The Society of Musical Composers, Paris, has asked 
for a large hall for the Exposition of 1900, of sufficient 
size for concerts to he given on a grand scale. 
Max Alvaby, the famous German tenor, who has 
been seriously ill, is fast recovering, and expects to 
appear on the stage again very shortly. 
Mascagni intends, with some of his pupils, to make 
a tour next winter through Germany, beginning with 
Stuttgart, where he will direct a series of musical per¬ 
formances. 
French musicians, becoming alarmed at the increas¬ 
ing number of foreigners who find places in Parisian 
orchestras, have organized a protective society to coun¬ 
teract the evil. 
The Wagner Museum at Eisenach is now open to the 
public. It is said to contain many interesting relics, 
among them the old piano upon which Wagner received 
his first lessons. 
Mi.le. Calv£ is at Dieppe, where she has commenced 
the study of “Sappho” with Massenet. Most of next 
winter she will spend in Paris, and her first appearance 
outside of that city will be made next spring in laindon. 
The increase of English music teachers during the last 
twenty five years has been immense. Between 1871 and 
1891 in England and Wales they have just doubled, liav. 
ing risen from 19,000 to nearly 39,000. An English 
paper, commenting on these figures, fays that ‘ musicians 
are poor and growing poorer.” 
Pianoforte duet playing shows signs of liccoming 
popular again. Messrs. Ross and Moore, two young men 
who studied under Oscar Raif, of Berlin, arc said to have 
attained such remarkable unanimity of purpose that 
their playing is practically perfect. They are attracting 
much attention in London at present. 
230 
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I'KAGTICAL POINTS BY EMINENT TEACHERS. 
The Chopin Touch. 
HKRVE D. WILKINS. 
It is a great mistake to give Chopin's music to begin¬ 
ners at the piano. It is only after much culture and 
musical experience have been acquired that the student 
can appreciate what is involved and required in the 
touch of Chopin ; and to play Chopin without that re¬ 
finement of touch which can almost conceal the presence 
of hammers in the piano, and which can produce ex¬ 
treme fullness of tone without noise, is a crime against 
art. 
The Chopin touch is good when applied to the playing 
of other music than his. Even Beethoven sounds well 
when played with this refinement, in spite of the rug¬ 
gedness required in certain passages. But in playing 
Chopin one must have absolute control and consummate 
discretion ; otherwise the result will be incomplete. 
The works of other composers, without exception,, 
have more outline, and with them, accordingly, other con¬ 
siderations prevail; on the other hand, Chopin’s works 
require more blending and atmosphere, and any crudity 
or hardness of tone spoils the effect entirely. 
* * 
* * * 
“And.” 
SMITH N. PENK1ELD. 
All teachers are agreed as to the importance of count¬ 
ing alone for the establishing of steady rhythm. As to 
the use of “and ” to indicate the half counts, there is a 
difference of opinion and practice. 
Probably a majority of teachers use it for pupils who 
are yet in their earlier work. Some represent the sub¬ 
division of counts into quarters by “ one-a-and-a-two-a- 
and a,” etc., and into triplets by “ one-trip-let-two-trip¬ 
let.” etc. All of this is more or less awkward and 
bungling, and certainly sounds to a listener comical and 
puerile, yet it sometimes goes far toward solving the 
problem of count-subdivision. 
Others reach the result by doubling the counts in the 
measure : four instead of two, eight instead of four, etc. 
The object of this article is to protest against the exces¬ 
sive use of factitious aids to time keeping. Each piece 
of music has its own natural beat or pulsation, and the 
counts should correspond, and thus assist and establish 
this pulsation, thus giving to every tune its proper and 
natural swing. The fraction at the beginning of a piece 
of music represents accurately the value of a measure, 
bnt frequently quite misrepresents the natural pulsation. 
For instance, “ and “ movements have usually bnt two 
and three pulsations respectively in a measure. 
A common fault is to mark a choral tune which moves 
essentially in half notes, } instead of |. Where the 
number of counts is doubled (four instead of two, eight 
instead of four), which is sometimes done, the natural 
pulsation may not be noticed at all. Counting is but a 
temporary expedient, and should be dropped in any piece 
of music when a pendulum-beat is established in the 
brain corresponding with the pulsations of the music. 
The most useful counting is, therefore, usually the nat¬ 
ural beat of the music, and the “ ands ” may be safely 
employed for separate or irregular subdivisions into half 
beats, and should be dropped out as soon as it is safe 
leaving the counts to stand alone. They probably will 
not interfere with the regular beat perception. For con¬ 
tinuous passages, two, three, or four notes to a beat, the 
better plan is to use only the regular normal beat or 
count, and the swing of the music is soon felt and fas¬ 
tened. Long lists of extra syllables may interfere seri¬ 
ously with the natural beat. For troublesome subdi 
visions it usually suffices for the teacher to show exam¬ 
ples. This advice is for pupils of at least average quick¬ 
ness of ear and perception. For the dull ones, the old- 
fashioned way may he more useful. Make the pupils 
pick out all notes and explain theoretically all time 
complications, which latter are but problems in mental 
arithmetic ; but bear in mind that music, like one's 
mother-tongue, is largely a matter of imitation and 
there is nothing to be ashamed of in acknowledging it 
and acting upon it. 
THE ETUDE 
Hints for the Young Teacher. 
BY MARIE MERRICK. 
The music teacher must bring to his work the same 
qualifications that any teacher should bring to his par¬ 
ticular branch of teaching. He should possess not only 
knowledge of music, but knowledge of human nature 
and experience as an instructor. For the latter there 
should be.some school of preparation, similar to the 
training-schools through which, in these times, candidates 
for positions as teachers in schools must pass. 
The teacher should divest himself of the idea, if he 
have it, that students are mere machines, designed to 
perform a certain amount of work in a given time, regard¬ 
less of individual peculiarities, characteristics, and abili¬ 
ties. Both his manner and method of teaching must 
vary with each pupil, according to the temperament, dis¬ 
position, and capacities of the latter. 
The teacher, to be successful, must be in love with his 
work. Some one has truly said that “ emotions are con¬ 
tagious ” ; and assuredly only interest in the teacher can 
awaken interest in the pupil. 
Not only, furthermore, must the teacher be interested 
in his art, and in the imparting of his knowledge, but he 
must be interested in every pupil, and feel and manifest 
a kindly sympathy in whatever most interests and affects 
each one. Thus he wins the affection of his pupils, and 
gains a hold upon them that he can acquire in^no other 
way. Does it seem hard ? Almost impossible ? Try it, 
teacher, and if you find it impossible you may safely 
conclude that you have mistaken your vocation, as, in 
fact, too many teachers have. The noble vocation of 
teaching has for too long a time been underestimated. 
The world is even now only just awakening to the 
grandeur of its possibilities—possibilities even greater 
thau those ol the ministerial field, for in many cases 
there exists a closer relationship between teacher and 
taught. 
* * 
* * * 
Counting Aloud. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
Counting aloud has another important object besides 
the one of keeping time. One plays as he counts ; if the 
count be sluggish, the playing will be sluggish ; if the 
count be quick and decisive, the playing will correspond. 
When the mother said in a drawl, “ Tom,—don’t—ye 
—think—ye’d—bet-ter—shut—the —door? ” Tom re¬ 
sponded in a similar drawl, “ Wal !— I—guess_I— 
will,” and stretched out a lazy toe to push the door to. 
But when the mother called out sharply, “ Tom, you just 
shut that door, now,” Tom bounced up and slammed the 
door shut in the twinkling of an eye. 
When the teacher wants a quick, decided motion of 
the fingers, the count must he short and crisp. Louis 
I'laidy says, “Counting aloud has an undeniable influ¬ 
ence on the even development of the fingers ; ” but that is 
when the counting is of the right sort. Some counting is 
so dead, that the tones played are correspondingly dead 
A teacher, by a certain vitality in counting, can make 
a pupil do what she did not think herself capable of 
doing. The student should learn to use this vital style 
ol counting in practicing, as it helps to forward her 
progress in many ways. 
***** 
Up-Action. 
,. , , T. “Je n,'gers is one of the 
tials for the development of the legato touch T 
tion may be easily secured by means of table ex, 
Let the hand and arm rest lightly upon the tat 
hand properly shaped and in playing position • 
our and at the fourth count give the first finger 1 
start up, taking care that this start is unaccomnai 
any contraction of muscles not in use. wTthe 
suspended at the point to which it has risen, a^h 
four and at the fourth count give the finger an , 
quick start down, and at the instant the down w 
pe us is given rdax the muscles so that the finger 
the table with the muscles in a state of 1 
plasticity. ate of co 
When each finger has been trained to equali 
<JU" 'ness Ot up-and-down action, the fingers r 
taken in pairs, and if one finger rises as the other 
and the start each way is made exactly at th ’ 
instant (viz., at count four), and with equalprompt 
up-and-down action, a good pearling legato will resuJ 
* * . * . 
Counting Aloud. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
Every beginner should count aloud, when the teach 
goes over a new lesson with him, because it is a sort of" 
“spelling” lesson, and gives unmistakable proof of th! 
pupil’s understanding of time- and note-values. Man 
indolent ones shirk the trouble of counting-they depend 
upon their knowing “ how it goes,” which onlv too often 
brings to light a happy guess. Further, they claim it 
impossible for them to count and play at the same time 
This shows their lack of will power, becanse everyone 
who tries earnestly and carefully can do it. Counting 
aloud develops the knowledge of musical arithmetic and 
feeling for rhythmical figures. A player that has not 
learned to count aloud is not qualified for the position of 
a director or teacher. Counting aloud must be insisted 
upon, whenever anything new is begun, for nearly all, 
up to the middle grade, then it will be necessary only 
occasionally. Wherever difficult rhythms are met, the 
division of note-values must be explained to, and by, 
the pupil. In order to steady and guide him in counting 
the teacher will frequently have to assist by counting 
aloud himself, or tapping on a book. Sometimes it will 
be advisable to have the pupil play difficult parts with 
each band singly, while the teacher plays the other part. 
Such a thorough study of time- and note-values is by no 
means superfluous ; it is indispensable for every one. It 
is not desirable that the pupil should continually count 
aloud when he practices, but an alternate counting aloud 
and counting in the mind will produce good results. 
Counting aloud strengthens and trains the rapid thinking 
of note-values, and also the feeling for order and exact¬ 
ness. A pupil who has been led to rely upon his thor¬ 
ough knowledge of notation will master all rhythmically 
difficult places, whereas the pupil who does not count 
will always grope in darkness and uncertainty. 
* * 
* * * 
Avoid Pedantry. 
I)R. ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
Knowledge and intelligence speed piano practice! 
Young players lacking in wisdom and experience 
often waste much precious time through certain rigid 
ideas of what they are allowed or not allowed to do. 
For instance, the legato, too pedantically carried through, 
binds the fingers where it might not he necessary to '1° 
so at all and where a simple free playing of the hand upon 
some other key might solve the difficulty, make the 
phrasing more correct, and add grace to the manuer o 
using the hands. The fact is, our modern style of ph.v 
ing tends more and more toward the orchestral, andtk 
player who would learn to unfold it must acquire a 
knowledge of the largest measure of freedom. 
-■ - ' 
—Before extending and generalizing his know' ^ 
before enlarging the circle, a young teacher ought to 
quire whatever is directly related to his art. We 
of music should be made a special study ; this comp 
we advise him to take wliat is understood as a c01”^ 
harmony. The study of this science is of the S1* ^ 
possible use, and a teacher w ho has no knowledge0^g 
liable to commit the gravest errors at every onj 
he wishes, for example, to abbreviate a piece, to c ^ 
portions, if lie is ignorant of the laws that g°'J 
leading of the tones he can not be sure of finfimo^ ^ 
feet solution. A typographical error will PerP noi 
he can not correct it; and if this fault is one tha 
offend the ear, his hesitation will be greatei sti • ^ 
This technical knowledge once acquired, his ^ ^ ( 
searches relative to music should take a large ..^ 
young teacher’s work. He should be ignorant 0^oU]cj be 
that concerns the celebrated composers. H® ^ 
familiar with all their works for the P’aD0’ ggj)|vS 
epochs when they were produced ; he s ou_ ^ alll| 
their style and their character, compare their 
determine their degree of difficulty. 
A WOULD-BE PADEREWSKI, 
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BY ALEXANDER MCARTHUR. 
Author of “ Rubinstein—a Biography.” 
Chapter I. 
“Yes, he is a terrible fright, but they say a genius, 
so one must forgive him his ugliness, I suppose. You 
can see he apes Paderewski.” 
“No, I can not. I see nothing but freckles,” Oscar 
Koenig replied impatiently. “ Good God ! such freckles ! 
They make my eyes dance. Why can not the fellow use 
a face wash, a mask, have himself skinned ; do anything? 
Has he no one to look after him ? ” 
“ Yes, a mother ; but what a temperament you have, 
mon cher Oscar. How can you throw so much energy 
into your opinions after dinner ? ” the Countess de Torre 
asked lazily, with a souppon of a yawn behind her 
Empire fan. 
“Because,” said Oscar Koenig angrily, as he let his 
glance rove over the well-dressed crowds filling the salons 
of the Van Dusen Harris town residence in Fifth Avenue, 
“it makes me angry to watch these little foolish 
amateurs aping the weaknesses of great men. Great 
Heavens ! If they could but have an idea of what it 
lakes to make a great pianist, the genius, talent, perse¬ 
verance, the hours of ceaseless work, the strength, 
temperament, study ! And with the lengthening of their 
hair, the arrangement of their scarfs, they think they 
have it all. ” 
The Countess smiled sympathetically, but said nothing. 
“ Well,” he continued with a shrug, “there is no use 
in my wearying you with all this. Tell me more about 
this Ralph Davis. You say he has a mother, doubtless 
a great believer in his ‘ genius ’ ? ” 
“ Well, yes. Mothers generally are when they have 
sons that give any promise. They usually have sight 
that magnifies or diminishes as soon as it is a question of 
the virtues or the faults of their offspring.” 
“ Does he work well ?” 
“No ; he is more of a genius than a worker. He cau 
play without working.” 
“Can he,” said Koenig with undisguised sarcasm. 
Then he must be a living miracle,—one should take 
him to Colonel Ingersoll.” 
“Perhaps,” the Countess said, with a vague smile. 
She could not quite follow Koenig, for her English was 
limited, his, rapid, and before she could come to any 
decision Koenig asked quickly : 
“ Does he like applause?” 
Loves it; can not live without it.” 
“ Poor devil.” 
“Ah, here he comes.” 
A tall, brown-haired young man came through the 
crowded rooms to where the Countess was sitting, and 
Oscar Koenig, putting up his eye-glasses, examined him 
closely. 
Madame de Torre turned to the critic and was about 
to say : Mr. Koenig, may I present my friend Mr. 
Dai is? ’ when she suddenly found that Koenig had 
slipped away. 
A blank expression crossed Ralph Davis’ face. 
Too bad, Countess,” he said aggrievedly, “I wanted 
so much to be presented to Koenig. Why did you not 
.eep *''ln • I have not practiced the last two weeks, and 
jeel more nervous thau ever. I wanted to tell him this, 
e criticises one so unmercifully. He is terribly severe ! 
Don’t you think so? ” 
Why, n°- I have always heard him described as so 
air and just, even when severe. A critic to be worth 
anything must he severe ” 
“V u 
cs, out how he does single out the weaknesses of a 
composition or a performance. It is invariably to the 
1^* 0,1 ^ JiehiUe of either he directs the full strength of 
tj]S a*^L‘L. Mother said so the other day, and I 
ought she had never said anything so clever.” 
ell, perhaps Koenig is a great critic, but I have 
mad1156*' ~V°" an Production, and even if Koenig has 
saHle.°^ ’3 not g°ing to escape me,” the Countess 
th ln ^6r Pretty, determined way. “I see him over 
e m the buffet, so come with me.” 
THE ETUDE 
They moved slowly through the throng of people, and 
Oscar Koenig threw rather a reproachful glance at the 
Countess de Torre when she and Ralph Davis came up 
hut he bowed and smiled with the urbanity of a man of 
the world. 
“ I have heard a great deal about you, Mr. Davis,” he 
said, affably, “ and I am looking forward to hearing yon 
play to-night.” 
Oh, don t say that, for I am afraid yon will be any¬ 
thing but pleased. I have not practiced for two weeks 
or more, and feel terribly nervous,” young Davis said, 
smiling. 
“Why have you not practiced?” Oscar Koenig 
asked the question dryly. 
“Oh, I don’t know ; I did not feel like it; one has 
moods, you know, sometimes,” Ralph Davis said affect¬ 
edly. 
Koenig laughed softly, and a malicious expression 
crossed his face as he said rudely: “So! then, in that 
case I shall not wait. I have another musicale to attend, 
and hope to have the pleasure on another and more 
favorable occasion of hearing you. I hate hearing 
people who have not been practicing.” 
Ralph Davis looked rather blank, not knowingjust what 
to say. He laughed a little awkwardly and nervously, 
then shook hands silently with the eminent critic, who 
turned to the Countess de Torre, murmured a few com¬ 
pliments in her ear, and went down the room to seek 
his hostess. 
“Mr. Koenig! What! going? Impossible. You must 
hear Ralph Davis ; he is just going to play. Have you 
met him?” Mrs. Harris asked, effusively. 
“Yes.” 
“ And do n’t you want to hear him ? ” 
“No. I don’t think I want to hear him to-night. 
He has not practiced for two weeks, and no artist, 
amateur or professional, can do either himself or his art 
justice without practice. If it takes twelve and sixteen 
hours’ practice for men like Rubinstein and Paderewski 
—well, I don’t care to hear Ralph Davis on less.” 
“ Still, do wait; Ralph is an oddity ; he is a fellow of 
moods, and must have been out of sorts lately ; then he 
can never practice, hut his mother says it is precisely 
after such spells he plays best. ’ ’ 
“Then his mother must he a fool,” said Koenig im¬ 
patiently, “there are no miracles nowadays, and I have 
another important musicale to attend, so I must bid you 
good-by. We newspaper men are unfortunate in having 
duties which force us away from our inclinations. I 
certainly do not want to hear Davis, bnt I would in¬ 
finitely prefer remaining near you.” 
“Well, then, I suppose you must go,” Mrs. Van 
Dusen Harris said aggrievedly, as they shook hands. 
“ I am sorry.” 
“And so am I,” Koenig said earnestly, with a low 
bow. 
Two minutes later, while putting on his overcoat in 
the hall below, Koenig heard the opening strains of a 
transcription from “ Tristan and Isolde.” 
What asses these amateurs are, he thought im¬ 
patiently, to play that, when one can hear de Reszke 
and Nordica sing it at the Metropolitan Opera House. 
Well, he has n’t practiced for weeks, poor devil, and that 
sort of music covereth a multitude of technical sins and 
shortcomings. 
“At all eveDts, I am glad I have missed it,” he said 
aloud to himself, with a smothered laugh, as he ran 
hastily down the steps into Fifth Avenue. 
(To be Continued.) 
MUSIC NO HINDRANCE TO “GETTING ON.” 
The man who can play the piano sufficiently well, and 
whose musical education enables him to read at sight, 
can find enjoyment in life, however depressing his out¬ 
ward circumstances may be. After a day s uncongenial 
work he can sit down to liis piano and forget everything, 
himself, his poverty, the meanness and petty sordidness 
of many of the natures with which he has been brought 
into contact during the day, and commune with the 
spirits of great men, and feel that, for the moment, he is 
of the same clay as they. That, to my mind, should be 
the aim of education : to make meu coutent with their 
lot, reliant on themselves for their enjoyment in life ; to 
make them see the beauty there is in existence if one 
looks but a bare inch below the surface ; to develop their 
human instincts so that in their relations with the world 
they shall show a human sympathy which is absent in 
those who are ever seeking to make something out of their 
fellow-men, and at their expense. 
It is often urged as a drawback to the study of music 
that too much love of it will hold back a man from 
“ getting on.” In a way it perhaps has this effect, inas¬ 
much as it makes him more contented with his lot, and so 
less eager to better it materially. But the argument does 
not hold in fact, for nothing can prevent a man from 
“ getting on ” if he be ambitious to possess much of this 
world’s goods, or if he be of that kind who treats his life 
as if it were a small eternity. A love of music will not 
prevent a man of this sort from “getting-on,” and is 
very seldom to be found in conjunction with the real 
commercial temperament. I do not think we ueed trouble 
ourselves about this aspect of music, for it is absurd to 
suppose that every man can “ get on ” in the world, and 
surely it is no mean thing for music to accomplish, that 
it should smooth the way through life for those who must 
always remain the small wheels in the machine.—Musi 
cal Standard. 
—— - • 
SOME “DON’TS” FOR STUDENTS WHO ARE 
GOING TO GERMANY TO STUDY MUSIC. 
BY LINA ZOERB. 
Do N’t go unless you have talent. 
Don't go uutil you have laid a broad and solid foun¬ 
dation in your own country. 
Don't go unless you have the patience that plods un¬ 
ceasingly, uncomplainingly, and hopefully the road that 
is so often long, rough, and cheerless ; the perseverance 
that surmounts every obstacle ; the pluck that will not 
be daunted ; the devotion that is willing to offer many 
sacrifices upou the altar of the exacting goddess yon 
have chosen to serve. 
Don't go expecting that the instructors can make an 
artist of you without great application on your part. 
They can place you in position, but you must set your¬ 
self in motion. 
Don't go without a definite object in view regarding 
the utilization of your knowledge when acquired. The 
masters don’t rare an atom for pupils who study music 
for their oicn amusement. 
Don't think because you are your teacher's best pupil 
here that yon will hold a corresponding position in your 
instructor’s class in Germany. 
Don't forget that talent and genius from all quarters 
of the globe congregate in the salons of the masters, and 
one must needs be marvelously gifted to command 
attention and admiration. 
Don't change teachers every six months. Find a good 
one and remain with him ; at least long enough to give 
him a chance to benefit you. 
Don't forget that technic is only one of the many 
essentials that go to make up a good performance. 
Don't go if you are physically unsuited to do taxing 
work. No one ever yet reached a glorious height with¬ 
out great labor. 
Do n't work too hard. There is a certain limit beyond 
which it is dangerous to venture. Your constitution is 
not made of iron, and should not be too severely taxed. 
Do n't be deluded by the statements of those who tell 
you that one year of work without intermissions for rest 
and recreation is as good as two years taken at a slower 
pace. 
Do n't forget that artists are not made in a day. 
Don't neglect your harmony and counterpoint. Too 
many of our young students consider these studies 
“dry ” and unnecessary. 
Don't be discouraged when the results after which 
yon strive are slow in manifesting themselves. Good 
work is bound to bring fortli good fruit in due time. 
1 <aat, hut by no means least : 
Don't go without the principles of morality and 
Christianity deeply rooted in your heart. 
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Questions anfc answers. 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
THE etude 
PLAYING IN PUBLIC. 
BY EMMA WILKINS GUTMANN. 
8. B.—1. For concert pieces wliich are taking and, at the same 
time, contain considerable execution, and are of about the seventh 
grade of difficulty, try “Waltz Chromatic,” by Godard; “ Waitz 
Jtubato,” by Raff; “The Two Skylarks,” by Leschetizky, “The 
Spinning Song," from Wagner’s “ Flying Dutchman,” arranged by 
Liszt; and, “ Valse Caprice,” Rubinstein. 
2. Yes; under certain circumstances it is permissible to cut selec¬ 
tions which are too long for concert performances, but it requires 
judgment and a good knowledge ofmusical form. A cut at auy time 
does not show much respect for the composer of a composition, 
and in making it a great deal has to do with the composer and 
the composition. Certain compositions by good, classical com¬ 
posers, such as Beethoven, Bach, Schumann, etc., should never be 
shortened; in fact, can not be, without losing much of their vital 
content. A work of art, be it a painting or a musical composition, 
is a perfect whole when written by a master, and one measure left 
out, or one note imperfeclty performed, mars its beauty. Parts of a 
sonata may be played very effectively and leave a good impression 
upon hearers; still, to one who knows such as onata as a whole, the 
effect must ever seem unsatisfactory. 
Nevertheless, cuts are frequently made at the finest concerts and 
with the best compositions. As a teacher you must be tire judge, 
and in making a cut should consider the following questions: Who 
is the composer? Is he a master ? Does the cut destroy the form of 
the composition ? Does it mar the picture it intends to convey to 
the mind ? 
L. C. G. The subject of folk-lore is a wide, and a very interesting, 
subject. In order to go into it deeply, one should have a number of 
books at his command, for no one work covers all the ground fully. 
Naumann’s “ History of Music” contains a long chapter on the sub¬ 
ject, and has also many musical examples of interest. But Naumann 
is an expensive work and not within the reach of every one, hence 
we can recommend a few smaller works on the history of music, all 
of which contain one or two chapters on the subject of greater or 
lesser length and interest- Fillmore’s “ History of Music ”; the last 
chapter of Rowbotham’s “History of Music”; “Musical Ground- 
work,” by Frederic Crowest, the chapter on Melody; Mathew’s 
“Popular History of the Art of Music,” and Davies’“Studies in 
Musical History.” This last work contains an interesting account of 
how the words to these folk-songs originated and has not so much 
to say about file music. The musical examples outside of these 
works are not so plentiful. No. 44:i of the Litolff Edition is a Volkt- 
lieder album, as also is No. 6130 of the Augener publications. Edi¬ 
tion AndrO, No. 14, contains some folk-songs arranged for children. 
The masters have employed folk songs as the leading themes to some 
of their compositions. The melody, for example, of No. 23 of Men¬ 
delssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” is taken from an old Volkslied 
By reading a chapter from one or more of the histories mentioned 
and having pupils play some of the songs from these albums, a very 
pleasing and interesting recital could doubtless be given. 
I. It.—A double.jointed little girl of six years would probably do 
better to postpone work at the piano for two or three years • but a 
moderate amount of work on a piano of light action, and without 
effort to play with force, would probably do no serious harm. See 
that the pupil holds the hand so high as to make it unnecessary to 
bend the joints backward in practicing. 
D. B. C.—The mere fact that a pupil can not bend the fingers back¬ 
ward is no hindrance whatever to the most brilliant piano plaving 
All that is necessary in such a case will be to hold the back of the 
hand high enough to permit of a sufficient rise of finger to secure 
clear and forcible blows upon the keys. The fingers need to rise 
alove the keys-they do not need to bend backward. But if the 
joints are clumsy and stiff, a good exercise will be to place the fingers 
on a table in playing position ; then, keeping the nail-joint vertical 
press the palm downward till it touches the table; then, pressing with 
the fingertips on the table, push the hand up by the finger muscles 
till the fingers are perfectly straight, the back of the hand being 
maintained in a horizontal jmsition all the time. Repeat the down¬ 
ward and upward motions about eight times, slowly and continu¬ 
ously, without once relaxing the pressure upon the finger tips or 
allowing them to leave the spots upon which they rested when the 
hand took playing position in the first place. 
• f' T:.VTDf"amiCS inmusic means thc different degrees in the 
intensity (loudness and softness) of sound,-such as pianoforte ere, 
centfo, and decrescendo. From thc impressions conveyed bv ’these 
different gradations there is no esca,*. Forte conveys the idea of 
largenoss, greatness, of light ; while piano gives the impression of 
smallness, sweetness, and if in a minor key, of darkness and mys- 
—To enjoy music we should be close to it; for distance 
if it does not deprive it of its principal charm at least 
weakens and impairs its effect. What pleasure would we 
find in conversing with an intellectual man thirty paces 
apart? Similarly, music, heard at too great a distance 
is like a fire which, though we see it, fails to warm us —’ 
H. Berlioz, A Travers Chant. 
After reading an interesting article in the August 
number of The Etude on “Musical Stage Fright,” I 
felt impelled to add a few thoughts on the same subject. 
Playing in public is certainly a very trying ordeal 
in these fin de sibcle days, and many of our most 
scholarly pianists are unable to overcome the nervousness 
and excitement to which they are subject upon such 
occasions. According to the “German physician,” the 
whole difficulty lies in lack of mental control. Could we 
but forget our audience and all outside influences, and 
give ourselves up to the one idea of music, nervousness 
would cease to trouble us. 
This is evidently true of many of the child-prodigies. 
When playing (as self-consciousness with them is as 
little developed as in other children) they are apt to for¬ 
get the individual self in the endeavor to express the 
musical thought. The question that confronts us, then, 
is how to acquire such mental control. Is it not plainly 
impossible for one who has had little mental discipline 
to concentrate the mind at the eventful moment, when 
there are so many distracting influences ? I am inclined 
to the opinion that many of us deceive ourselves in our 
methods of study, thereby causing unnecessary work and 
harmful results. Let me cite a case which may make 
my meaning clearer. 
One of my pupils, a fine pianist, came to me one day 
in despair, after having played a much-practiced piece at 
a concert. There was one run upon which she invari¬ 
ably stumbled when before an audience, yet when alone 
it did not trouble her. She had practiced it carefully in 
various ways, but her fingers seemed unable to play it 
correctly when she was nervous. I asked if she knew 
the notes perfectly, to which she immediately replied 
that she did, and to demonstrate it played the passage 
correctly. I handed her a piece of music-paper and re¬ 
quested her to write the passage. After writing a few 
groups she suddenly stopped, and greatly to her surprise 
could go no further. We spent about ten minutes study¬ 
ing, writing, and reciting it, and from that time the pas¬ 
sage went smoothly, convincing her that the difficulty 
was mental rather than technical. 
If pieces are practiced mechanically, without analyz¬ 
ing and thoroughly comprehending their structure and 
contents, the chances are that the performer will experi¬ 
ence great nervousness, if he does not make a fiasco. I 
do not mean to say that correct methods of study will 
entirely obviate nervousness, but they will surely assist 
very materially. A little nervousness or excitement is 
often desirable, since many do much better and play 
with more life and animation when on their mettle. He 
ffid lar,redlyDbeaa C°,d> nns-,niPa^'etic player who 
did not ieel, as Paderewski expresses it, a little “anx¬ 
ious when about to appear before a critical audience 
, A concert P’amst recently told me that only since she 
has learned to study her music, knowing it thoroughly 
to cl ^ r° M WeU aS at has 8he ^en able 
to concentrate her mind when before the public. For! 
merly she made such a desperate struggle to keep her 
tankll fftT113' She "'aS d°inS that 8he felt e^remely thankful if there were no blunders, but now she soon 
ecomes absorbed in her work, thus being able to bring 
ut the proper phrasing and musical effects to thP *• 8 
faction of herself and ,l„ „f,he “f"1*' * *“» 
If these methods of study can be of such great assist 
ance to pianists in correcting wrong habits of ib 1*' 
and practice, how much more j , Ught 
who have none of these difficulties to overcLeV^'^”’ 
Music will then serve its right and Pod • 
bringing pleasure and happS^to tifT PUrP°Se’ 
hearts of the earnest anff T the homes and 
discouragement and despair Tslt ahsT’ °f 
done in the past. ’ 8’ 400 often bas 
them we select the following compositions , 
teaching and concert pieces : “ Berceuse » ir* g00li 
“Rower’s Song,” Bohm; “Gavotte HumoT^ 
Schytte; “Spring Song,” Henselt ; ‘‘ 
Chaminade; “Pas des Amphores ” nij SqUe’” 
“FroherSinn,” Merkel; “ Salterello,” Op. soT‘t’ 
A. Schmoll ; “ Hungarian Battle Song.” Od ‘M xr 9’ 
Reinhold ; “ Farewell to Geneva,” Bendel ■ “T ’ ° 9' 
in A Minor,” Pieczonka ; “March of FirigallS 
Reinhold; “Cymbales and Castagnettes,” Schmnl’l- 
Little Dance, Holst; “ Kindermarsch ” jr-ri. 
“ The Jolly Sailor ^y.” Leston; “Firet Walt!” 
Ritter; “Picnic Dance,” Spindler; “Singing 1 
Swinging,” Adams; “Dance of the Marionettes” 
Adams ; ‘1 Minuet of the Graces, ” Loeschhorn • “ pi 
ade,” Jensen; “ Castagnetten, ” Ketten ; ’ “ cJi 
Elegiaque,” Op. 72, Tschaikowski; “ Danse Charac 
teristique,” Tschaikowski; “Galata,” paridies. 
“Danse d’ Etoiles,” Op. 66, Ch. Godard; “ yalse 
Serenade,” Godard; “Kleiner Schelm,” Op p; 
Beher; “Idilio,” Lack; “ Caprice Brilliant ” (four 
hands), Sherwood; “Spring Thoughts,” Schmoll• 
“Minuet Favori,” Grieg; “2d Mazurka,”St. Saens’ 
“Arabesque,” Wilson G. Smith; “Vesper Chimes 
Wilson G. Smith; “Rondo Polka,” Holst; “Dau’ce 
on the Lawn,” Boehm; “Rustic Dance,” Meyer 
“Danse Rustique,” Mason; “Danse Moderns, 
Dennee; “ Frohlicher Jagersmann,” Merkel; “Cabal- 
letta,” Lack ; “ Dance Caprice,” Op. 348, Mosby; “Petit 
Bolero,” Ravina ; “ March of the Dwarfs,” Op. 54, No. 3, 
Grieg; “Butterfly,” Grieg; “Berceuse,” Schytte; 
“Polonaise,” Op. 86, No. 3, Hollaender;“ Witches’ 
Dance: Concone,” Cady; “Waltz in A Fiat," 
Moszkowski; “Waltz in E Major,” Op. 34, Moszkow- 
ski; “Bell Rondo,” Streahbog; “Flying Leaf,” 
Spindler; “Resolution,” Lichner ; “Canzonetta," 
Liebling. 
—A painting of too much detail, where the fine lines 
are given too carefully, loses in the greater quality of 
breadth. When one refines a vocal performance to the 
faultless excellence of Patti, it is no longer singing, but 
only superb vocalism. The great critic of Berlin, old 
Professor Grell, after attending one of her concerts, said: 
“ I heard a wonderful lot of notes ; I should like to hear 
her sing once ! ” Some organists over-refine their per¬ 
formance until it is a mere display of organ registration, 
and in no sense organ playing. Pianists reduce their 
work by a similar process until it is merely playing tri/1 
the piano and not piano playing at all. A small boy I 
know of recently had the present of a penknife. He 
wanted to have it very sharp, and went to the steam-mill 
to grind it. On his return home he said, ‘ Papa, « 
won’t cut anything now ; ” an examination showed he 
had ground the blade entirely off. The middle course is 
the safest. In medio tutissimus ibis. 
FROM recent programmes. 
—The following, from the Boston Musical Eerali de 
serves thoughtful attention at the present time of bep» 
ning the season’s musical study: Parents and guardian* 
seem to hold the idea that the ability of the teacher se 
lected to direct the early musical education of children 
is a matter of little or no consequence, provided his terms 
are low. In such cases, it is considered by them tha * 
competent instructor will, ata later stage, he amply811 
cient to complete the work thus unsatisfactorily 
It would be equally logical to call in a doctor s boy 
attend them in a serious illness occurring during c 1 
hood, reserving the services of a skilful practitio 
until they had arrived at maturity. The mind o ^ 
young is particularly susceptible to first impressions, 
if properly directed at first, a foundation is laid t a 
remain. Bad teaching is far less harmful at a 
period, just as disease is less likely to make 3enj7jie 
roads on a constitution fortified by early caie; ^ (0 
other hand, bad habits once acquired are di ctl 
• of C&SPS) 
eradicate ; and the process involves, in mosi - 
commencement on a new basis, work that is no o ^e' 
satisfactory to the skilful teacher, hut irksome ^^ 
pupil, and calculated to dishearten young Pe0P 
extent sufficient to impede after progress. 
233 A NEGLECTED ESSENTIAL. 
Music and Languages. 
BY E. M. TREVENEN DAWSON. 
In the good old times of our grandmothers these two 
were always bracketed together on the prospectuses of 
“young ladies’,” or “young gentlemen’s ” seminaries as 
foremost among the “ elegant ’’ accomplishments desirable 
for all “genteel” young people. And still, nowadays, 
among the “extras ” of the private school or high school 
curriculum, the two are generally classed together. To 
be sure, “ music” in theformer case meant very often but 
a superficial acquaintance with harp or guitar, and “lan¬ 
guages” the merest smattering of Italian or French. On 
the other hand, in schools of the present day, German, 
French, and Italian usually can be learned, and learned 
thoroughly ; boys, by the way, generally learning dead 
languages at the expense of the living, while, as a matter 
of fact, music (in the form of pianoforte playing, at all 
events) is far more universally cultivated. Should a 
school boy or girl show signs of talent for music, he or 
she leaves school early to enter one of the musical 
academies or colleges, so that where a modern language 
has been taken up, the pupil has probably not got be¬ 
yond the rudimentary stage. Now too often all studies 
save music are thrown to the winds, school lessons are 
quickly forgotten, and the musical student pursues 
enthusiastically, for several years, a miserably one-sided 
course. Working hard for scholarships and medals, 
attending choir practices and orchestral rehearsals, “get¬ 
ting up” pieces or songs for students’ concerts, perhaps 
ambitious flights in composition and attempts to get 
early Opus numbers performed or published, besides the 
music lessons and daily practice, the intercourse with 
fellow students and attendance at public concerts,—fill 
up the young musician’s time completely. Then, the 
training over, and the academy left, begius the real 
work of life, either as “artist” or teacher. 
And now I come to my point, which is, that as regards 
the latter a music teacher who has no knowledge of 
languages soon finds himself at a great disadvantage, 
and that, as in name, so also in reality, music and 
languages should still go together. 
Take the mere fact that titles of compositions are so 
often in a foreign tongue, for some inscrutable reason 
even a native composer preferring to dub his Cradle 
Song “ Berceuse ” or “ Wiegenlied,” his Spring Fancies 
Friihlingsgedanken,” his Study in A minor “Etude 
en l’A Mineur,” and so on ad infinitum. Under these 
circumstances it may become decidedly embarrassing 
when pupils ask the meaning of such titles. I myself, for 
instance, when I first began teaching, although pretty 
well acquainted with French, literally did not know a 
word of German, and well remember vaguely wondering 
whether “ Aus tiefster Seele ”—the title of a piece one of 
my school-pupils was learning—had any connection with 
the deeps of the sea (please note the glorious mispro 
nunciation this involved!), and frantically inquiring 
from the other mistresses whether they could tell me 
the meaning of “ Deine Augen ” (another piece). Or, 
yet again, when asked by a pupil what her piece 
Siegeslied” signified, being strongly tempted to guess 
it had something to do with a siege (!) ; but wisely re¬ 
raining from an opinion, I could only promise ignomini- 
°usly to find out. 
Of course, to teachers of singing, Italian as well as 
erman is almost a sine qua non, operatic arias in the 
one and standard Lieder in the other (Schubert, Franz, 
ra ms, etc.) having to be taught in the original, 
t ranslations are not always to be had, and even where 
ey are it is often of little help to the right interpreta- 
" <d music , for be the foreign text ever do faith- 
c“ y rendered, important words or phrases must often 
orae in quite a different place, thus altering the ex¬ 
pression required. 
n As reSards Italian, although, as just stated, almost a 
consM*^ '^°r S,Wy,ny masters and mistresses, I hardly 
S1< er rt so for the piano teacher. Such was my own 
lesT dPaCe’ at 'CaSt ’ lor Having in my student days in- 
selj.6 ln a grammar and reading book, and taught my- 
a certain amount, I find it of very little service as 
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witR i iu m'lan WWds or Pllrascs to met 
, n the course of compositions ; such as “ Da capo 
sin al fine,” “H basso ben marcato,” “Stringendo,” 
piangendo,” and the like. Some knowledge of 
pronunciation is, of course, useful, whether for such¬ 
like musical terms, or for titles of operas, etc. ; but that 
is easily picked up without acquiring the language. 
German is very different, and I am inclined to think 
absolutely indispensable to the conscientious teacher. 
Speaking for myself, I can only say I found my want of 
knowledge a serious drawback, not only for titles of 
pieces (as before-mentioned), or for directions such as 
Mfissig bewegt,” “Niclitzu schnell,” occurring in 
foreign editions of music, but particularly so in the de¬ 
partment of music history. To illustrate: Not long 
after I started teaching, the principal of a school asked 
me to give weekly lectures ou music history, suitable for 
the elder school-girls. So I got hold of all the books I 
could to read up the subject, and soon began to get a bit 
puzzled. For although “The Creation” and “The Sea¬ 
sons ’ were (naturally) as familiar as household words, 
“Die Schbpfung ’ ’ and “ Die Jahreszeiten ” mentioned in 
one book were new to me; and while perfectly aware who 
wrote “Calvary” and “The Last Judgment,” I was 
brought to a pause by a reference to the composer of ‘ ‘ Des 
Heilands letzte Stunden” and “Die letzten Dinge.” 
Again, Mozart’s “II Seraglio” was one thing, hut “Die 
Entfuhrung aus dem Serail” seemed quite another, and 
made one wonder whether the great master could really 
have written one more opera whicli the majority of music 
histories ignored. Of course, any baby could guess the 
identity of “Don Juan” with “Don Giovanni,” of 
“ Figaro’s Hochzeit ” with “ Le Nozze di Figaro ” ; but 
how was one ignorant of German to know that Mendels¬ 
sohn’s “ Meeresstille und glucklicheFahrt ” overture was 
the same as his well-known “ Calm Sea and Prosperous 
Voyage,” or that his “ Lobgesang ” named by one writer 
was identical with the “ Hymn of Praise ” spoken of by 
another ? In these and similar cases even a rudimentary 
knowledge of German would have saved all this confusion. 
Then as to pronunication. I shudder to think what 
crudities I have been guilty of, for in music history it is 
impossible to avoid giving many works their original 
German names, from Graun’s “Der Tod Jesu ” down to 
Kreutzer’s “ Das Nachtlager von Granada,” to say noth¬ 
ing of the names of the composers themselves. Quite 
apart from this, too, it is as well to be able to pronounce 
correctly the titles of pieces, both French and German, 
as in many cases one’s pupils know something of these 
languages, and may be laughing up their sleeves at one’s 
blunders. 
In addition to the necessity for a rudimentary know¬ 
ledge of French and German, a more advanced study of 
the last-named, so as to be able to read in it fairly easily, 
is extremely desirable for the music teacher. For, whether 
in the department of theory or that of music history, a 
perfect mine of valuable works exists, of which but few 
are to be had in a translation. (For my own part I al¬ 
ways avoid translations whenever possible, preferring 
the originals.) Indeed, so many and so interesting are 
the musical biographies as well as theoretical works in 
the German toDgue, that a knowledge of the latter opens 
up quite a new world, and a most fascinating one. As 
to French, there does not exist the same incentive to a 
thorough knowledge, for there is but scanty musical lit¬ 
erature and no standard work of importance for the 
musician, unless it be Berlioz’s “Orchestration,” or 
Fetis’ by no means indispensable “Biograpbie Univer- 
selle.” 
“But why,” some will ask, “ expatiate on the advan¬ 
tages of a knowledge which most music teachers already 
her plans being always upset by successive resident 
music teachers being ignorant of any language but Eng¬ 
lish, which they persistently talked to their pupils. 
Without multiplying these examples ad libitum, I may 
mention one music teacher in a large school who, to my 
certain knowledge, frequently taught such works as 
Kalkbrenner’s “ Femme du Marin ” and Kobe’s “ Feu 
Follet ” without having any inkling of the meaning of 
the French, and who was perfectly well satisfied that it 
should be so. Now, how could pupils be interested in 
these pieces, or give the characteristic expression neces¬ 
sary without the “ inspiration” of the sailor’s wife 
rocking the cradle in her lonely cottage by the sea, or 
the mischievous will-o’-the-wisp dancing across the 
treacherous bog before the unwary traveler? 
Thus far why languages are to be learned, and which 
languages are to be learned ; now follows how they are 
to be learned by the music teacher. It certainly is in¬ 
finitely better to do so during student days, while there 
is yet leisure and opportunity for proper lessons. Fail¬ 
ing that, the music master or mistress already in the full 
swing of work will find it a good plan to exchange les¬ 
sons with (if possible, native) teachers of French or Ger¬ 
man. Where even this is impossible, one must content 
oneself with self tuition. And, speaking from experi¬ 
ence, a little management will get over the difficulties 
Proceeding from lack of time on the part even of the 
busiest teacher. For it will generally be found quite 
possible to get a few minutes in the evenings for the 
small amount of necessary grammar, if it has to be (as 
in my own case) sandwiched in in the intervals between 
correcting piles of harmony exercises and preparation 
for music history or theory classes. Then the time spent 
over one’s toilet night and morning can be utilized for 
committing to memory irregular verbs and a few useful 
nouns, while those who give “visiting” lessons will 
find their short journeys in street-car or train invaluable 
for reading, with the help of a pocket dictionary. This 
latter plan is strongly to he recommended, also, to those 
who already know a certain amount, as an admirable 
means of “ keeping up ” modern languages. For, es¬ 
pecially where a teacher lias daily to go by car or train, 
one day can be set apart for French, another for Ger¬ 
man, perhaps a third for Italian,—some book in each 
Language being always on hand. One word of warning, 
however, in conclusion. To preserve the eyesight it is 
as well to hold a piece of plain white paper just below 
the words read, shifting it downward at the end of each 
line, for otherwise, if the vehicle is jerky, reading is 
apt to be extremely trying to the eyes. 
-»♦ -- 
—Try to make yonr pupils independent of the teacher. 
Endeavor to make them correct readers, careful, clean 
players, and close thinkers. Let your pupil do his work 
himself. Do not stand by the side of him and put his 
fingers upon the proper keys, telling him names of notes 
difficult for him to read, etc. Let the pupil do all the 
thinking he can do, but see to it that he thinks correctly. 
Be patient if he thinks slow, and be hopeful if he thinks 
at all. Make your pupils self-reliant. 
—To piano teachers, R. Krause, speaking of Enlivening 
Instruction, says, in the Musical Herald: “ The teacher 
must approach merry and light-headed little folk with 
good cheer. Select for them only the best; let it he 
within their grasp, and, remember, classical beauties are 
beyond them. After long pieces, give short ones. After 
a mistake begin with the beginning of the phrase or 
thought; thus do little folk soon learn to think, to see 
mentally, and to early feel the musical right and sense 
of things.” 
possess? ” 
Because it seems more than doubtful whether a know¬ 
ledge of language really is so general as supposed. To 
give only a few examples : In a certain large school in 
a provincial town, out of five resident head music gov¬ 
ernesses and three or four junior ones, not only was 
none acquainted ever so slightly with Geiman or Italian, 
but only one had any sort of knowledge oi French. 
Again, the principal of an old-established boarding- 
school’at the seaside has often told me of her unsuccess¬ 
ful endeavors to have French talked among the scholars, 
—In teaching, I would, as far as possible, find out the 
weak points of the pupil, and strengthen them with 
studies peculiarly adapted to each case. The pieces I 
would select for a pupil would be those best adapted to 
their capacities, something tending to bring out his indi¬ 
viduality, and which he could play with confidence. 
Young players, especially when they are going before the 
public, should l>e as little trammeled as possible with 
difficulties; let them be as free as possible to express their 
own individuality.—Edward Fisher. 
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SELF-EXALTATION. 
A pupil of a famous music-teacher went to him one 
day and said : 
“I am completely discouraged, for I don’t seem to 
make much progress.” The young man, so the story 
goes, went on to state the particulars, to all of which 
the teacher listened patiently, and then he coolly re¬ 
marked : 
“ It is not at all strange why you do not progress.” 
“ Yon can tell me how to improve?” said the pupil 
eagerly. 
“ I can. It is a very simple explanation. You 
exalt yourself instead of your art. When you forget 
your own personality you will begin to comprehend the 
meaning of music; not before.” 
Herein lies the secret of nine-tenths of the failures 
of our ambitious amateur musicians: They are so 
wrapped up in their own importance that they forget 
everything else. 
In shirting out to study any particular subject, it 
will be found that the more time and attention one 
devotes to its pursuit the more the field broadens 
and the further away seems the object of attainment. 
In other words, the moment we make up our minds to 
carefully solve the meaning of an intricate subject, 
that moment we are confronted with numberless 
problems that seem to confuse ns instead of leading us 
in the right path. We are in a condition such as 
Pandora found herself when she opened that famous 
box, and everything appears to be in a chaotic state. 
In one sense, we are in the densest of clouds, through 
which, it would seem, the sunlight could never pene¬ 
trate. At this point we should stop and rest; then 
harmony and light will come out of the discord and 
darkness. 
Many and many a musician has come to grief through 
self-exaltation, and it has been the means of his reach¬ 
ing only a very low height of musical progression. 
The person who exalts himself above all the musical 
knowledge that is possible, simply dwarfs his own growth, 
shuts the door of advancement in his own face, and 
comes to a standstill. The instant a person thinks that 
there is no more for him to learn, that instant he makes 
it impossible for him to do so, because he limits his 
ability to grasp any further knowledge. As soon as he 
sees his error he begins to think, and then the ideas 
follow each other so rapidly that he naturally becomes 
confused. 
The fact that you can play a little better than your 
brother musician ought to inspire you with still higher 
aspirations to beat your own record ; for, no matter how 
skilful you may be, there is still more for you to learn. 
You ought to be happy in the thought that you will 
never reach the top of the ladder. The satisfaction and 
victory consist in the climbing. It is not because music 
is elusive ; she never leads yon astray. She is generous, 
kind, yet severe ; considerate, painstaking, thorough. 
It matters not whether you are an amateur or a 
musician of the highest standing ; you can not afford to 
indulge in self-exaltation. If you persist in it the fair 
goddess will smile on you no more. 
However it may be with prodigies, it is certain that 
art comes to very few of us grown people “ unsought ” ; 
but we believe that music would smile more benignautly 
upon ns if we were not so wrapped up in the cloaks of 
self-conceit and indifference. 
Because we would caution you not to exalt your 
musical talents, and thus prevent your growth, you 
must not go the other extreme and imagine you know 
nothing about music. That would retard your progress 
also. Give yourself credit for knowing something, of 
course. 
The most skilful and highly educated performers 
are unassuming, modest, and retiring. They are not 
burdened with self-exaltation, because their thoughts 
are wholly on their work. 
One of the greatest violinists in Germany, who was be¬ 
loved by all his pupils because of his thorough methods 
of teaching and his simple manners, said one day : 
“ I only regret that I can not live my life over again, so 
that I might learn something of the grandeur of music.” 
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These words produced an indescribable feeling of 
respect, awe, and sadness upon his hearers, and they 
never forgot the peculiar look that lit up his face like an 
inspiration. 
Think ever of your noble art, but exalt not your own 
efforts in self-estimation ; that is retrogression. Every 
moment spent for the advancement of the musical art 
adds not only to your own progress, but to that of the 
community in which you live.—From The Metronome. 
TIME VALUES. 
BY J. B. CHAPMAN. 
I have read with much interest the article in the 
August Etude, “ Aids in Teaching Time Values,” with 
its practical suggestions. 
It is true that much of the difficulty in comprehending 
time values lies in the “ lack of proper understanding of 
arithmetic as taught in the schools.” Therefore, music 
teachers must needs be arithmetic teachers, as well as 
kindergartners and half a dozen other things ; but I 
always, if possible, avoid the use of the terrible word 
“fractions” in my explanations. The thing itself is so 
simple, and the word seems to be such a bugbear, inherited 
from fathers and mothers who “cried their way all 
through fractions, and never could understand them,” by 
their own account, that I never paralyze a pupil’s faculties 
beforehand by the suggestion of the dreadful term. 
I, too, have tried all manner of devices to make clear 
the subject of time values, have made drawings innumer¬ 
able on blackboard and paper, have illustrated the 
matter in every possible way, only to meet with discour¬ 
aging failure in many cases. One illustration, however, 
has succeeded occasionally. 
This is a sordid and money loving age and country, and 
the value of money (if not of “time”) is pretty 
thoroughly understood by even very young children. I 
tell them I want to spend a dollar and ask what a dollar 
is, and of course this brings out a description of a silver 
dollar. Further questioning develops the fact that two 
“ half dollars ” or four “ quarters ” are equivalent to a 
dollar, “ only you have to have twice (or four times) as 
many of them to make a dollar,” etc., etc. They can 
readily understand the use of two quarters and a half, or 
combinations of other denominations to “ make adollar,” 
and even the puzzling subject of the “dot” becomes 
clear when illustrated with “three quarters.” I admit 
that this method is defective, as involving more “small 
change ” than the average music teacher can command 
for “object lessons,” besides savoring of arrogance and 
purse-pride inconsistent with the meek and lowly bear¬ 
ing proper to the followers of the musical profession, 
where the relation of notes to dollars is not always 
apparent. One could, however, use it without the actual, 
visible coins. It has, moreover, the practical objection of 
decimal division below the quarter dollar, instead of 
divisions by two, as in case of the actual notes; but this 
does not seem to lie a stumbling-block in the way of com¬ 
prehension, and the device has succeeded more than once. 
I give it for what it is worth, and if it helps one teacher 
to make a vexed subject clear to one pupil, I shall have 
gained my purpose. 
As for the bright side of the picture, one sometimes 
(alas, only sometimes) finds a pupil who seems to have an 
intuitive sense of time and rhythm. 
One very little girl, who had taken but a few lessons, 
and was just beginning to play both hands independently! 
had an exercise with two half notes in the bass and 
eighth notes in the treble. She played it so well, smiling 
all the while, that I said to her, “Why, Nina, yon 
played that very nicely ; how did you manage to get your 
time so well ? ” “ Why, you see, I just play the big, fat 
half notes are the papa and mamma notes, and the others 
are the eight little children, running away from them up¬ 
stairs, and they never can catch them, for the children 
can run four times as fast as the poor fat papa and 
mamma notes.” And she laughed at the picture in her 
mind as though it were the most comical thing in the 
world. To her practicing was never tiresome, but all 
“make believe” and “playing” at things that existed 
ouly in her own imagination. “ Five-finger exercises ” 
were a joke, and “scales” a frolic, and one had never 
need of a “ device ” to secure her understanding. 
Would there were more such pupils. 
FLOWERS BY THE WAYSIDE. 
Wishing, of all employments, is the worst.—Edward 
Young. 
Wisdom is ten thousand times better than pleasure. 
Nothing is more terrible than active ignorance.—Goethe. 
Ignorance, when voluntary, is criminal.—Dr. Samuel 
Johnson. 
If you would lift me you must be on higher ground._ 
Emerson. 
When I hear a young man spoken of as a great genius, 
the first question I ask about him is, Does he work f 
The really disgraceful ignorance is to think you know 
what you do not. 
It is true I take a long time to paint, but I mean my 
painting to last a long time.—Zeuxis. 
No matter what his rank or position may be, the lover 
of books is the richest and happiest, of the children of 
men.—Langford. 
The faithfulest of us may say with sad and true old 
Samuel,—“ Much of my life has been trifled away.” 
The person who is unacquainted with the best things 
among modern literary productions is looked upon as 
uncultivated. He should be at least as advanced as this 
in music.—Schumann. 
Whatever you dislike in another, take care to correct 
in yourself. 
Our greatest glory is not in never failing, but rising 
every time we fall.—Confucius. 
Any one may make a mistake, but none save a fool will 
continue in it. 
A song in the heart is better than a grand piano in a 
gilded parlor. Real riches can not be counted out in 
coin. We are rich in what we are. People are troubled 
because they live in back streets, but the alley is as near 
Heaven as the avenue.—Dean Hodges. 
Oftentimes it is little faults, little carelessness in con¬ 
duct, little blemishes in character, the “noharms” that 
make fairly good people almost useless, so far as their in¬ 
fluence goes. 
Every duty omitted obscures some truth we should 
know.—Luskin. 
Men are usually most grateful to those who help them 
to deceive themselves. 
NOT YOURSELF, BUT YOUR ART. 
If you would be progressive, you must be liberal 
minded. Liberality teaches you how to judge impar¬ 
tially and accurately, and it takes you out of the old rut? 
on to the broad highway of development. 
Perhaps, some may ask, ‘ ‘ How can I become liberal- 
minded?” We will tell you. First of all, try to realize 
that the musical art is of much more importance than 
you yourself, and that it does not in the slightest degree 
depend upon you for existence. Second, that there is 
always something for you to learn in music, and that 
there are musicians who are blessed with abilities equal, 
if not superior, to your own. Third, that you have the 
same chances for getting musical knowledge that are 
given to others, and that your grasp of the same is 
wholly dependent upon your own efforts. Thus you are 
placed in a position to judge and to be judged—a position 
of which you may not feel ashamed in the least, 
would be unfair, of course, for you to be simply a iritic. 
for, if you have not opportunities for being criticised a 
are accorded the “other fellow,” your progress will 
much slower than his, and he will soon out distance JoU- 
—W. H. A. 
—He who has a correct taste may lose it. Con tat 
with poor musicians, listening to' poor music, l'^e 'u*el 
course with immoral persons, will contaminate, w 
we shall have fallen into corrupt taste, and regard that a 
beautiful which has no beauty. 
FOUR STAGES OF STUDENT LIFE. 
BY HAEVEY WICKHAM. 
THE subtle metamorphoses through which the body 
is passing affect the mind as well, and the convictions 
of an intelligent being change from hour to hour. For 
convenience, we divide life into periods, as a mathema¬ 
tician divides a circle into a polygon; and say, thus I 
looked, or felt, or thought, —in childhood, in youth, at 
maturity, in old age. The epochs of history are not 
natural, but artifical; yet they are as necessary as the 
division of the year into months. 
Let us, therefore, consider for a moment four stages of 
student life and the ideas incident to them, as if they 
were cut off by definite boundaries, and not, as in fact 
they are, run together in one continuous scheme of 
evolution. 
The Reign of Novelty. 
When, after due commotion in the family circle, it is 
decided that a child shall take music lessons, he 
imagines that some mysterious and all but magical in¬ 
fluence is about to be exerted upon him. His idea of 
instruction is much like innoculation, and he expects the 
teacher to impart knowledge to his mind as a physician 
would inject virus into his veins. To the child, piano 
playing is like a puzzle,—easily done when once ex¬ 
plained. He thinks that his teacher has but to show 
him how, and straightway his stiff fingers will run 
lightly over the keys. That progress is the proportionate 
result of individual effort is knowledge that comes 
later. This is the stage of ignorance, and when it comes 
to an end the chances are ten to one in favor of a com¬ 
plete abandonment of the enterprize. 
The Dawn of Ambition. 
Should lessons be continued, the pupil soon begins to 
realize that he is gaining knowledge and power. He 
begins to understand the meaning of the word “musi¬ 
cian,” and with this understanding comes the longing to 
further enjoy the sweets of accomplishment. He is now 
a student, and is willing to undertake any amount of 
work. To undertake—but not to complete. His condi¬ 
tion is not so encouraging as it seems. The seed of 
iudustry which promises to bring forth a hundredfold 
has no root. This is the stage of enthusiasm—of en¬ 
thusiasm that is not wedded to perseverence. Just as 
he stands at the brink of success and there is some 
prospect of the advanced player becoming an artist, 
there is a relapse. 
The Seaech foe a Spheee. 
There is no pleasure in having accomplished, but only 
iu accomplishing. It is the first few steps in any pro¬ 
fession which are taken quickly and easily. Progress 
grows difficult as perfection approaches. Therefore, it 
ls a chance if he who was so anxious to become a 
Paderewski does not conclude that he would rather be a 
Turner or a Kipling. The rolling stone imagines that 
ic has mistaken his calling, and begins to dabble in this 
and in that, in the hope of discovering his proper sphere 
of action. This is the most melancholy stage of all, 
aud the common saying that drudgery lies at the be¬ 
ginning is responsible lor many of the wrecks of this 
Penod. Coming unexpectedly upon a Slough of 
espond when iu sight of the Delectable Mountains, has 
caused many a traveler to sink who might have been 
saved if warned. 
The Bieth of Constancy. 
MKt'11 C'1Urm wears °ff of story-writing and of 
■in mg. They, too, lead to satiety, and the disap- 
own e< mUS't'an comes back, sadder and wiser, to his 
fo -V • m *las Earned something by his travels in 
he h'' *? "a^S’ t00' ^ f'e has lost much valuable time, 
(j0Q f, 80 f?a’ned wider ideas and some useful informa- 
. e sees ^at it is nonsense to throw away the 
ino nU' a()<fu’re<t during youth, and attempt to gain, dur- 
whic;UaU 10(K\ technic of another kind. The fingers 
the b *a'r^" n'mble with the keys, are stiff with 
ia“for, ' 01 ^6U Pilose who have abandoned one call¬ 
ow ma:i"rU'er aut* 8ucceeded are rare exceptions. True, 
y nd that he has chosen a path in life too high for 
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him, and may wisely seek a lower one, even at the eleventh 
Hour. But to go from one vocation to another of the 
same rank is often more than foolish—it is fatal. 
Talent is more indifferent regarding its channel than 
is usually supposed. He who is a great architect would 
have made a poor musician had he been trained from 
the first in that direction. What is the use, then of 
abandoning the field, half tilled, fora strip of the virgin 
orest? The latter may look greener, but it, too, must 
become brown earth before it is verdant with grain 
After learning the truth of this, one follows his chosen 
art, patiently, casting only at rare intervals longing 
glances at her fair, strange sisters. 
PHYSICAL EXERCISE AN AID TO ARTISTIC 
PIANO PLAYING. 
BY FREDERIC MARINER. 
To accomplish the best results in piano playing some¬ 
thing is surely needed beside four hours’ piano practice 
each day. By no means can a person in poor physical 
condition expect to acquire the full rich tone and broad 
effect obtained by the pupil who is robust and full of 
vitality, for surely such a person does not possess the 
strength to warrant the amount of practice needed. 
It has been demonstrated that the best playing effects, 
especially the legato, result from an inequality of up- and 
down finger action,—the quicker the start of a finger up 
or down, the more satisfactory the results. 
A person in poor physical condition has not the mental 
control over his fingers to obtain and keep this quick 
start, nor over the arms to keep a loose, heavy condi¬ 
tion (the best for octave and chord playing). 
Such a person may have a wealth of musical feeling, 
and firmly believe that he makes in his playing all the 
effects felt, yet nine times out of ten the audience, be it 
of one or one hundred, does not hear these effects, since 
they are only in the mind of the player, and are really 
not brought out during the performance at the piano at 
all. 
Far more satisfactory would be the result if this 
would-be entertaining player were he to take a course of 
physical culture and gain health and strength, and then 
recommence piano work. 
In my own experience, I knew of several players who, 
through overtaxing their strength, were gradually becom¬ 
ing physical wrecks. They gave up their work entirely 
for a few months, and devoted some hours each day to 
mechanical massage (a most excellent strength developer), 
and on returning to the piano their improvement was 
decidedly marked. 
We all know that the most satisfactory tone is the full 
rich one that comes from a big, heavy arm, properly 
relaxed, and under perfect control. Now the frail indi¬ 
vidual, with little, slender arms, certainly wishes te 
obtain the most satisfactory tone, but lacking a heavy 
arm, he proceeds to get the tone by tightening every 
muscle of the whole body, and by using all the nerve 
power obtainable. 
He attacks the instrument as though about to make 
kindlingwood of it, and tbe resnlt-. How often are 
we obliged to suffer from the loud, sharp, unmusical, 
twangy tone thus obtained ! Surely this is not music; it 
is merely noise, and no matter how musical the player 
may be, he can not, in obtaining such a tone, entertain a 
discriminating audience. 
The fact that one has a small light arm is no reason why 
he should give up all hope of obtaining a rich tone. If 
you know how to control what weight you have, a 
good tone is sure to be the result, and by tbe proper use 
of physical exercise there is no reason why your arms will 
not gain in weight. The best time to go through gym¬ 
nastic work is on rising in the morning, and just before 
retiring at night. 
Ten minutes, night and morning, devoted to physical 
exercise, will accomplish wonders, providing it is kept 
up regularly. A day of hard practice should always lie 
prepared for by a judicious amount of physical exercise, 
and followed at night with at least ten minutes of the 
same kind of work. 
Almost every one has, at one time or another, learned 
some kind of physical exercises, and yet in nearly every 
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case they have dropped their use, either from the belief 
of lack of time, or else from pure carelessness. I am often 
asked by my pupils to make a list of the most desirable 
exercises, and give explicit directions how to use them to 
the best advantage. This is certainly not an easy thing 
to do, and I should hesitate to make the attempt. Many 
excellent books have been written on the subject, nearly 
any one of which will furnish a pupil with good exer¬ 
cises. 
Though I can not undertake to give explicit directions 
on this subject, a few hints may prove of benefit to the 
reader, consequently I will endeavor to explain briefly 
my work. 
The novice should make a very careful beginning, for 
no particular good can be expected from over-vigorous 
work, resulting in a more or less lame condition on the 
following day. Be sure that the room in which you ex¬ 
ercise is properly supplied with pure air ; as to clothing, 
have as little on as is consistent, and lie sure that this 
little is perfectly loose. Never attempt gymnastics 
while wearing tight-fitting garments. First, make use 
of two to four breathing exercises to develop the lungs, 
and get the blood into thorough circulation. 
Follow these with various exercises to develop the 
muscles of the arms, shoulders, and back. Then use 
rotary movements of head from neck, upper part of 
body free from hips, trunk of body with head and feet 
stationary, swinging of arms to get free relaxed move¬ 
ments ; in fact, try to so exercise every part of the body 
that it shall realize it has a function to perform, and 
must be ready to respond quickly and readily when 
called upon to act. 
Many do not realize that, piano playing requires as 
ranch attention to breathing and to muscular control as 
does singing, yet such is the case. If mnuy performers 
would pay more attention to this great aid to public 
playing, they would find their success far greater, and 
piano playing would be revolutionized. 
The teacher who devotes a few minutes to physical 
exercise at each of the first lessons with pupils will 
surely be delighted at the rapid progress made. The 
pupil in turn will be surprised,as well as pleased, at the 
ease with which he can now overcome technical difficul¬ 
ties that before were impossible, at the volume of tone 
produced, and with its rich, sonorous, and powerful 
quality. 
Many a pupil who credits his inability to produce a 
big tone to weakness of the arms, will soon discover that 
this is not the reason at all, the true reason being a lack 
of control over the muscles governing the weight of the 
arms. Let this control be gained and no more trouble is 
experienced. 
Experience teaches us that the pupil who constantly 
keeps up his practice of physical exercises is the pupil 
who accomplishes the best results with the least effort, 
and who produces the finest effect in public performance. 
Believing this work to be indeed a great aid to artistic 
piano playing, I most assuredly advise every conscien¬ 
tious student to adopt a course of training, and surely 
hope that from the foregoing thoughts some good may 
be gained toward establishing a new school of public 
playing. 
The Truk Art of Teaching.— In starting out upon 
a career of teaching, a person should take into considera¬ 
tion two important qualifications of his pupils—adapta¬ 
bility and energy ; and he should make it one of his 
principal duties to study carefully the peculiarities of 
those under his charge. Because a young person is pre¬ 
cocious, it does not follow that he will make a better 
musician than he who is “dull ” or “backward.” The 
musical faculty, like all others, lies dormant in some 
people, and does not manifest itself until after the lapse 
of several years. Under proper guidance, however, it 
will grow rapidly and blossom out in complete fullness. 
It is certainly more to the credit of a teacher if he brings 
out the talents of a so-called “dull ” pupil, than it is 
to increase tbe powers of a prodigy. The true art of 
teaching lies in the power of kindling into flame, as it 
were, the tiny sparks of intelligence that manifest them¬ 
selves here and there. The gift of imparting knowledge 
of any kind is a rare one, and should be cultivated in 
every conceivable way.—The Metronome. 
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HOW A PUPIL ROSE TO SUCCESS. 
BY ROBERT BRAISE. 
I frequently hear musical students, or would-be 
musical students, for the most part in the smaller towns, 
bewailing their lack of opportunity of hearing good 
music, and of studying with eminent teachers. “If I 
could only live in New York, or Boston, or Chicago,” 
they will say, “and study with Prof. Jones, or Smith, 
or Johnson, at $3 a half-hour, and have plenty of money 
to attend the opera and the symphony or chamber con¬ 
certs every night, I might try and do something ; hut 
living here in a small town, with nobody for a teacher 
and nothing to hear, what use is it for me to study ? ” 
Then, again, you will hear students who reside in 
Boston or New York or Chicago bewailing the fate 
which they are forced to endure, of being forced to study 
in America instead of Paris, or Berlin, or Italy. If I 
could only study in Berlin with Joachim,” sighs the 
violin student, shutting his eyes to the fact that we have 
some of the most thorough teachers of that instrument 
right here in America. “If I could only go to Paris 
under Marchesi,” groans the vocalist, turning up her 
pretty nose at all the eminent vocal teachers of our great 
capitals. “ It would be some use to try,” gasps a third 
student, “if I could only live in Vienna and study un 
der Leschetizky.” 
And so it goes ; the dwellers in our smaller cities have 
their eyes turned to Boston, New Aork, Philadelphia, 
Chicago, or some of our smaller cities, as the Mecca of 
their fondest dreams, while the music students of these 
cities ignore the great advantages which are theirs, and 
sigh for Berlin, or Paris, or Vienna. 
Of course, it is the best course, if one’s time and means 
permit, to go to the fountain-head of musical knowledge, 
wherever that may be ; but if this is impossible, how 
foolish it is to neglect the opportunities which lie within 
one’s grasp. As Schumann says, “ Do not bother your 
head about success ; always strive to become a great and 
greater artist, and the rest will come.” 
Bead the biographies of the immortal singers, instru¬ 
mentalists, and composers, and see if many of them 
were born with a golden spoon in their mouths, so far as 
musical advantages were concerned. On the contrary, 
the reverse seems to have been true. The greater num¬ 
ber seem to have sprung from the loins of poverty. We 
find many of them the sons of innkeepers, tinkers, shoe¬ 
makers, coachmen, blacksmiths, and laborers. Many of 
them have sprung from small towns, where the musical 
advantages would seem to have been absolutely nil. 
Their love for their art was so strong and their persever¬ 
ance so great, however, that every obstacle was sur¬ 
mounted, and they succeeded in the end. It is only the 
faint-hearted and untalented that fail in the musical 
battle. 
Musical biography is full of examples of musical tal¬ 
ent which first saw the light in garrets, in lowly farm¬ 
houses, or in the slums of poverty ; but so strong and 
genuine was the talent, that it grew up to a lovely blos¬ 
som in the uncongenial soil in which it started. 
There are thousands of young people in the smaller 
towns all over the United States sighing for musical ad¬ 
vantages, when they should he working. Taking the 
example of a young person of either sex in one of our 
smaller cities, his case is not nearly so hopeless or des¬ 
perate of becoming an artist as it would seem. No mat¬ 
ter how small the place, there is likely to be some one 
in it who has studied, at some time or other in his life, 
with a good teacher, and would be willing to give les¬ 
sons to the ambitious student. If not, there is likely to 
be a larger town at a comparatively short distance, where 
good musicians and teachers can be found. 
It will be said that where the pupil is obliged to go to 
another town for lessons, the expense in money and loss 
of time is very great. If so, the lessons can be taken at 
less frequent intervals. 
As an incentive to struggling musical students who 
live in small towns, far from any of the musical advan¬ 
tages, I am going to give an account of how a young 
friend of mine achieved an education in music, in the 
face of what would seem to be insurmountable disad- 
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vantages. He was very poor, and lived in a hopelessly 
“jay ” town of 900 inhabitants, about 100 miles from 
Chicago. There was not a teacher worthy of the name 
in the place, nor in any of the neighboring towns. All 
the playing was of the “main strength,” “two-step” 
variety, and the player who played the fastest was con¬ 
sidered the best. This was the seemingly hopeless at¬ 
mosphere in which young “ L.” found himself growing 
up. One of the “two-step” pounders taught him to 
play a few “ tunes ” by ear, and all of his first playing 
was done in that way, on an old rattle-trap oi a piano. 
One day he made the acquaintance of a piano agent, who 
came to the village to try to sell a piano to one of the 
villagers. The agent was something of a musician, and 
took a great interest in the hoy who was so determined 
to become a musician. He gave him the name of an 
excellent piano teacher in Chicago, and advised him to 
go to the distant city and see him, even if he could take 
but one lesson. The boy promised to take the advice, 
and thanked the agent warmly. 
A month later, Prof. H., a leading teacher of Chicago, 
was much amazed to see an awkward country youth 
step into his studio and inform him that he had come 
from “J.,” a distance of 100 miles, to take “ a lesson ” 
in music, and that he probably could not save money 
enough to come again for two months, as he could only 
save a dollar a week. He told the teacher about his cir¬ 
cumstances and aspirations without reserve, and, upon 
being invited, played the few compositions he knew by 
‘‘ ear. ’ ’ Prof. H. saw through the boy’s playing and musi¬ 
cal interest that here was one who would succeed, no mat¬ 
ter what obstacles lay in his path ; so, instead of telling 
him that with such infrequent lessons and lack of op¬ 
portunities his case was hopeless, that the “ hill ” 
was a little too steep, he gave him words of encourage¬ 
ment, and told him that it lay entirely within himself 
whether he would succeed or not. Then he started in 
to see how much he could give this ambitious country lad 
in a half-hour lesson, which, however, the kind-hearted 
teacher lengthened to an hour lesson when he saw the 
rapt attention with which his pupil drank in his instruc¬ 
tions. 
He first advised his pnpil to buy a book containing a 
short treatise on music, by which he might become 
familiar with the signs employed in music,—clefs, bars, 
repeat marks, signs of expression, phrase marks, swells, 
etc. Next he gave him an old music-book which was 
kicking around the studio, and assigned fifty pages of 
music in which the student was to write the proper name 
over each note and to designate the key of each composi¬ 
tion. This was to serve for private study for the pupil 
for two months, as his first beginning in musical theory. 
Next our teacher showed his pupil how to hold his 
hands and strike the keys with his fingers. He showed 
him that the most prevalent mistake was to strike 
the keys with the fingers held straight instead of 
curved, and with the under surface of the fingers rest¬ 
ing on the keys instead of the tips of the fingers 
merely. He gave him a copy of “ five-finger ” exer¬ 
cises, and showed him how to play the first two or 
three, and then assigned him sufficient to occupy his 
time for two months. Next he gave him a book of ele¬ 
mentary exercises for the piano and assigned a large 
number of exercises. He taught him how to count, and 
explained that unless the young student counts in some 
manner, either mentally, with the voice, or by beating 
his foot, it is impossible for him to learn to play steadily 
in time. Of the three modes of counting, he advised his 
pupil to learn to count audibly when practicing, for if 
this important lesson is learned the teacher can hear the 
counting of his pupil in the lesson, and correct any mis¬ 
takes in the counting. He explained to him that most 
of the bad playing in the world, as regards time, is caused 
by the faulty counting of the players. They count as 
they play, not play as they count ; that is, instead of 
adapting the various passages of the music to a steady, 
uniform beat, they adapt the counting to the exigencies 
of the music. Easy passages they count very rapidly, 
and difficult passages very slowly, and so unevenly that 
anything like regular rhythm is lost. 
In order to learn to count evenly and correctly, the 
professor advised his pupil to walk around the room for 
a few minutes each day, counting one to each step he 
took, and counting first four, then two, then three, then 
six, a minute at a time each, in order to learn to count 
the various varieties of time. He also showed him that 
there are two accents in \ time, a strong one on the first 
beat and a weaker one on the third beat; in \ time, a 
strong accent on the first beat; in f time, an accent on 
the first beat ; and in Jj time, a primary and secondary 
accent on the first and fourth beats respectively. 
He left the explanation of f, V, 5, I time, etc., to the 
next lesson for explanation. 
He then assigned his pnpil 16 pages in the book of 
exercises, to be studied at the rate of two exercises a 
week, and stated that he would expect him to know the 
names of every note, every sign, every expression mark, 
and the location of every note in the music by the next 
lesson. He played the most difficult portions for him 
and showed him where the worst difficulties lay. In 
order that his pupil should count at the proper speed, 
this pearl of a teacher marked each exercise with its 
proper metronome speed, and as it was hopelessly beyond 
the country boy’s means to buy one of the elegant ma¬ 
hogany affairs with a bell, he advised him to send to 
The Etude and buy one of their useful pocket pendu¬ 
lum metronomes, which would answer the same purpose. 
He explained to him that he could hang the metronome 
up on a nail in the wall next to the piano, and set it to 
swinging, after having adjusted it to the proper speed, so 
that he could get the exact movement of the composition 
he was about to play. He also told him that, although 
constant playing to the best of metronomes would 
make a pupil’s playing too stiff and mechanical, it is 
occasionally a good idea to use it, so as to see that the 
regularity of the beat is observed. 
Our teacher also advised his protege to subscribe for a 
good music journal, such as The Etude, and read it 
through every month, even though he would be unable to 
play the music as yet. He explained that an immense 
amount can be learned by a diligent pupil in reading 
good musical journals and musical works, which will 
give a pupil a good idea of the musical life, and which 
will impart information that will lighten the teacher’s 
work in a wonderful degree, and enable him to concen¬ 
trate his attention chiefly on giving directions in tone, 
style, phrasing, etc., and things which can not be taught 
by books alone. 
It may seem strange that our Chicago teacher should 
have been able to map out all this work in one hour, but 
he did so, and sent his pupil home with an entirely new 
idea of music. Now, it will be plain to teachers of both 
sexes that only an exceptional pupil would have profited 
by such a lesson ; but this country lad was an exceptional 
pupil, and he threw himself into unraveling the mys¬ 
teries of his task with an ardor which dashed aside every 
obstacle. His teacher had told him to write to him on 
any point which proved a stumbling-block, and also to 
note down on the margins of his books and music any¬ 
thing which was in the slightest degree puzzling to him. 
Following this advice, he wrote to his teacher once or 
twice about things which proved stumbling-blocks to his 
further progress, and received kind and encouraging re 
plies which set him straight in a moment. Other things 
in the music, impossible of explanation in a letter, he 
made a note of, to ask his teacher to explain at his next 
lesson. 
At the expiration of two months he visited his teac er 
in Chicago again, and the latter was perfectly dum 
founded at what the young man had done. He ha 
studied to such good purpose that he knew every note in 
the music, the name and definition of every sign, an 
every expression mark. So well had the work been done 
that the teacher was able to spend all the time in hearin„ 
him play, showing him the proper position of the arms 
and fingers, and how to execute the different four es 
which produce the various qualities of tone, e^c' 
course, his playing had many mistakes, but as most o ^ 
teacher’s time was not taken up in telling his pupi 
names of the notes, the values of rests, notes, etc., l>e ‘ 
plenty of time to correct them, as he only went oier 
difficult portions of the 16 pages. 
To make a long story short, the youth went to G neag^ 
at intervals of two months for two years. During 
time so well did his teacher direct his studies t ia 
became quite advanced, and even studied eleinen 
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theory and harmony by himself, with a little help from 
bis teacher. 
In order to create some little musical atmosphere in 
the dull little town where he lived, his teacher advised 
him to teach a few pupils, so that he could have some 
one to play duets with ; to play the organ in his village 
church, which would develop steadiness of time and the 
faculty of musical leadership ; to form a vocal quartet 
(although he had not much voice) so as to have practice in 
part-singing and vocal sight-reading ; and, finally, found¬ 
ing and directing a vocal society. 
It may seem incredible that one could accomplish this 
with so few lessons, but it must be remembered that our 
pupil got his lessons perfectly, with the exception of the 
extremely difficult passages, which were all that this 
teacher heard him play. He brought as much enthusiasm 
and eagerness to bear in solving each musical problem 
in his studies as a Klondike miner would in developing a 
claim paying $1200 to the pan. At the end of the two 
years circumstances shaped themselves so that our stu¬ 
dent could reside permanently in Chicago. After three 
years’ study there he went to a flourishing Western city, 
and is now the chief musical influence there, as well as 
making money rapidly. His example only goes to show 
that in music, as in everything else,1 ‘ where there’s a will 
there’s a way.” 
SHOULD PIANO STUDENTS ATTEND PIANO 
RECITALS? 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
The answer seems so necessarily self-evident and em¬ 
phatic that we are inclined to say, What a ridiculous 
question ! Yet it is a fact that nine-tenths of those study¬ 
ing the piano in a given community do not attend a piano 
recital, even when both artist and programme are indis¬ 
putably good and it is the only one to be given within 
accessible distance during perhaps the entire season. 
The audience—for there is usually an audience, select 
though small —consists mainly of the elite among the 
adult citizens, the cultivated minority of the most highly 
educated and refined people, who attend for the esthetic 
pleasure it affords them, just as they read good books 
and, so far as means permit, buy good pictures, not for 
personal or professional advantage, but simply for the 
gratification of an elevated taste. A few of the more 
enlightened and progressive teachers of music, with a 
sprinkling of their more advanced and intelligent pupils, 
make up the balance. The great mass of those actually 
studying the piano, who might therefore be supposed to 
he most interested, and who certainly are in most crying 
need of frequent opportunities of hearing piano music, 
invariably stay away. This seems singular and surpris¬ 
ing, as well as disheartening, to earnest teachers who 
ha^e the best interests of their pupils at heart, and are 
often instrumental in furnishing these opportunities at 
considerable trouble and expense. 
People study the piano presumably for the purpose of 
learning to play it. To play it well, one must frequently 
bear it well played. Every piano student who has 
sufficient perception to know his own interests will, as a 
matter of course, attend every good piano recital within 
reach, whether he enjoys it or not, for the sake of what 
he may learn and personally gain. 
Let us for the moment strike out of the equation 
entirely all question of artistic pleasure, of refined intel- 
ectnal enjoyment. Let us assume, for the sake of argu. 
ment, that the student neither has nor desires to have 
■Wy esthetic taste or genuine culture, or even general in- 
ormation, regarding the art he is studying ; that to him 
?. mns’c but his own, and perhaps even that, is a bore, 
c , if he ever expects to play even tolerably well, for 
e sake of gratifying his vanity or filling his pockets, it 
W imperatively needful that he should hear much good 
fiilTh Per^orme^ j indeed, more imperatively need- 
an if he were possessed of greater natural love and 
mod i°r ar^ mus^ Lave just this example and 
sta d W'la^ ^00<^ Playing should sound like, as a 
by1?,ar<^ an,l measure of his own efforts. He has proved 
of if'8 V6ry intlifference that he has no musical instincts 
is own to guide him and must rely upon others to 
ILnnsh his standards. 
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Any student who will listen with his brains as well as 
his ears can actually learn more of practical value to 
his own playing from any good recital than from half a 
dozen lessons of the best of teachers. And just here 
lies the chief advantage of music study abroad ; not in 
the superior instruction to be obtained-we have many 
and excellent teachers at home ; but we have not so 
cheap and so numerous opportunities of hearing the best 
music of every kind rendered in a superior manner. In 
the general musical atmosphere which prevails in cities 
like Berlin and Leipsic, the student absorbs through 
every pore, and apparently without effort, the taste, dis¬ 
crimination, and style of performance which years of 
the hardest technical study will not afford. But the 
student who takes to Europe the same ignorant, indiffer¬ 
ent, and parsimonious spirit which prevents his improv¬ 
ing in his own country every opportunity to hear good 
music well performed, will return little the wiser for his 
sojourn, though he may have had years of study with 
the most eminent foreign masters. 
The advantages to be obtained in Germany on a large 
scale are afforded in smaller measure and at rarer inter¬ 
vals by concerts and recitals in our own cities, which 
will increase in excellence and number in exact propor¬ 
tion to the growing demand for them. 
In a single recital by one of our first-class pianists 
more ground is covered, more points in piano playing 
illustrated, more examples given of touch, technical 
means, and correct phrasing and interpretation, than 
would be possible in several lessons of the same artist. 
It is, therefore, of greater financial value to the average 
student. Lessons from these men cost from $5 per hour 
upward, and a concert ticket usually a dollar and some¬ 
times less. Yet many pupils plead economy as a reason 
for staying at home, forgetting that it is penny wisdom 
and pound folly to miss one’s aim to save a few dimes 
while putting out thousands of dollars on a musical edu¬ 
cation. One is reminded of the old woman who made 
the trip from New England to see Niagara Falls, and 
went home without seeing them because she could not 
afford to pay the hackman. 
Suppose a surgeon of note was announced to give a 
public exhibition of one of the most difficult and im¬ 
portant surgical operations. What would we think of 
the sense of a medical student who voluntarily absented 
himself from this professional opportunity? Yet just 
this is what piano students are doing by the thousand 
every year. 
It is sometimes said : “ It is the artist’s own fault if he 
does not draw. If he is great enough, every one goes. 
Look at Paderewski.” All honor to Paderewski and to 
the grand work he did for art and for musical interest 
in America. Nevertheless, he is quite outside the ques¬ 
tion we are considering. The greatest admirer of Sliaks- 
pear would be very ignorant of literature if he never read 
anything else. And even those most favorably situated 
for Paderewski’s recitals have had but six or seven op- 
irtunities to hear him, and may never have another, 
ix or seven recitals do not make up a musical education, 
forever, every one knows, or ought to know, that the 
rdiences of the Polish pianist were not swelled to their 
nusual size from the rank and file of music students, 
he percentage of musicians and students in his Boston 
idiences was not larger than is usually the case with a 
icital audience. They made up perhaps ten per cent. 
' the entire assembly. There was double the number 
non-professional people of artistic taste and tempera- 
ent, who love the beautiful in every form, and who 
und themselves able to understand and enjoy Paderew- 
i’s playing as they had not done with classical music in 
her hands. But four-fifths of his audiences, I am sorry 
say, consisted of persons who came, not for pleasure 
for benefit, but to gratify curiosity, or follow a fad. 
e was said to be the greatest of pianists, and they paid 
eir money to hear him play, precisely as they would 
see the largest elephant or the fastest horse. The 
,rld at large hungers for the eighth wonder, rather 
for true art, and Paderewski drew because he 
+V.a fanf nnnTiAfltioned 
eatest and especially the latest celebrity always 
-respective of artistic merit as such. ’When 
D’Albert was considered the first of pianists his halls 
were packed. After Paderewski’s advent he played 
to comparatively empty benches. Not that he was not 
as good as formerly. In point of fact, he played far bet¬ 
ter than on his first American tour, but he was no longer 
the greatest. Now Paderewski lends, but the day will 
come, and probably soon, when a greater than he will 
have arisen, in the minds of critics and public, and the 
Paderewski craze will be over, no matter how much he 
may gain artistically in the meantime. 
But we are not considering the possibility, rare in 
most lives, of hearing one of the world’s greatest artists, 
but the advisability of the rank and file of piano stu¬ 
dents attending the averagely good recital, given by one 
of our many excellent resident pianists ; not as a phe¬ 
nomenal exception, but as a means of musical advance¬ 
ment and of personal benefit to the student, if not of 
enjoyment. These occasions arc liiirly frequent in most 
of our large cities and more flourishing music schools, 
and are recognized by all authorities as an essential part 
of a musical education. They might become an almost 
weekly occurrence in every town of any size throughout 
the country, if the piano students in such towns real¬ 
ized, as they should, their value and importance. De¬ 
mand always creates supply, and there would be many 
ready and glad to play, and to play well, if there were 
more who desired to listen. 
Such recitals, aside from the general information and 
development of taste which they afford, furnish the stu¬ 
dent op]K>rtunities for learning by practical demonstration 
many things about qualities of tone and how to pro¬ 
duce them, elegance in passage-work and the means of 
obtaining it, proper balance of parts in the rendering of 
lyric melodies, gradations of crescendo and diminuendo, 
the most effective and dramatic way of handling a cli¬ 
max, and innumerable points of mere technic, not to 
mention those finer, subtler shades of expression anil 
details of interpretation which all go to make up what 
is called “ style,” which can not 1k> learned in any other 
way, but without which his playing will always lie 
crude, angular, and amateurish. 
To speak French well one must hear it well spoken 
for a considerable time, and the art of music is infinitely 
more delicate and difficult than any language. Oppor¬ 
tunities for hearing it are therefore invaluable, and 
should never be missed for any reason or on any pretext. 
Never mind if the artist is not quite as celebrated as one 
you heard five years ago. He may be just as good for 
all that; and even if not, you probably had a 1 tetter 
dinner on some memorable Thanksgiving Day than you 
expect to have to-morrow. That is no reason for going 
hungry altogether. 
Perhaps the most frequent, and certainly the silliest 
of all excuses for staying at home among students, is 
that they have heard this particular artist before. Un¬ 
less one can truthfully add that his playing was unsatis¬ 
factory, giving such a reason stamps one at once as rustic, 
and proves that he is governed by curiosity in attending 
concerts, and not by love of or interest in the art, or even 
by a rational and practical desire for progress. 
One should go to hear and not to sec a pianist; go to 
learn, if not to enjoy ; best of all, go to learn to enjoy, 
to add a new source of pure, elevating, unselfish pleasure 
to the meager opportunities of daily life, to broaden 
one’s capacity, so as to take in one more good thing in 
a world where really good things, and especially where 
pure pleasures, which elevate and not degrade, and 
which bring no penalty of pain, are few and far be¬ 
tween. 
- . ♦» - 
—The capacity for taking pains isa divine one. In its 
outcome it is genius or something better. Beethoven 
was a slouch in manners and appearance, but he was no 
slouch in matters connected with the art to which he 
devoted his life. His mind was not always active, but he 
had that capacity for work that caused him to write and 
rewrite without regard to his physical necessities that 
shows itself in the perfect work he has left behind. 
Mendelssohn spared no pains to have whatever he did ns 
perfect and complete as hard labor could make it. And 
all who have left a name behind them in any art or 
science won that name by constant and consecrated 
application and hard work. 
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letters to pupils. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLKVK. 
T. C. R. Dutch West Indies.—It is an interesting and 
suggestive bit of modernism, this receiving a letter from 
a music-lover in the Dutch West Indies and answering 
it in one of the interior cities of the North American 
republic—Cincinnati. The question you ask awakens in 
me an earnest desire to he of help to you ; but the 
answer is by no means easy. 
You tell me that formerly you had devoted much 
attention to the study of the pianoforte, but that 
you have now resumed it, after a considerable interval 
of disuse, in order to further the studies of your 
nineteen-year - old daughter. The first head of my 
little sermon to you will be this : it is much to be 
regretted that you ever permitted the long parenthesis, 
in your studies. In fact, I may say in general, since 
the larger number of our pupils are girls, it is one of 
the greatest dishearten ments which we musicians en¬ 
counter—this disposition of women students to allow 
marriage, at least in its earlier years, to put a patent 
extinguisher upon their music. However, maternal 
affection and ambition are noble motives and effective 
spurs, and if not quite so good as a disinterested art en 
thnsiasm, let them have their perfect work. And, finally, 
now that you have resumed piano study, let it be an in¬ 
destructible part of your life from this on till its latest 
day. We often lose sight of the most precious remarks 
for the labor bestowed upon music ; because art, like 
religion, is chiefly precious for its unseen blessings, per¬ 
fectly fitted to the individual need. You are, of course, 
working at a disadvantage in your remoteness from art 
centers, and in the consequent paucity of opportunities to 
hear performances. It is idle to veil that fact from you, 
yet it need not dishearten, nor even greatly discourage 
yon. 
There are various things which you can do. You 
can, first of all, learn the music thoroughly by close and 
conscientious study ; and probably' a hundred hours’ 
thoughtful practice will represent the same amount of 
enthusiasm and sacrifice of ease, and of the lower for the 
higher, and the consequent result, in the West Indies that 
they wonld in Boston, New York, or Chicago. Again, 
you can do precisely what you are doing in still greater 
measure. There is much excellent writing upon all the 
great problems in music nowadays, and upon the inter¬ 
pretation of all great masters. There is a clever hook, 
the initial essay of which is upon Chopin, by H. T. 
Finck, the brilliant critic of the New York Evening Post, 
and many allusions to the music of Chopin, more or less 
detailed, will be found from time to time in the columns 
of The Etude. Some years ago I contributed a series 
of 12 analytical studies of Chopin to a musical monthly 
published by the College of Music of this city. It is my 
intention in the near future to revive, recast, and re¬ 
publish, in book form, this series of papers. You will 
find also, from time to time in various musical journals, 
lessons by well-known teachers upon standard composi¬ 
tions, the attentive perusal of which will help yon materi¬ 
ally, especially in technical details. 
You say your daughter has a good musical memory ; 
this is an admirable indication. I consider the power to 
perceive musical ideas with such clearness and intensity 
that they imbed themselves in the mind as no mean 
indication of musical talent; indeed, as a primary factor 
in that vague compound termed musical talent. This 
faculty of memorizing I would cultivate to the utmost, 
for, valuable as the capacity for ready playing at sight 
may be to a concert musician, to an accompanist, or 
to a general-utility man, it is of no value at all to a solo 
player, whose glory is not the amount which can be done 
in a short time, but the finish, vitality, and inspiring 
quality of the performance when heard. If we listen to 
a fascinating interpretation of some beautiful work, we 
do not in the least care whether the performer has known 
it a week or half a lifetime, nor whether it was mastered 
at the rate of one measure per hour, or a page per min¬ 
ute. Again, you ask if Schumann’s “Music and Mu¬ 
sicians” would be helpful in a certain way. Yes; 
THE ETUDE 
Schumann was a marvelous man in that he had as much 
literary as musical gilt. His critical writings are precious 
in every respect, but their highest and, indeed, their 
chief value consists in their attuning the mind to that 
elevated and poetical mood which renders it sensitive to 
that shy, inner sense of beauty which lives in the stream 
of tones, as the Greek naiad in her fountain. Schumann’s 
mind dwelt perpetually where the beautiful images of 
poetry touch and blend like the hues of an evening sky. 
I strongly recommend the perusal and reperusal of such 
books as the one by Schumann which you mention. 
Indeed, it belongs decidedly to that highest class of the 
three mentioned by Lord Bacon : it is a book to be 
“chewed and digested.” 
Your illness is much to be regretted, but in this imper¬ 
fect life of ours much deduction and loss must be allowed 
for. Even though you are forty-two, as you say, it is by 
no means too late for you to advance. If you had any¬ 
thing like a thorough training when young, a few months’ 
practice will bring it all back again, and with bodily 
health and vigor you should be able to make perceptible 
progress for twenty years more. Clara Schumann, the 
greatest of women pianists, declared that from the age of 
fifty nine to sixty-four she made more progress than at 
any other period of five years in all her life. By all 
means resume and continue your studies. Accumulate 
a library of good works upon music, read journals atten¬ 
tively, practice diligently, and if you wish to be of the 
highest value to your daughter, study music for your 
own pleasure, for there is nothing which stimulates one 
soul like the magnetic glow of joy in another. 
To C. S.—The name Ignatz Mihaly could scarcely be 
simplified in phonetic spelling, but perhaps this will 
help you a little : Ignats, accenting the first syllable, and 
Mee-ha-li, accent on the second syllable ; make the “ a ” 
in the second syllable the Italian “a,” as in “father.” 
To E. N.—Your question as to whether the zither 
wonld spoil the touch for the piano opens up an interest¬ 
ing technical debate. I should answer you first, yes ; 
the practice of any other instrument-guitar, mandolin, 
banjo, zither, and even instruments so closely cognate to 
the piano as the pipe organ—is detrimental to the finesse 
of piano playing; but I think the worst of all instruments 
for pianists to meddle with is that enchantress —the 
violin. The position and action of the hands in violin 
playing are so radically different from piano manipula¬ 
tion that after a few hours’ violin practice you will find 
your hands almost disabled for the keyboard. The 
word “spoiled” is too strong. But let us say that all 
other forms of technic are in some degree prejudicial 
aud detrimental to that peculiar type of agile positive¬ 
ness which the pianist must attain. However, if you 
have a strong and passionate desire to control some other 
mode of beautiful sound than that uttered by the piano¬ 
forte, and especially if it is necessary, as is often the 
case in remote communities, for you to give instruction 
upon more than one instrument, do not let the small 
abatement of your piano facility deter you. It is not 
advisable to attempt too many instruments, unless you 
are content with a level of comparative mediocrity. 
To E. M. W.—You ask if in a measure marked pp. 
and a pedal also, you should use both pedals. No ; not 
necessarily. Softness of piano tone is secured chiefly by 
gentleness in the blow administered by the flexor mus¬ 
cles, and may be enhanced by a stealthy slowness in 
pushing down the keys. The left foot pedal is erro¬ 
neously called “soft” pedal ; it does not weaken, it only 
thins the tone of the piano. Its proper name is ana corda, 
and it should be strictly used wherever that marks occurs, 
but not elsewhere. Its purpose is not to give dynamic 
so much as color effects to the piano. 
2. “Howshould staccato notes be played? Should the 
wrist touch be used ? ” If the staccato notes are rapid, it 
is impracticable to use the wrist, and the brevity of tone 
must be secured by the fingers ; but if staccato notes, 
especially donble intervals, are to be made extremely 
crisp, with considerable gaps of silence between, the 
wrist is obligatory. 
3. “How may one best overcome nervousness?” I dis¬ 
cussed this subject fully and very analytically in a recent 
number of The Etude, to which I refer yon. I will 
merely add this : To overcome nervousness, first, be in 
good bodily health ; second, know your music well • 
third, don’t think about yourself; fourth, don’t think 
about your audience ; fifth, do think about your music. 
FOR THE STUDENT’S ENCOURAGEMENT. 
“ What is the use of all this toil and labor? I shall 
never be able to play perfectly.” The discouraged stu 
dent is apt to give utterance to sentiments of this kind. 
“Is it worth while,” he is even tempted to ask, “or 
am I justified in spending so much valuable time in prac¬ 
ticing when I can do so little to give pleasure or satis 
faction as the result ? ” 
If the work of study is only a tedium and a toil to the 
student, the question as to its being “worthwhile” 
need hardly be asked. The answer is emphatically, No. 
Artistic work of any kind undertaken for duty, and not 
because the student delights in it, is a mistake, and un¬ 
profitable. “Without enthusiasm nothing genuine is 
accomplished in art,” wrote Schumann. Therefore there 
is little to be said to justify the student who does not 
love his work. 
But when he is enthusiastic and feels his incompetence, 
is there not encouragement to be found for him ? In the 
first place, he must dismiss from his own mind the 
thought that “ self improvement ” is selfish. Thestudy 
of art demands sacrifices, and one of the first and fore¬ 
most is the sacrifice of time. Therefore, that he must 
necessarily spend long and regular hours of practice need 
no longer trouble him. This is a sine qua non if art is 
worth while, and this question he need not ask. Bee¬ 
thoven lived for it; so also did Bach, Mendelssohn, 
Wagner. And is there not a host of glorious names to 
make such a question an absurdity ? Therefore he may 
look upon the hours of “self improvement” at his in¬ 
strument as amply justified, because iu the pursuit of a 
noble and worthy object. He, perhaps, loves to study 
the works of the great masters of his art. He feels, 
however, that they are not appreciated by others, except 
as a welcome relief from conversation (or as an accompani- 
menttoit)in the drawing-room. Their study is a delight 
to him, but it is so discouraging that he is not able to give 
pleasure to others by their performance. If he is so un¬ 
fortunate as to be living in such unappreciative society, 
he needs the utmost sympathy, but he must not lose 
heart. It is useless, as the old proveib says, to “cast 
pearls before swine.” The pearls are, nevertheless, ol 
great price, and there will surely be found one or two 
who can value and appreciate them. In any case, the 
student may console himself that the study of the high 
est and best is necessary to his own progress. It may he, 
too, that, through his own enthusiasm, the most infections 
of emotions, he may move to appreciation a few out of the 
rcle of his “ uneducated ” public. 
Certainly, toqnoteSchumann again, heshould scrnti- 
ize the public.” There is a mine of good music which 
m be understood and enjoyed, and with which he could 
)t fail to give pleasure by a wise selection. Let lus 
;epest work be for his own pleasure and delectation 
lly, if need be. It is the duty of a musician to become 
iquainted with the acknowledged gems and treasures 
" his art. 
His “ incompetence ” is not a reason for giving up us 
ndv. but for continuing in it. With industry an en 
former. It is, in fact, an encouraging sign that he is 
dissatisfied. It proves that he has an ideal, to follow 
which will lead him on the road to perfection. A per 
formance which is the result of honest labor and 
will have in it germs of worthiness, though it may 
also criticized for its faultiness. The questions are, t en, 
answered. The student must not waste time and pow ^ 
in doubting himself. With enthusiasm for what is ^ 
in art, and patient labor to accomplish it, he will -“'T- 
justify himself forany time he spends in its study. e ’ 
even if he never attain to perfection, he will find 1 18 
The reward is in the doing, 
And the rapture of pursuing 
Is the prize the vanquished gain ” 
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MAZURKA CAPRICE. 
A. L. BROWN. Op.5. 
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The Pavane is a stately dance which was very popular 
in the 16th and 17th centur ies. The word itself is deriv¬ 
ed from Pavone. Italian for peacock. In the dance the 
performers described a kind of wheel before each other; 
the gentlemen danced it with caps and swords, princes 
in their stately robes, and the ladies with long trams, 
the movements resembling the stately step of the pea¬ 
cock. Like all early dances, the Pavane was orig¬ 
inally snug as well as danced. 
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ADAM GEIBEL. 
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“He wipes the tear from every eye.” 
Words by 
MRS. MACKINLAY. 
Music by 
GEO. MARKS EVANS. 
Copyright 1897 by Theo. Presser. 3 
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READING NEW MUSIC. 
It is very difficult for a piano teacher to find time to 
include everything he would wish in the short lesson 
hour. There seems to be no help for it but to leave it to 
the honor of the pupil not to omit from his daily prac¬ 
tice some items of study. 
It is so important, for instance, that the reading of 
new music should not he, as it often is, forgotten or left 
to chance. It is a stumbling-block to so many ; its neg¬ 
lect makes the learning of new pieces a needless trial to 
both master and pupil. Besides, an accomplished reader is 
so much valued in society, where his services are so often 
unexpectedly required, perhaps for accompaniments. It 
is a branch of the art of piano playing that depends very 
much upon practice. The player has to learn to look in 
advance of what he is playing ; to take in in a moment 
the phrasing and, needless to say, the spirit of the com¬ 
position he wishes to interpret. To learn this can only be 
the work of time and patient practice. There is much to 
learn, alas, for those pupils whose teachers neyer men¬ 
tion the importance of this branch of their studies. The 
days go by ; the printed page remains the same puzzle 
to the pupil’s eye—a tangle of bewilderments, which 
dismay him every time he wishes to learn a new piece. 
A new piece ! That is often an exclamation of delight; 
but when it transpires that the key has five sharps or 
flats, the pupil looks crestfallen. Here is another stum¬ 
bling-block. The pieces chosen for the daily reading 
exercise must be in varied keys; not always selected on 
account of the delightful scarcity of sharps and flats in 
the signature. Hence it is important that the teacher 
should have a say in the matter of the choice of pieces 
for reading ; as it is only the most ambitious pupil who 
would venture on four or five sharps, when there is the 
attraction of C or G major on the opposite page. 
It is well to read through several times a piece contain¬ 
ing such difficulties, for instance, as those just mentioned. 
Sharps and flats will soon wear a more friendly look ; an 
important consideration, especially to the more timid 
pupil, as so many pieces are written in keys containing 
black notes, to facilitate their execution. The question 
of time and rhythm enters into the list of difficulties that 
hinder the struggling reader. The knowledge of these 
things belongs to the domain of musical theory, but their 
application depends upon practice. If rhythm is a nat¬ 
ural difficulty, as it often seems to be,—though many are 
gifted with an accurate ear for time,—it might be studied 
as a distinct branch, the pupil learning to play or heat 
time to measures containing various arrangements of 
single notes with one signature. Do not let him be 
frightened by the turns, trills, and other ornaments that 
may unexpectedly occur ; and to this end he must know 
them ; but with beginners, it is better to omit them 
until other more formidable difficulties are conquered. 
If the teacher finds that he can include reading in the 
regular lessons, the pupil is fortunate, and there is much 
hope for him. He can then play duets, first taking the 
pumo, and then the secondo part; but it must not be 
orgotten that what is easy to one is difficult to another, 
and the tempo must not be too quick. It ought, how¬ 
ever, to involve a little struggle on the pupil’s part, so 
iat he has to put forth his best endeavors to keep in 
■me. It he makes a mistake, he must not be allowed to 
op to correct it; but on any repetition of the piece he 
jV t>e on ffiert to play that passage without a stnm- 
e- Or a simpler form of duet may be made by the 
e.u ier playing one hand, the pupil the other, of a piece ; 
t is is naturally easier for beginners, 
fin 1? linffprs grow in strength and facility, he will 
sdo 'S rea<*'n” ’mProve> <*s they will more readily re- 
mn'-b n t*'C ^eman(Is made upon them. Still, there is 
theV * ** l*le may 'f I>e will, to do away with 
him r>n'e aI,I)earance °f a sheet of new music. Let 
piano '"i" *° rea^’zc> first, simple melodies away from the 
the i), 11 ' anC*n^ t0 easy P'eees > an<I soon, by slow steps, 
f”0 "'ii convey some meaning to him, before he at- 
'2 to reproduce that meaning 
invol'y^ ""IS'C 'S a complicated and not an easy art, 
Surel -'n*b M 'i°esi knowledge in so many forms. 
’ it is the teacher’s II'Irt 1ni« heln null 
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and perseverance will bring that success to the pleasure 
and usefulness of which those who have succeeded will 
willingly testify. 
----- 
GLEANINGS THRESHED OUT. 
Man, if you are anything, walk alone, and talk to 
others. Do not hide yourself in the chorus,” says 
Lpictetus. Music teachers are especially liable to '• trim 
to the breeze ” too much. The number of pupils is in 
exact ratio to the teacher’s popularity ; hence there is an 
ever-present temptation to speak and act with a view to 
what the public will think and say of them. Expe- 
diency, not sound conviction, is his guide. But such a 
course blights and dwarfs the teacher’s soul and powers 
for influence. Dr. George Matlieson says : 
“ I caa reverence any flower of the heart, however 
lowly. I can reverence the first bud of its spring, for it 
tells of the ‘to he.’ I can reverence the last rose of its 
summer, for it tells ot the 1 has been,’ and therefore is 
not far away. But I can not reverence the manufactured 
flower, the paper flower, the waxen (lower. I can not 
reverence the imitation of the structure when flic spirit 
is not there. The time for figs may not l>e yet, and 
there is no blame. But do not paint the fruit before the 
time. Do not deceive the thirsty traveler by a dream. 
Do not pretend that thou hast to-day what waits till to¬ 
morrow. Do not seek to shine with more light than is 
in thee. Thy light may be only a dawn, but God's 
dawn is better than man’s gilding. Be true to thyself, 
0 my soul.” 
The course that will develop strength of character, and 
with it influence, is to speak and act from settled convic¬ 
tion of what is right and true, not thinking too much of 
what “they will say.” 
Musicians are sensitive, and too much dread to give 
an opinion which they consider may not be generally 
accepted. But they forget that the world loves opposi¬ 
tion. If the musician has an opinion which is formed 
from his own experience as a musician, let him give it 
as the opinion of an expert; let him speak with author¬ 
ity ; speak regardless of the half-formed and erroneous 
opinions of his public. If he ever becomes a man of 
influence, he must he true to the best that there is in 
him. A contemporary says: 
“ Personal influence is founded upon character and 
brains. You will surely come to the influence you 
ought to come to, being the person that you are,—little 
influence if you are little, large if you are true and 
worthy. Do you want to wield influence? it is a 
righteous desire. Only set about it in the right way. 
This is the right way : First and foremost, give heed to 
yourself; he you yourself in character, consecration, 
knowledge of what you ought to lie. Yon shall then 
necessarily draw influence after yourself, as the moon 
does the tides. To seek to win influence by chicane is 
mean and despicable. To determine to lie a person 
worthy to wield influence is noble.” 
And having determined, doit! For, “Not by levity 
of floating, but by stubborn force of will, shalt thou 
make thy way.” 
* * * * » 
Character is eternal, it is invincible, because it is 
founded on truth. “The most invincible thing in the 
world is Moral Genius. The very gates of hell can not 
prevail against it,” says a recent writer. But, says the 
Moravian : 
“Character takes shape by a very slow process. No 
one becomes at a bound that into which lie full} 
matures. Silently, and in a measure iraperceptlb y al«o, 
we tend in this direction or in that. 'I hen God! sends 
some special contingency or combination of circom- 
stances, and lo, it is disclosed what manner of men we 
are, upright or false, manly or cringing, true or liable to 
equivocate, strong or weak. 
Bnt to attain the power of influence and leadership, 
the greatest gifts vouchsafed us, requires self-criticism, 
a self-searching : for, says Confucius, “A wise man will 
always consider his own defects.” And Montaigne says : 
“ The sick man is not to he pitied who has his cure in 
his own sleeve.” 
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The highest of all possessions is that of self-help,” says 
Carlyle. And Amid says “Material results are hut the 
tardy signs ot invisible activities. The decisive events 
of the world take place in the intellect” The great 
mass of humanity are looking for lenders, men of char¬ 
acter and influence. While there may not be a high 
moral average in the community, yet every man in his 
secret soul admires and gives homage to a man of char 
acter. Character, however, is u plant of slow growth, 
and “ He who waits to do ranch at once, will never do 
anything.” “ God gives all things to industry,” says 
Franklin. 
EXTRACTS FROM REINECKE’S 
MUSIC STUDENTS.” 
“HINTS TO 
“ I-KT not thy left hand know what thy right hand 
doeth ” ; that is, you must make the hands perfectly in¬ 
dependent. To play, clearly and well, a two voiced 
invention of Johann Sebastian Bach, is harder than to 
perform many a so called “ brilliant ” morecau de union. 
No composition is to lie played through exactly with 
the stroke of the metronome, although that would lie 
more endurable than the unrelieved tempo rubalo of 
many players, at whose hands Chopin esiiecially has to 
suffer. I<ong cadenzas, as in the concertos, should not 
lie taken in too strict a tempo, for they were originally 
conceived as improvisations, which were played with 
much freedom. Yet the time of the measure should la¬ 
ic ft undisturbed, so that one does not, as some virtuosi 
(Schumann), stagger like a drunken man. Chopin has 
said that the left hand should act as Kapellmeister, who 
must not for an instant be uncertain or unsteady. 
One must never play a coni)iosition as if he were in¬ 
structing his audience ; this leads easily to mannerism 
and exaggeration. One should play, not for the purpose 
of teaching, but to afford his listeners enjoyment, as 
nearly |>erfect ns jmssihlc, of a work of art. 
It ia impossible to make hard and fast rules for the ren¬ 
dering of “ornaments” ; a refined taste is, when all is 
said, the best guide. One should, therefore, listen w ith 
attention to the greatest artists, ami follow what is best 
in their playing. 
• * 
* * * 
Always practice without the js-dals. When yon have 
mastered your task in other respects, then mid the |iedals 
in the proper places. In much modern music—8eliu 
maun and Chopin, for instance—a constant use of the 
pedals is required, and must tie carefully studied. 
Learn as soon as possible to distinguish sharply the 
different dynamic cffecta, from fortissimo to pianissimo ; 
piano must never lie metzoforte, neither must it lie pianis¬ 
simo. The wider the range from fortissimo to pianissimo, 
the more effective the playing will lie ; hut the tone of a 
fortissimo must never lie harsh anil coarse, nor should 
the pianissimo sound thin and lifeless. 
interest ~ teacher’s part, by his help and 
^•on oito> f°r"ar<* pupil’s progress ; to the latter it 
S8 work patiently, in the knowledge that practice 
“We can only he valnable as we make ourselves 
valuable. Be, and not seem,” says Emerson. “ From 
the lowest depth there is a path to the loftiest height. 
MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP. 
Most players underrate the importance of good tone- 
quality in finger exercises and scales ; and yet these arc 
the stuff of which music is mode. When yon play, you 
are going to make a web of tones. The scales anil ar¬ 
peggios are the thread you hare spun ; the music, the 
composition which you play, is the artistic whole, the 
beau tiffil web. But if the material is poor the thread 
can not be fine and even ; and however good the thread 
may be otherwise, if it is uneven the web will not lie 
beautiful. 
Remember, then, when you sit down to practice, that 
you are going to spin and weave, nnd that you will 
weave either silk or sackcloth, according to the way you 
practice your exercises. 
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EAR TRAINING. 
BY J. W. TOPPING. 
JUST how far playing by ear is detrimental toa child’s 
training is a matter of conjecture. Time was when it 
was considered a great drawback for any person to pick 
out tunes on any instrument before a knowledge of the 
rudiments had been gained ; then even the scales were 
taught by note, and the best instruction hooks contained 
more scales and laborious matter to tire out the pupil 
than they did exercises to help him along. 
With our present methods of instruction, which are 
fast conforming to the underlying principle of the domi¬ 
nance of the human ear, the boundary line between 
playing by ear and correct musical training is becoming 
obliterated. 
This very trick of the natural musician might be used 
as a stepping-stone to his instruction. 
Take, for instance, an ordinary child, who has learned 
to play a simple air with his right hand ; let him play it 
over and over, listening carefully, until he finds a tone 
where the ear is at rest. Explain to him that this is the 
resting-tone, or one. Let him play up from this resting-tone 
until he strikes another of similar sound ; this is also 
one. The octave should be explained, also the scale. Now 
let him play his tune, beginning on some other interval. 
He must be familiar with the intervals by this time, 
enough to play off quite readily ; but he must soon run 
against a snag in the shape of the lack of a sharp or flat. 
Point out to him the proper key, or, better still, let him 
find it out himself; find the resting-tone as before, and 
explain to him the use of the sharps and flats. Teach 
him to write the notes of the tones he has played in the 
two different keys ; learning the notes on the staff in this 
way often makes it easier. A good way for him to learn 
to read in the bass clef is to have him play his tune below 
middle C, and write it out. This method will open the 
way to a leading np to easy exercises and other pieces to 
read from notes. Time can be explained from the air he 
has written, too, and is thus sometimes more easily un¬ 
derstood than in the ordinary way. 
The principal drawback that I have encountered in a 
pupil who has been in the habit of playing by ear is false 
fingering ; either he plays the whole tune with one finger, 
or he slides from one finger to another on the same key : 
either habit must be overcome at once. 
Intervals should be taught wholly by ear. To prove 
the truth of this, tell an ambitious musician to play the 
scale of A. Easy enough. Play it again, leaving out the 
sharps. Easy again. Tell him to go through the same 
process with his voice. How many old-school-trained 
musicians conld do it ? A musician of to-day should he 
able to sound an augmented second or a diminished 
seventh without hesitation. 
Whatever your musical profession, you will find that 
a familiarity with all sorts of intervals, together with a 
thorongh knowledge of scales,—their construction and 
relative value,—will well reward yon. 
*--- 
A STUDY ON PHRASING. 
BY JAMES M. TRACY. 
The study of phrasing is an interesting, important, 
vital subject to every musician who wishes to be consid¬ 
ered a well-educated person, and yet how few, even 
among the foremost, best educated in the profession, de¬ 
vote any time to its study, thought or practice? Yes, 
how few have any correct idea of its great importance in 
helping us to understand the great musical compositions ! 
How many believe or think that phrasing is the main¬ 
spring that moves music to speak ? to tell us some story 
connected with it? to help us understand the difficult 
classical works of the great masters ? What does a page 
or two of notes amount to without time, accent, or ex¬ 
pression ? Nothing ! What do notes indicate when they 
are placed on a piece of blank paper ? Nothing! If 
they mean nothing, why are they placed there? They 
must have a purpose. What is that purpose? Is it not 
a fact that notes can be made to represent various things 
like a beautiful picture, a story, a landscape, a love 
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scene, a storm ? Yes! Every page of good music repre¬ 
sents something in words, sentences, and stories, provided 
it is properly composed and performed. How are we to 
ascertain the language of music, to discover the little 
story it contains and wishes to convey intelligently to us ? 
First, by the rhythm, the accents, the marks, and the 
stress which are placed on the various notes. These 
phrasing signs and characters answer the same purpose 
in music that punctuation marks answer to languages. 
When a piece of music is rightly phrased and played, it 
furnishes us with a key to a full understanding of the 
story connected with the “countless numbers of little 
mysterious notes.” What is the meaning of phrasing? 
The plain English meaning of the word is, the proper 
punctuating of music—dividing it into phrases and sen¬ 
tences. 
Phrasing is the art of expression ; it divides the music 
into words and sentences in a way to make the complete 
story intelligently understood. Music is acknowledged 
to be a universal language, because it is spoken and 
played the same iu all countries throughout the civilized 
world, and because all musical sounds are made in the 
same manner—by vibrations of air. Why, when music 
has no substance, can not be seen or taken hold of, is 
not in a form to handle or manufacture into different 
articles, like stone, wood, and iron, does it at times so 
deeply impress us? It is because it has been intelli¬ 
gently composed, phrased, and performed in accordance 
with the laws of musical punctuation. Permit me to 
cite an instance where a comma placed after the wrong 
word in language made a ludicrous sensation in a first- 
class church. A minister was requested to read the 
following notice: 
“A man having gone to sea his wife, requests the 
prayers of the congregation.” The comma should have 
been after sea, not after wife. Think what a vast 
number of such errors and mistakes are made every day 
in phrasing music ? Many more than in language, for 
the reason there are fewer scholars in music than in lan¬ 
guage. It is a well-understood fact among educated, 
intelligent people, that music appeals 'to our emotions 
through the various nerve-tissues of the body ; that we 
are capable of feeling through this means what we can 
not see nor take hold of j that the finer our nervous sys¬ 
tems are organized, the higher our attainments by travel, 
observation, and study, the more quickly and keenly we 
appreciate the full effects of music. While an unedu¬ 
cated person may admire and love music, such person 
can not understand nor appreciate it like one who has 
been educated up to it. Though one may be possessed 
of fine, sensitive feelings, if not educated he can not fully 
appreciate the finer qualities possessed by music in its 
highest forms. 
If all people—I mean musicians—were properly in¬ 
structed in the art of punctuation in music, many more 
of them would be better prepared to render, understand, 
and appreciate the beautiful in musical art. Music is 
not unlike other branches of literature, science, and art; 
therefore it must be studied from the same intelligent 
stand point, and what is a better point to take up than 
punctuation ? It furnishes a means whereby music may 
be better understood and appreciated by intelligent 
persons, whether musical or not. 
A lawyer may deliver a charge to a jury, a minister 
may preach a sermon to his congregation, a politician 
may make a speech to his constituents, and all three 
may fail to make their points well understood, for the 
simple reason they have failed to punctuate and to 
accent their words properly. The same is just as true 
of music. If players and singers do not conform to the 
printed phrasings, which are nothing but punctuation, 
to the rhythm and accents, they can not make music 
e ec ua . The player who fails to punctuate and accent 
his music properly will never succeed in public nor any 
place else. If he ignores the phrasing marks he cannot 
possibly make the music interesting to himself, nor to 
those who listen to him. A composer who hears his 
music poorly played and poorly phrased feels like beat- 
mg the performer’s head with a base-hall bat, and I 
think it would serve him right if he knocked him down 
Doubtless there are many who have heard persons 
S \ITT1- 01 a Pi6Ce °f Pr°se in a list,ess manner, 
without letting the voice fall or rise, or stop for any 
pauses whatever, without giving accent or stress to th 
important words. Undoubtedly such monotonous read' 
ing was enjoyed and well understood by the listeners 
such things always are by the public. Suppose I 
how many such careless readers gain intelligent atten 
tion, or make their articles understood or appreciated1"’ 
None. Why? Because language, like music, requires 
punctuating, accents, stress, pauses, soft and loud words 
in order to make it intelligent and understood, and the 
one who succeeds best in phrasing his pieces will be most 
appreciated and applauded by his listeners. 
The phrasing of a piece of music has everything to do 
with its success. It imparts color, gives character, and 
helps people to understand it better when they listen to 
it attentively. How many pianists play sonatas because 
they love them? Few, indeed ; a majority do not, nor 
can they be induced to play them in public for fear of 
making themselves unpopular ! If pianists would more 
closely observe the phrasing, the time, the accents, and 
the general coloring of sonatas they play, they would 
succeed far better in making them more popular, pleas¬ 
ing, and instructive to the people. With the usual 
phrasing and unmusical rendering most players give to 
sonatas, the public are left with bad, absolutely had 
impressions of sonatas and classical music in general' 
and yet, when played by master hands, they are made 
ravishingly beautiful, even to the uneducated, who may 
be induced to hear them. 
Lastly, we come to some of the most important signs 
and characters used in making music impressive aDd 
which helps the understanding. They are the slurs 
short and long lines drawn over and under the notes, to 
indicate the words, sentences, paragraphs, and the accents 
which are used in interpreting a musical composition. 
Other signs are the time, the dots, round and pointed. 
Emphatic marks, made with many different-shaped lines, 
are used to help the player understand how to play and 
interpret the music properly. In addition to these 
numerous signs, certain Italian, French, and German 
words are used, indicating how the music shall be 
played—whether fast, slow, loud, or soft. That a good 
understanding of these marks may be had, that this 
article may gain you a practical point in your education, 
I will place below the signs most frequently in use, and 
show how they are used. Beethoven’s “ Sonata Pathet- 
ique ’’ is one of the most beautiful and expressive of all 
his sonatas. I will indicate the phrasing and the in¬ 
terpretation given to it by that celebrated teacher, pian¬ 
ist, and profound scholar, who was the principal of the 
famous Leipsic Conservatory for fifty years, Herr Ignace 
Moscheles, whose knowledge and authority of Beethoven’s 
sonatas is acknowledged hy all the musicians and critics 
of the world. 
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and many others. 
—Mine. Carreno gives this advice to American students 
of instrumental music: “Tell them, first of all,” s,,e 
says, “not to go abroad to study until they have learned 
all that can be learned here ; then the musical atroos 
phere of Germany will be a new and valuable experience 
to them, for music is the air the Germans breathe. 
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A prominent New York paper, not so long ago, pub¬ 
lished extracts from an article in the National Beview, an 
English contemporary, in which the remarkable increase 
of the musical profession in England was discussed in an 
interesting manner, and some very startliug figures given 
to the public. 
The main facts stated were, that the ranks of the pro¬ 
fession iu England have become so crowded that it is 
almost an impossibility for a teacher, singer, or performer 
to earn more than a bare living, and not even that with¬ 
out the most arduous and persistent labor. Schools and 
colleges have grown iu every direction, the scholars 
growing with them in numbers, and, to quote from this 
article, “ the only prospect for the greater body of young 
musicians is to take the bread of poverty out of some 
one else’s mouth.” 
There is not much doubt but that this same state of 
affairs is rapidly approaching reality in our own country. 
The poor music teacher striving for an existence, 
teaching from early morning till late at night, and then 
scarcely making both ends meet, is much in evidence 
everywhere. 
We would not discourage talent, we would not blight 
aspirations, but it is well that the world should know 
that the chances of wealth, of even a comfortable living, 
in the musical profession are very precarious. 
Take a city of 75,000 inhabitants, and out of the 100 
music teachers laboring there you can not, as a rule, 
point to more than one or two at the very most who are 
conducting what may be termed a successful business 
from a strictly business standpoint. 
Iu this practical age it is the duty of every young man 
to make money. Not to necessarily amass a fortune, but 
to earn enough to support comfortably himself and others 
who may be dependent upon him. It is his duty to do 
more than this ; he should lay away something for emer¬ 
gencies. Such a procedure is wisdom. Unless a man 
can do this, no matter whether he be a merchant, a 
manufacturer, or a music teacher, he can not be called a 
successful business man, and we care not how great his 
talents may be, from a practical point of view, such a 
man is a failure. 
The world owes every man a living and will give it to 
him, provided he exercise his peculiar bent in the proper 
channel. True, misfortunes and “bad luck” cause 
failures, and lack of character, but let a man meet life 
" ith the proper amount of foresight and energy, and that 
directed in the pathway he was intended to walk, success 
must come sooner or later. 
It has always been the policy of The Etude to en¬ 
courage the lesser lights in the profession, to be of assist¬ 
ance to that worthy teacher who is endeavoring to 
clamber up the hill of his art in the teeth of head winds 
ol disadvantages. It still thinks it is living up to that 
Policy, however, when it utters a word of warning to 
any one about to enter the ranks of teachers, expecting 
reap the profits of a good, paying business. From a 
nanual standpoint the profession of a music teacher 
«oes not pay. Nor could it pay. Patience, kindness, 
gn aims, noble thoughts, good deeds, love of art—can 
m°Uey value be Placed on these ? Hardly. Yet to be 
i . . ^ of tbese is to be rich, and it is here you must 
* for your reward and be satisfied. 
sons ' ^°Zarb Schubert, and a host of those other per- 
ot| ,'V bnze so highly, might have engaged in most any 
no tl US,uess ail<! become rich in worldly goods. But 
mouth ^t b^ferre<l 1° struggle on, to live from hand to 
and tl' 0 *ukan<l write and teach their noble thoughts 
time it *e’ *ea'ln£ behind them names and works 
be crowd ‘:au 1K>t destroy. Ah! even though its ranks 
be sun'll'e-!’-eVenth0UghitS rewards iu worldly wealth 
’ 1 ls a grand, a noble profession ! 
T,ie ***** 
common^0"1^'6 *S tbe artistic temperament lacks 
not hone rSe- Thy DOt take ibiugs as they are, and 
tain will ?m 40 be aS they should be? “If the moun- 
11 pUDilsT COme 1° Mahomet, then go to the mountain.” 
go to t|le* ° n.Gt eome 1° the teacher, then let the teacher 
city, witlP'tP"3' °*'ber words, move from the large 
1 large tuition fees and few pupils, to some 
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classes at lower prices, and “live” instead of “stay’’ 
In these towns the teacher can be the teacher the leader 
eDn “f-r3 ,00kel, to a“* a -n oVtofim 
nee, not a cipher among a host of others. For it is well 
becomes a nonentity. He is but a drop in the bucket- 
re is lost in the multitude. These larger towns are 
introducing music into their public schools, and this 
work, with a church salary, makes a good income If 
one can, get a good church position ; and with it and from 
it work up a class in piano, voice, violin, and organ, 
ower tuition fees, with more of them, making a good 
•'ing, is better than fancy prices with few pupils and 
starvation. 
***** 
There are teachers in large towns and the smaller 
cities who have more pupils than they know what to do 
with. There are two courses open to this favored class 
of teachers : Charge higher prices, and so weed out the 
less desirable pupils, or organize a Conservatory of M usic, 
Languages, and Elocution, and, perhaps, adding Painting. 
By such organization the best teachers of a town can 
work together, and exert the greater strength that there 
is in numbers, and in this way draw to their music school 
the great majority of pupils in the fine arts. When 
languages, elocution, and painting are added to music, 
each brings the conservatory into the daily life of a 
greater number of people, and this makes each depart¬ 
ment help and advertise the other, all classes becoming 
larger from the fact that “many strings make a strong 
cord.” There is an advantage to higher art in the fact 
that the popular liking for taking lessons at a conserv¬ 
atory crowds out the incompetent amateur teacher. 
Larger numbers of pupils create the Musical Atmosphere, 
and give the management greater resources for frequent 
and better musicales and concerts. 
* * 
* * * 
The hard times are past, better times are here. 
There are scores of large towns in our country where 
there is not a teacher of music that is of more than 
common ability. Such towns would support a first-class 
teacher well, especially if he could teach both piano and 
vocal music, and also play an organ and lead the choir. 
These towns send a few pupils to the nearest large city, 
or send to Boston, New' York, Chicago, or Philadelphia. 
On the other hand, our large cities have scores of really 
first-class teachers who are not making a living. Prices 
for lessons in our large cities are so high that the teachers 
who have made a reputation in their home town flock to 
the cities, allured to a bitter disappointment by the high 
prices above noted ; and there they stay, scheme, plan, 
work, and almost fight to get a few pupils. Prices for 
board and home and studio rents are so high as to about 
consume their tuition fees; still, they hope against hope 
that they will eventually get a paying class. But other 
dupes rush in, and the field is ever worse and worse 
overcrowded. 
* * 
* * * 
Music teachers are beginning to learn the value of 
reading; they should also learn the value of writing. 
Literary work can be of great assistance to a musician. 
To speak a good thought is to do well ; to write it is to 
do better. A spoken thought is limited in its sphere ; 
but few people hear it. A thought put upon paper, 
however, may travel around the whole world and thou¬ 
sands be benefited by it. 
But aside from this, the actual benefit one derives from 
writing out his own ideas on paper is great. To speak is 
easy, and often requires but little thought; but to write 
requires more or less mental effort. To write out a 
thought is to impress it indelibly upon the mind. 
From henceforth it is a part of you, and can never be 
forgotten. And then to attempt to write out your ideas 
upon a certain subject is to make that subject plainer to 
you. Your mind is led into new channels of thought, 
one thought suggesting another, until the whole grows 
into a composition of worth and beauty, when projierly 
expressed, and may possibly lead you on to still other 
and deeper thoughts. 
Writing establishes a sense of order and form in one. 
If one be a composer he must appreciate this. Any man 
who can express in beautiful language a helpful thought 
is in some sense a musician, and any man who can write 
a fine piece of music is in some sense a poet. Meter, 
cadence, form,—these are found in lsitli poetry and 
music, and the study of one must benefit the other. 
Every student of music should make a practice of 
doing some literary work. Let him keep a journal in 
which to set down the various happenings of his life ; iu 
which to w rite criticisms, and the impressions various 
pieces of music convey to his mind. Such a book, well 
kept, will aid him in many ways, and, in later years, 
may furnish him material which long experience and 
maturer judgment can tashion into something of practi¬ 
cal worth for others. 
• • • 
the reed organ as an aid in piano 
INSTRUCTION. 
BY CARL K. SCHMITT. 
I K\\ teachers appreciate the value of a reed organ as a 
helper in pianoforte instruction. The writer of this 
article has made considerable use of this usually despised 
instrument in conjunction with the piano, and venturis* 
to give his experience regarding such practice. 
I here is no better way to learn polyphonic playing 
than by practicing such compositions as hymn tunes, 
slow movements from sonatinas anil sonatas, Bach fugues 
and other such compositions, on an organ. As soon as 
my piano pupils are sufficiently advanced, 1 make them 
try on the organ compositions of the class just named. 
As a result there is much better attention paid to the 
value of notes where two or more voices are played by 
one hand than would l>e otherwise, us the organ shows a 
lack of attention in this respect much better than a 
piano. 
As an aid lo prim a vista playing, the organ is of great 
value. When pupils have fair ability in playing piano 
duets at sight, it is a good idea to drill them iu playing, 
nt sight, accompaniments tor vocal or instrumental solos. 
For this purpose I purchased a number of cheap folios of 
songs, etc., two copies of each. One copy is bunded to 
the pupil, who plays the accompaniment at sight on the 
piano; the other copy I place upon the organ and play 
the melody from it. The progress made by pupils in 
reading by this means is very rapid, and they all enjoy 
this kind of practice. 
I purchased an organ with the usual two sets of reeds 
found in the cheaper styles. There was one complete 
eight-foot set at the back, running through the five 
octaves and divided into treble and bass ; a four-foot set 
in front, from contra F to tenor E, where it was continuer! 
by another eight foot set from tenor F to the top. There 
were the usnal couplers, swells, etc. 
For the benefit of those who would like to know the 
names of some arrangements in which a reed organ is 
used with other instruments, I shall suggest several. I 
shall omit duets for piano and organ, because nearly all 
that I have tried seemed to me very unsatisfactory. But 
when a violin or some other orchestral instrument is 
added the effect is wonderfully enriched. 
A number of trios for reed organ, violin, and piano, are 
published in the I.itolff edition. Some are easy, such as 
the Andante from the “Surprise” Symphony and the 
Largo from the Sixteenth Symphony, by llaydu. Then 
follow the Andante from the First Symphony and the 
Allegretto from the Seventh, by Beethoven. These are a 
little more difficult. The overtures in the same arrange¬ 
ment are much more difficult, and need very good pluy- 
ers for each part. 
A gem in this class of music is a serenade for violin, 
viola, reed organ, and piano by Saint-Saens. There is 
also the “ Semiramide” overture, arranged as a trio for 
piano, organ, and violin by Gaetano Nava. 
Before finishing this article, let me state once more 
that the reed organ should have one eight-foot set of 
sonorous reeds of a somewhat “brassy” tone to give a 
good effect in combination with other instruments. 
Second-hand reed organs can sometimes be bought for a 
sum ranging from $20 to $50, nnd if thoroughly over¬ 
hauled, revised, and carefully tuned, arc as good as new. 
My experience has been that it is more useful to have an 
organ and a piano in the studio than to have two pianos. 
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Cbc fttmsical listener. 
The Listener would not willingly lay himself open to 
the accusation of craw-fishing away from his own 
expressed opinions, so he finds refuge in the excuse made 
for Mr. Gladstone—“ It takes a great man to change his 
attitude with the progress of events.” This prefatory 
excuse is necessary, owing to the corroboration The 
Listener gave Mr. B. J. Lang’s belief a few months since 
when that gentleman, in this column, said that people 
not possessed of musical talent had best retire to the 
wash-tub or any other available place away from the 
piano. Perhaps wash-tub was not the place designated, 
but it will do from one point of view. 
Now, The Listener has, during the summer months, 
wandered a-field, far away from the musical flesh pots 
and critical standards of great cities, and has been given 
an opportunity to watch the effect of music on the 
commonplace mind. First of all he had a talk with a 
bright, interesting lady, the wife of an army officer, whose 
life for twenty years past has been spent at western army 
posts. She “ plays the piano ” in the ordinary way, with 
considerable bang and gusto, her education having been 
confined to several years of boarding-school life in her 
youth. Viewed merely as playing, her performance is 
execrable ; but seen in the light of an influence at the 
various posts where she has lived, it is something admir¬ 
able. To be sure her principal musical diet consists of 
Sousa’s marches and other vigorous dance tunes ; but 
when she reaches a sentimental mood she performs Men¬ 
delssohn’s Songs, Handel’s Largo, Schumann’s little 
things, etc. At the post she not only gives delight to the 
many who like bright, catchy music, but she also edu¬ 
cates some of them to a knowledge of noble themes, 
which they recognize and look for all the rest of their 
lives no matter where they may be. Then, too, though 
not what would properly be called a musical person, this 
lady gets more comfort out of her old piano, which she 
carts all over the country, than out of any one other 
thing she has, uuless it be her books. 
She is only one example of the many to be found whose 
piano lessons, from an artistic standpoint, are “ wasted on 
the desert air,” but whose ability to play a little sows a 
tiny seed of musical thought where otherwise there would 
be only waste lands. Perhaps our friend, Mr. Lang, 
and many others would say, ‘ ‘ Better no thought than bad 
or poor thought,” but there we can not agree, because— 
“Little drops of water. 
Little grains of sand, 
Make tlie mighty ocean 
And the desert land.” 
The children at a post having heard a Handelian theme 
as an every-day affair, no matter how hard and rigid the 
touch may be which gave it forth, are prepared for a 
better appreciation of real music when they are sent east 
to school and college, than if they had heard nothing but 
the dance music of the garrison band. 
* * 
* * * 
Musical Missionaries. 
Apropos of such pioneering, The Listener has also been 
impressed this summer with a belief that a national taste, 
if ever formed in America, will be the result of the un¬ 
demonstrative, unnotorious work of individual musicians, 
who, after some years of European schooling, come back 
to America with great enthusiasm and purpose, feeling 
certain of success in the large eastern cities until, after a 
few struggling years, they find that social influence and 
advertising are paramount factors in cities where com¬ 
petition is rife, and they drift to small western or 
southern colleges, towns and cities, where they become 
instrumental in raising the standard, and do better work 
in the long run than they could have accomplished in 
musical centers. 
If any such may happen to read these words, will they 
accept the sympathy and encouragement of one who 
firmly believes his or her sacrifice of life in musical 
centers, and the association of congenial minds, means 
more to America educationally than the more celebrated 
work of high-priced, metropolitan teachers. 
The Listener knows of a lady whose ability is uncom¬ 
mon, who, failing in New York as a teacher, owing 
entirely to lack of “a social pull” and the power to 
push herself, in despair accepted the chair of music in a 
small western college, where she influences not only 
hundreds of pupils, but the general mind of the college 
town, too. She realizes how impeding to her own growth 
is the isolated position on the top rung of the ladder no 
matter how short the ladder may be, consequently, she 
goes to Europe every summer for new ideas and musical 
refreshment. It is as bad for a human being as for a 
sponge to be w rung absolutely dry. If a teacher wishes 
to grow, he must cling to his powers of receptivity, and 
must bestir himself even at great cost to keep abreast 
with the trend of new thought. 
* * 
* * * 
Young Teachers. 
The first year of a teacher’s life is the hardest. A 
scholarly musician said recently to The Listener, “There 
ought to be a post-graduate course for every young 
teacher, during which time he should be put to teaching 
blockheads. On them he could taper down his ideals 
into working form and expend his enthusiasms prepara¬ 
tory to his first discouraging year of professional teach¬ 
ing. ” This idea seemed a bit far-fetched to The Listener 
until a young piano teacher only a year away from stu¬ 
dent life in Germany came to him very low in mind say¬ 
ing, “ I might as well give it all up. There is no use ! 
How can one work with Philistines?” 
“ What is it now ? ” I asked. 
“ This morning,” he replied, “ I was trying my best 
to instruct a young lady in tone-color. You know it’s 
my hobby, and I won’t have the subject treated lightly. 
I talked to her earnestly for nearly ten minutes ; then 
told her to show me how much she understood of what I 
had said. She looked at me and laughed, and said, ‘ I’ll 
see if I can’t make this tone the color of your eyes, 
Mr. - 
The Listener must confess that his risibles wTere affected 
by the story coming from that solemn-faced, almost 
tearful, youth. “My dear boy,” I said, “why didn’t 
you tell her that you did n’t want brown tones, but red ? 
You take yourself too seriously. Stop riding hobby¬ 
horses, and cultivate discretion and common sense in 
your work or you never will get on with human beings. 
It is n’t a bit of fun to go down to people’s levels to carry 
them up to your own, but it seems to be a necessity. 
Make fun of silly girls and they’ll grow sensible.” 
But my homily was lost, for the time being at any 
rate, upon this beginner, who will profit by his own ex¬ 
perience more than by any one else’s. Some day he will 
know that the end is the main thing, not a one-ideaed, 
one-sided means or method so-called ; and that the greater 
ingenuity and versatility he attains by experience, the 
greater will be his success in imparting his idealized 
principles, which can be put in different forms according 
to the understanding of the pupil. In this capacity lay 
the secret of Liszt’s success as a teacher—his freedom and 
versatile expression, combined with almost a second sight 
into the pupil’s personality and mental workings. 
* * 
* * * 
Wagner Worship. 
In a letter to a London journal a correspondent gave, 
last week, an interesting account of his attendance upon 
the Bayreuth Festival. The point of his letter which at¬ 
tracted The Listener specially was his utter astonishment, 
as one outside of musical things, in the marvelous influ¬ 
ence of AVagner’s mind, as expressed in his operas, upon 
the miscellaneous mind of the Bayreuth audiences. He 
seemed to think that no other power on earth could have 
held Americans and English enchained to one spot for 
hours in speechless, motionless silt nee. 
A German woman fainted from mere emotion, but 
that did not surprise him. His awe of a power that 
could hold the nineteenth century English speaking 
races in such thraldom was almost superlatively ex¬ 
pressed. And it is wonderful, is it not? Hard, uncom¬ 
fortable seats, an ugly, undecorated theater, exorbitant 
prices, and a foreign language, can not combine to dimin¬ 
ish the worship of an emotional giant by the most 
mechanical, conventional, unemotional people on the 
globe—at least, so-called. 
Such worship would indicate a flaw somewhere in that 
accepted description of the Anglo-Saxon. Somewhere 
down in the depths of his being he must seclude volcnui • 
conditions that burst into eruption at Wagner’s touch! 
because the German gets at the philosophyof AVagner’s 
thought while the American, per se, only feels Wagner* 
he does not think AVagner. 
---- T ~ 
HOW LESCHETIZKY TEACHES. 
In the Musical Courier, Mr. Robert Tolmie makes the 
following interesting remarks concerning Leschetizkv’s 
manner of teaching. He says : 
“ Lesclietizky believes in economy of time and vital¬ 
ity. He does not look with favor upon long and tedious 
hours of practice. He says, concentrate your mind and 
thoughts upon the composition which you intend to play 
and, if necessary, upon any single phrase in it; anil by 
doing this obstacles which seemed almost insurmount¬ 
able will eventually become possible to him who lias the 
natural endowments necessary to become a pianist. If 
pupils do this they develop at once their individuality, 
and their playing has that spontaneity which comes from 
an inner perception of the underlying meaning of tonal 
possibilities of the composition to be played. Thus it is 
that technic becomes subservient to the overwhelming 
desire to interpret; and the player, freed from the 
restraint that comes from the lack of confidence in his 
executive powers, gives, practically, an individual and 
original reading each time. 
“ Leschetizkv will not be bound to play any given 
piece twice alike. He says, given certain broad rules, 
the artist must, to be successful, play as he feels, and if 
his instruction is such as to tend toward the nobler 
ideals, his conception must be unrestrained by tradition, 
and the effect must be as he feels it at the moment. 
“ He believes that everything should lie natural, and 
tries to follow out as near as possible the models found 
in nature. For instance, in the position of the hand on 
the keyboard, this, he believes, should be arched, and 
that the knuckles should not lie depressed, as we are fre¬ 
quently taught. In the former one gets the full force of 
the blow ; and from observing a child, or any oue 
untaught, we see that would be the natural position of 
placing the fingers on the keys. He takes the greatest 
pains in every detail, and finds that the apparently 
most insignificant points have much to do in influencing 
the playing of the artist, or at least in that preparation 
which enables him to liecome an artist. 
“ Nothing pleases the master more than to have the 
pupil question him minutely in regard to any of the 
questions that arise, and he spares no trouble in explain¬ 
ing fully, in all its bearings, every question that occurs 
to the mind of the pupil. Nothing annoys him more 
than for a pupil to play a passage wrong twice in suc¬ 
cession. This is caused by the neglect by the pupil of 
the master’s oft-repeated instruction to fully concentrate 
his mind upon what he is playing before attempting it, 
and it is a proof that he is not trying as hard to help 
himself as the master is trying to help him. The acute¬ 
ness of the master’s ear to catch wrong accentuation, 
false pedaling, and irregular rhythm is remarkable. 
Rhythm he holds in such reverence that the neglect ol it 
is liable to cause the lesson to come to an end. 
“Every pupil is taught by a system of memorizing 
peculiar to Leschetizky, so that each individual phrase 
is learned absolutely. The method of study is to lay the 
music on the top of the instrument or on a table near 
by. The pupil then reads the phrase, or what he can 
remember, and goes to the piano and plays it, neier 
using a note at the piano. In this way he grasps every 
particular phrase of the composition, both technics y 
and musically ; the mind is never permitted to be ' a 
tory while playing, as his method requires intense 
thought behind everything played. Leschetizky, even 
to this day, attends all the recitals and concerts w er^ 
pianists play, and acknowledges when they excel an 
criticizes when they fall short.” 
-«-♦ ---- 
—How beautiful a period in a young artist’s life lfi ’ g 
when, untroubled by thought of time or tame, e 
for his ideal only ; willing to sacrifice everything to 
art, treating the smallest details with the closest in( us 
—Schumann. 
THE ELEVATION OF MUSICAL TASTE. 
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BY HENRY HOI.LEN. 
“A taste or judgment does not come ready formed 
with us into this world. A\rhatever principles or 
materials of this kind we may possibly bring with us, a 
legitimate and good taste can not be begotten, made, 
conceived, nor produced without the antecedent labor 
and pains of criticism.” Appreciation of the beautiful, 
whether it be a statue from the chisel of Powers or a 
tone-picture culled from the many beauties of Grieg, 
is a thing to be valued. Our taste must be trained and 
cultivated with as much care as an artistic voice. 
Development is not attained without labor. All properly 
constituted persons possess the faculty of enjoying music, 
and it lies solely with themselves whether this faculty 
be degraded or whether it be turned to that good account 
for which it was intended. 
The artist gets a glimpse of heaven in a meadow 
where the farmer sees only so much hay. What a con¬ 
trast ! The one is possessed of that almost divine faculty 
of perceiving and pervading the mere physical forms 
about him, and entering that region from which are 
excluded the coarse and unintelligent. The other 
utilizes only his sense of sight, for in him there is no 
sense of beauty, no love of the artistic. 
Appreciation itself may be very shallow. Some may 
prize their ability to appreciate “The Maiden’s Prayer,” 
or “The Carnival of Venice”; but let them listen to 
an interpretation ot one of Chopin’s impromptus or 
Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” and they would 
express their opinion of such music as dry and unin¬ 
teresting. This, however, may not always be the 
listener’s fault, and it is not infrequent that the per¬ 
former is to blame. “ Can we wonder,” says a critic, 
“that people sometimes look with a feeling akin to that 
of pity on musicians, when they are forced to listen to 
a sonata by Beethoven or Schumann by a performer who 
has not developed sufficiently musically to digest with 
ease a rondo or a Traumerei ? ” It is, indeed, a pity, 
and one of the most frequent “musical crimes,” that 
pianists include in their repertoires those compositions 
which they themselves are not capable of understanding. 
How, then, can it be expected that their long-suffering 
listeners can understand and enjoy ! Surely, there is no 
enjoyment in listening to a selection by Bach or Liszt, 
unless one is able to comprehend its inner beauties. 
Beethoven’s “ Sonata Pathetique ” is very often abused in 
this way, the second movement of which seems to be 
rarely understood. Thns it is, in this respect, that 
musical people are themselves responsible for the low- 
plane of musical taste. 
nts> 0h> that dreary old Bach,” or “that dry and 
dreary Chopin!” How often are pianoforte teachers 
puzzled as to the proper course to pursue in order to de- 
ve op musical taste in their pupils! The reason why 
such ill-success is often the result lies in the method. 
-No amount of Mark Twain will educate the taste up 
rowning or Wordsworth. Do not expect to progress 
with such compositions as the “ Sunlight Waltz,” and 
uc florid trash. Use great care in the selection of 
pieces, pile fact does not necessarily follow that a piece 
nust be difficult to be good. For one struggling at the 
0 the ladder of musical taste there are many se- 
ions which are to be recommended. Choose, now and 
N ’ ®omething from Lichner, or Bolim, or Spindler. 
“"p ’ Y-to bring out well pieces in the line of Leybach’s 
ir . 1 octurne.” Then you may relish something from 
den a eSpecia,ly his Pieces, Op. 62 and 81. Finally, 
]ent/)n rate°f progress, take Chopin’s waltzes, 
who 6 SS<I 111 8 easier “Songs Without Words,” and 
atudv r *,'aVe reacbed the top of the ladder you may 
their b ** oven’ Bach, and Schumann, and appreciate 
will ir"!168- ^ °nr *a,lor °* acquiring a musical taste 
terize R11 T,e (0m^ete<'’ and you WH1 no longer cliarac- 
his valu^ 'S un’tl^eresting, for you will have learned 
vonr „Ue , ^bopin will no longer appear dreamy, but as 
mav h,'v P°nders on his nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2, or, it 
will wo’nde8 h'm°St diViDe Creation’ 0p- 27’ No’ 2’ yon 
r ow, at some stage of your musical career, 
m eeuiu nave enjoyed such shallow 
music as once you did. You will have learned to analyze 
each phrase, and to pick out from the abundant 
masses of trashy music that which is good and artistic 
toi it is true that good music should be appreciated 
wherever it is found. 
One of the most effective ways of cultivating taste is 
by the hearing of good music. Do not copy the example 
of your neighbor, who prefers a concert of cheap ballads 
to a symphony concert. Let not a month pass by with¬ 
out a sign of improvement in this direction. Keep 
apace with the times by reading music journals and be 
in touch with the musicians about you. 
It is a fact not to be disguised that the hymns in our 
church hymnals are generally disliked by young people, 
and the melodies of Mendelssohn and AVeber which are 
occasionally found there are regarded with favor. That 
they are so disliked is not due so much to the listener’s 
musical taste as to the tastes of the men who compiled 
those hymns, for it is a known fact that the hymnals found 
in many of our churches are conglomerations of trash. To 
the student of esthetics it must be evident that a reform 
is needful in this direction. Many of the songs most 
sung by Christian workers are wholly devoid of musical 
inspiration, and in most cases the music is entirely nn- 
snited to the words. Though they may have been written 
in a spirit of earnestness, it must be admitted that, con¬ 
sidered as examples of good music, they fall short of the 
mark. Our best composers have written sacred music, 
vocal and instrumental. What is more inspiring than to 
listen to the “ Ave Maria” or “Calvary” by Rodney. 
Gounod has given us many beautiful things, among them 
“The Guardian Angel” and “Nazareth.” Parker’s 
“Jerusalem,” and Odoardo Barri’s “Beauteous Song, 
Come unto Me,” are gems of their kind. Handel, Bach, 
Abt, and Franz have given us the best of sacred music- 
prototypes of what sacred mnsic should be. A high 
standard in this regard should be maintained, and as a 
consequence public taste would rise from its low plane to 
a realm of higher things. There should be no room for 
frivolous or florid music, which the masses now enjoy. 
The best should prevail, whether it be a comic opera, a 
symphony, or a salon composition. The repertoires of 
our orchestras should be characterized by an abundance 
of Bach, Tchaikowsky, Wagner, Massanet, and Brahms. 
The future of music itself is dependent on the tastes of 
the masses, and on their ability to discriminate between 
the good and the indifferent. 
ABOUT PIANISTS’ HANDS. 
The following extract, taken from an exchange, about 
the size of pianists’ hands is very interesting reading 
matter: 
“Liszt could stretch nine and a quarter inches. 
There is a player who can strike the five notes of the 
common chord from Ei> up to Ab. On the subject of 
large hands, I have read the following anecdote in, I be¬ 
lieve, an early number of a musical contemporary, but 
am not quite certain. Nenkomm—whose name will be 
best remembered in connection with “The Sea, the Sea, 
the Open Sea ’’—was rather unpleasantly conceited. At 
a large musical party in London, after boasting about 
the size of his hand, he struck the extreme interval as 
given above, only from C to F. Turle, at that time 
organist at Westminster Abbey, had a hand which 
might have graced a son of Anak. Advancing to the 
piano with a pleasant smile, he remarked, “ One more 
for luck,” at the same time striking the interval from 
C to G, to the great chagrin of Neukomm and the amuse¬ 
ment of the bystanders. 
“ Given two players equal in all other respects,—not a 
very easy task,—the one with a stretch of a note or two 
more than the other, it is evident that in certain passages 
the larger hand must be a decided advantage. Granting 
this, who can explain the almost incredible difficulties 
which genius—one may be permitted to use the word in 
this place—manages to vanquish with apparently most 
inadequate instruments? Let ns take as a most ex¬ 
traordinary instance the playing of Sophie Menter. The 
exact stretch of her hand is unknown to me; they are 
certainly not large for a lady, and would be considered 
small for a man of ordinary stature. Yet this incompar¬ 
able pianist not only holds her own iu comparison with 
all the pianists of the day as a virtuoso, but her greatest 
achievements are in the works of Liszt. In fact, the 
‘ Tail nh;i user ’ Overture, as arranged for piano solo,, is her 
most favorite ‘ show ’ piece, when she wishes especially 
to astonish her audience. Of course, Sophie Menter can 
not increase the size of her hand as allotted by nature. 
I only call attention to the fact that she manages to 
create effects which hosts of pianists with far larger 
hands could not for a moment dream of rivaling. The 
imitation stone (the arpeggio) has to do duty for the real 
diamond (the firm chord); and in either case the former 
may be so good as to pass muster even with tlie expert.” 
A on Biilow also had a small hand, and yet this was no 
impediment to him, for he performed the most difficult 
music with perfect ease. 
Iflew ipubUcations. 
THE TONE LINE. By Albert Baker Cheney. 
“ Of making many hooks there is no end.” So says the 
Prophet, and the proverb gathers force with years. Some 
books are the outgrowth of culture and experience, some 
the result of inspiration or soul awakening, others there 
are, doubtless, the motive for which will not bear inspec¬ 
tion, or the perusal be particularly beneficial; but many 
are teeming with high and noble sentiments, with the 
endeavor to awaken individual thought, with beneficent 
liberality for the thought of others, with magnanimity 
of purpose, with an attempt to uplift the masses and 
promote the perfection of character. This is acknow¬ 
ledged to be true of all literature, and particularly true 
of the literature that treats of the arts and sciences. 
There has always been, and ever will be, an unquench¬ 
able search for truth, and though this or that one has 
announced its discovery, still its beautiful light is just as 
far beyond. Now and then, however, come the spiritual, 
the divine glimpses which inspire us to renewed effort, 
which promote the growth of mind and expansion of 
spirit. 
Such a book comes to us under the title of “The Tone 
Line,” dealing with the principles of voice development 
and the art of singing. It is really a relief, after the 
much that has been said and written ad libitum, and al¬ 
most ad nauseum, of the art of song and of singers,—of 
Professor Thus and So’s style, or Madam This or That’s 
method, of the correct use of the larynx, the exact posi¬ 
tion of the tongue, the use of the. diaphragm and the 
abdominal and intercostal muscles, of the correct place¬ 
ment of tone, of quality, pitch, purity, the different 
registers, the several chambers of resonance, etc.,—to 
peruse a volume in which the aforesaid organs are not 
given an exaggerated prominence. 
“ The Tone Line ” treats of the voice from its mental 
rather than its physical side. Though singing is a physi¬ 
cal act, it must be in obedience to the mental mandate ; 
therefore, the first principle to be established in learning 
to sing is that the mind controls the body, and the pupil, 
at the outset, should square himself by the lawsof nature 
in response to the dictate in the central mind. 
True song is the revelation of the mind and heart 
through tone. In breathing and the adjustment of the 
vocal organs, one is taught to think of the thing sought, 
rather than the troubles to be overcome. Though 
destined to arouse much criticism, both favorable and 
adverse, the little volume is deeply philosophical rather 
than pedagogical. Even its severest critics concede this. 
It shows that to become great either in song, stone, or 
story, one must have the germ of greatness iu his 
character. As the fountain can not rise higher than its 
source, neither can we sing, write, or chisel lieyond what 
we are. Song should be the spirit of the singer floating 
in vocalized air. The singer best expresses himself when 
tones proceed from a healthy body, which, to secure ideal 
art effects, should be the dwelling-place of a great heart 
and a broad, high-thinking mind. These and kindred 
thoughts invaluable to the student are to be found in 
this book. Teachers and students of singing will receive 
inspiration from its pages. 
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ICmbUsbcr's IRotes. 
The book by Gottschalk, “Notes ofaPianist,” which 
we offered to send last month for $1.00, postpaid, has 
given satisfaction to every one who has taken advantage 
of the oiler. Through the courtesy of the heirs of 
Gottschalk we can extend the same offer for this month. 
The book is full of interest to any one musical. Gott¬ 
schalk kept a diary in which he noted the events of his 
concert tours. The thoughts are those of an artist who 
is a keen observer with a ready pen. The book has 
sold all along for $3.50. This has been a bar to its 
popularity. Our offer positively closes this month. 
The time is at hand for the activity of another season. 
The outlook has never been brighter. From all over the 
country come reports of reviving business. The dull 
times are at an end at last. The musical profession has 
suffered to the verge of desperation, and now it will 
come in for a full share of prosperity. During the 
depression many persons taught who were not regular 
teachers, but were obliged to do something to help make 
a living. This acted disastrously on the real music 
teacher. With the advance of good times the non- 
professionals will drop the role of the teacher and 
leave the field clear for the regular teacher. It is well 
for the profession to recognize this fact, and prepare for 
increased work. The popular and educational interest 
in music has never been greater than now. Music is 
permeating every household ; society and civilization 
demand a knowledge of it; everywhere we see signs of 
increased growth ; and now, since the veil of business 
depression is lifted, every one who can will be anxious 
to gratify the desire to know something of music. Now 
is the time to show enterprise ; throw off antiquated 
methods ; strike out boldly in new paths. The average 
pupil has a horizon above the tinkling waltz or march. 
Harmony can be enjoyed where formerly only melody 
was understood. Above all, have a high ideal in your 
work ; you can not expect to lift your pupil to a plane 
you yourself do not occupy. While the good times are 
here, there is part for the teachers that are not governed 
by temporal things. Let all cast off the gloom that has 
hung over the professional world and hail the coming 
era of prosperity. 
„ * * 
* * * 
We have, during the summer months, been busy in¬ 
creasing our facilities ; our stock is enlarged and new 
shelving has been constructed. The force is increased, so 
that we are now well equipped to transact a large volume 
of business with care and dispatch. Our terms are even 
more liberal than ever ; our discount to the profession is 
more favorable to the teacher. Send for our new terms. 
Our new catalogue will be ready in September. It will 
contain all our own publications up to date. We should 
be pleased to send any teacher of music a full line of our 
catalogues. Now is the time to make the investigation. 
* * 
* * * 
We have just published a new edition of a set of 
studies by Burgmiiller that ought to be better known. 
They are (Opus 109) 18 characteristic etudes, in two 
books. Each retails for $1.00. They have been revised 
by M. Leefson, who has added valuable notes and 
suggestions, and in several places written the same 
exercise in a new form, whereby increased benefit can be 
derived from it. We will, for this month only, send one 
of the books for 20 cents, postpaid; the two for 35 
cents. They are not mechanical exercises and come a 
grade before Czerny’s velocity studies. They are 
similar to Heller’s exercises. If you have not used 
them we feel warranted in saying you will be charmed 
with them. 
- * * 
* * * 
We publish in this number the first instalment of a 
story by the entertaining and instructive writer, Alex¬ 
ander McArthur. We are sure all our readers will 
like this story. It is written in a good style, and, for 
that person who can read between the lines, contains 
many a valuable lesson. What, for example, is more 
pointed than the lesson conveyed where the critic turns 
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away from the “would-be Paderewski ” in disgust, and 
refuses to hear him play because he has not practiced for 
several weeks, from the fact that he was not in the 
“ mood.” That person who only does things when he is 
in the “mood” will never amount to much. To work 
in the face of obstacles, when you “feel out of sorts,” is 
creditable, and it is here a man often makes his greatest 
strides to success. 
If the readers of The Etude will but glean the lessons 
thus conveyed in this story, we are sure they will be 
greatly benefited as well as entertained by it. It will 
run through several numbers. 
* * 
* * * 
In making out your orders for Music on Sale, be sure 
to give us the number of your pupils, the style of music 
you want, and between what grades. We employ 
thoroughly competent clerks to make these selections ; 
men who have had experience in teaching, and are 
familiar with musical literature from A to Z—in fact, 
musicians. They know just what you want, and if you 
will be careful to specify your special needs in this direc¬ 
tion it will greatly aid them to select for you an order 
that will prove entirely satisfactory to you in every 
respect. 
Another point: keep your order together. So many 
write to us, beginning their letter with an order ; then 
they wander off on some other subject; near the middle 
of their letter, order something else, wander off again, 
ask a question or two, and end up with another order. 
This may seem an exaggeration, but it is not, for we re¬ 
ceive many orders of this nature, and they are extremely 
difficult to fill. Put your entire order together, and 
your questions and comments on another sheet of paper, 
if possible. You will thus greatly aid us. 
“Music : Its Ideals and Methods,” is on the market. 
This is one of the most important musical books of the 
year. It is deep, philosophical, pedagogical, entertain¬ 
ing ; a book to read and ponder over tor many an hour. 
The chapters on the composers are especially interesting 
and instructive, notably the ones on Schumann and 
Brahms. A teacher desiring to become acquainted with 
the piano literature of these two composers, whose 
music is so deep and so difficult at times to understand, 
can prepare niniself for that study in no better way than 
by reading the two chapters on these men in this book. 
It is of the same size and in the same style of binding as 
Mr. Mathews’ other book, “ How to Understand Music,” 
and will be a fitting companion for that volume on any 
teacher’s book shelf. 
* * 
* * * 
The work, “Pianoforte Study,” by Alex. McArthur, 
which was promised in August, has been delayed! 
owing to the valuable addition of several chapters! 
It will, without doubt, be sent to advance subscribers 
this mouth. We will receive special offer orders for the 
book at 50 cents, postpaid, until the work is on the 
market. 
„ * * 
* * * 
“Standard English Songs” is not yet ready, owing to 
title-page, which will bear the portrait of eight celebrated 
English song writers. Some of these were difficult to 
procure, even in England. The'book is all ready except 
outside cover. We hope to have it out by the middle of 
the month. Until then we will receive orders for it at 
special rates of 35 cents, postpaid. 
***** 
The new edition of “Touch and Technic’’will be 
ready during this month. The reading matter has been 
entirely rewritten, but the exercises remain the same 
Every teacher who has been using the Mason system will 
do well to study this new edition. There has been an 
immense amount of labor spent on it. The author has 
been actively engaged on it for over a year, and it repre¬ 
sents the latest developments in modern pianoforte tech- 
nics. 
* * 
* * * 
The opening of the season is a good time to introduce 
The Etude among pupils. If you truly desire the ad¬ 
vancement of your pupils, have them read The Etude 
Form classes for its study. It will always afford niateri 
for discussion at musieales and weekly gatherings • beside 
this there will be a great saving of sheet music! Each 
number contains something for any grade of scholar 
Give the plan a trial this season. 
We have in stock a large number of copies of a pam 
phlet called “Trajetta’s Primer of Music” which we 
desire to dispose of. This little work is designed for 
teachers and pupils, and sets forth the rudiments of 
music in a clear and forcible manner. It is just the 
kind of work every teacher of music needs for his own 
reference and to put into the hands of all his pupils. It 
will also make a good text-book for class work Ihe 
little whys and wherefores of music are too often neg¬ 
lected. In music every character, every mark, every 
little dot, means something, and it is in the explanation 
of these little points that this book excels. The copies 
are in paper binding and in good condition, and while 
they last will be disposed of for ten cents apiece, or 75 
cents per dozen, postage paid. Send in your orders early 
if you would avail yourself of this opportunity. It 
will take the place of any primer of music. 
What is more natural for the musician, in the desire 
to make his surroundings appropriate and inspiring, than 
to have works on musical subjects in his library and 
pictures of the composers on the walls of his studio ? 
The Etude, recognizing this desire, which must be upper¬ 
most in the minds of all its readers, intends to aid them 
in this direction, and to that end we will issue with our 
October number a fine portrait of Richard Wagner. The 
face of this great composer is a striking one, and one that 
commends itself to the highest skill an artist can exercise. 
The portrait we offer our readers is an excellent work of 
art, and when framed will be worthy of a place among 
any other works of art that may adorn-the walls of your 
studio or home. Watch for it ; we are sure you will be 
more than delighted with it. 
We have ready for the fall trade, Landon’s “Wrist 
Studies.” The book is in sheet form and contains 25 
melodious pieces. These present all of the essential 
difficulties found in wrist playing except octaves. The 
book is made upon the idea that the stretch of an octave 
unavoidably stiffens tlie wrists of a player with small 
hands, and that if the true wrist movement or motion is 
firmly fixed on pieces which are easily played, when 
actual octave work is attempted the pupil will, through 
the force of habit, be able to do octaves easily with the 
correct touch. The annotations give concise and clear 
directions how to play for the development of this in¬ 
dispensable touch, and the introduction is especially 
valuable to young teachers and to pupils for its full and 
clear presentation of how to make the correct wrist 
movement correctly. Send for a copy. Price, 75 
cents. 
* * „ 
* * * 
Volume iv of Landon’s “School of Reed Organ 
Playing, ” is now on the market. This book is for ad¬ 
vanced pupils, covering bravura and concert playing on 
the reed organ. The pieces used as studies are among 
the best in the whole field of reed organ music, and con¬ 
tain special points for the fuller development of a fine 
and facile technic. Special attention is given to the de 
velopment of a high grade of velocity playing, and to 
make long skips with freedom and precision. The booh 
will be found valuable as a supplement to any reed organ 
school or method. Volumes I, II, and ill of this series 
have had a very large sale, because they give the mo 
complete system of reed organ instruction yet publts ie 
These famous works treat the reed organ as a reed orr'a“|_ 
not as a pipe organ, nor as a piano. The resources 
the instrument are fully developed, and beautiful effects 
quite unknown to the average player are shown- 
Teachers of the piano who have reed organ pupils vn 
find in these books exactly the suggestions and he 1 
that they need to teach the reed organ success o ) 
Price, one dollar each. 
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testimonials. 
“Music Talks with Children,” by Tapper, just re¬ 
ceived, and I am delighted with it. I will gladly recom¬ 
mend this work, for I foresee much profit to my school 
children through its means. 
N. Gii.lison Ladd. 
I have just received my copy of “Music Talks with 
Children,” by Thomas Tapper, and I have read it nearly 
through. It is a beautiful book—beautiful for the pure 
and elevating thoughts that it contains for the reader ; 
it is a sweet and beautiful message, filled with noble 
thoughts that will surely make every one who reads it 
purer and better. J. W. Forqueb. 
“Music Talks with Children,” by Thomas Tapper, is 
received. To say that I am greatly pleased with it but 
mildly expresses my satisfaction with the work. It is 
as full of good things as au egg is full of meat. The 
language is simple but beautiful, and the thoughts are 
expressed so plainly that a child can understand them 
and be interested. It will also prove to be interesting 
and profitable reading for grown people. 
A. G. Reichert. 
Your special offer—“Foundation Materials”—has 
been received, for which accept thanks. The only 
objection I have to make is that it should have been 
written long ago. It is delightful, and my idea is that 
“Landon’s Piano Method” can, in the case of young 
children especially, be used to succeed “Foundation 
Materials.” Jessie C. Whitlock. 
I have received the copy of “Landon’s Foundation 
Materials,” and am much pleased with it; so much so 
that I wish another copy right away. 
Mrs. Belle C. Waldo. 
“ Landon’s Foundation Materials ” is just what I have 
been needing and seeking, and supplying the lack of by 
material drawn from various sources. 
Miss Fannie B. Sale. 
I am especially pleased with “ Landon’s Foundation 
Materials.” It meets my requirements a little closer 
than anything I have yet found, and is very pleasing to 
PUP’1S- - M. E. H. Gardner. 
I have just received “ Landon’s Foundation Materials, ” 
and like them very much indeed. I have been looking 
for something like that and think I now have the thing 
1 want- Bertie van Arsdel. 
I have examined the “ Student’s Harmony,” by Mans¬ 
field, and am delighted with it. 
Mrs. M. M. Perry. 
I have received the “Student’s Harmony” for 
which I subscribed. I have looked at it carefully and 
compared it with others ; I find it much better, espe- 
m Jy the index. On the whole, it is more comprehen- 
sive and therefore interesting. G. S. Bohanan. 
All students owe you a vote of thanks for bringing to 
tneir notice so valuable a work as Mansfield’s “ Har- 
mony. I have examined it, and pronounce it to be the 
es work of the kind I have ever seen ; it makes no in- 
ricacies, but unfolds mysteries, so that the intelligent 
wDn . ??n c.omPrehend the deep study of harmony 
ont the aid of a teacher. Thanking you for your 
Promptness in forwarding my volume, I am, 
M. F. Lahote. 
. "i.ii v iiiju ren, - - 
should possess a copy. F. B. Cary. 
■:el Ve< studies you sent, on approval, last week 
I w-iru'ie Perte1ct satisfaction, and I will keep them all 
and oi.YY ifnk y°11 for your promptness in filling orders 
I hivp i ^ 'Vr>u kow much I enjoy The Etude, a pape: 
to inp i!aken l0r a “umber of years. It is a great hel] 
to me m my work. Matil P. White. 
cLt’/1!"'5 full of excellent help for use ii 
valup Anc* f consider the magazine of inestimabL 
alUe to b°th teacher and pupils. 
Hattie M. Warner. 
I ,!r!lCe;rd editions of Clarke’s 1 ‘ Dictionary, ” am 
as I fin,j'em v<',.ry highly. I would not do without then 
ought t,, Ka?e them daily. The student’s editioi 
to be m the hands of every pupil. 
Bertha Simson. 
mymSr • Clarke’s Pronouncing Dictionary” one o 
and so ,e<101II,s Possessions necessary to me in mv work 
80 “eat and handsomely bound. 
Minnie A. Westfall. 
have recriveJdea^s and Methods,” by Mathews, 
and instruct■ and Perused. I find it a very interestinj 
musical literal6 work- . It is also a valuable addition ti 
°* mnsic a Ure’ and should be read by every studen 
Robert A. Cone. 
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been'received Mus,ic,: ** Meals and Methods” has just 
Mrs. Herbert Haynes. 
and MeThods”aAneI^htedrWith “M,,sic: Ite Meals Mathews if i Anything from the pen of W. S. B 
Mathews is always complete. 
Frances Matthews Wiutmyer. 
vefvmofifable^d0 1 Ilt Ideals aud Methods,” and find it 
seenre a copy mterest.ing' Every one should 
P” A. M. Sutherland. 
I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the 
,C„Ca7“° atl°“ and Promptness with which you fill 
small orders, as well as large ones, and the nerfeot 
squareness of your dealings in every way. I heard i 
«mehexmes1rh0'D-0ohaVe SUpplied music for some time express herself in the same way, which pleased me 
very much. Everything which has come to me 7s 
been m every way satisfactory. 
Anna Q. Topliff. 
,,,A m’ther genni')e esg your lategt Mic#t|on of 
W. S. B. Mathews, “ Music : Its Ideals and Methods,” 
is a valuable addition to the many excellent works you 
have brought out these last few years. I have read 
many of the chapters as they have appeared in the 
magazines, but certainly welcome them in their new 
torm. It is beautifully printed and bound and of a most 
convenient size. I hope it will have the success it 
deserves. F Royle. 
If those teachers who do not feel equal to teaching 
Mason’s Two-Finger Exercises,” etc., would take 
up Shimer’s arrangement, how could they hesitate? 
“ Landon’s Foundation Materials” supplies a long-felt 
want. My little folks are delighted with it. 
Emily T. Mayo. 
Package received safely and many thanks for your 
prompt attention. I am delighted with the premium ; 
it is all that could be desired for teaching purposes. I 
could not do without your valuable paper, and shall 
continue to work for it. K. B. Cresswell. 
Yon have ever been prompt and accurate in filling 
orders and this has been maintained, much to my 
pleasure, for many years. I have been a subscriber to 
The Etude from the first number issued. I am grateful 
for your uniform courtesy and promptness. 
Louise M. Love. 
I do not think I could teach music without The 
Etude. I recommend it to every musician. 
Mrs. John McInroy. 
The “On Sale” music reached me safely. Your 
selections are just what I want, and I will dispose of as 
many as seems advisable. Alice C. Wilcox. 
I have introduced “ Studies in Musical Rhythm,” 
by Justis, into my class work, aud now, at the end of 
over two months’ trial, I am astonished at the results 
gained. It has given to the pupils a clearer conception 
of rhythm, and it makes them more certain in their 
playing. You deserve great credit for publishing it. 
August Geiger. 
Your June number of The Etude is before me, and 
after reading several back numbers I am convinced that 
all my pupils ought to take the journal. I have eight 
at present, old enough to read your valuable paper to 
advantage, and shall insist upon their taking it. 
A. H. Leyland. 
I have taken The Etude since January 1st. It is 
simply invaluable to me, and I do notsee how I ever did 
without it, and I have been teaching constantly for 
twenty years. I am trying to get up a club for it. 
Mbs. Louise Simpson. 
I have just commenced to take The Etude and find 
it a very valuable publication. I enjoy every word of 
it—advertisements and all. It is worth its weight in 
gold to us teachers. I have three quite young pupils, 
and found new ideas in The Etude to help me in their 
instruction. Mrs. M. E. Jennings. 
I have received and read the hook entitled “ European 
Reminiscences,” by L. C. Elson, with much pleasure 
and profit and found it to be of such a highly interest¬ 
ing nature that I felt reluctant to leave it until finished. 
° E. L. Sanford. 
“European Reminiscences,” by L. C. Elson, received, 
and I am delighted with it; not only is it handsomely 
bound, but it is verv interesting. I value it very much 
indeed. And The Etude—it is fine ! 
Myri.e K. Tyler. 
[ received witli great pleasure your late publication 
Preparatory Touch and Technic,” by C. E. Shinier, 
is excellent for its thoroughness in particular and for 
cleanliness and simplicity. I can cheerful y recora- 
•nd this work to teachers. M- Wolff. 
I am so much pleased with my dealings with you that 
I have given your name aud address to several teachers 
who think of changing to you. 
Mollik E. C. Kavanaugh. 
After looking over the “Pronouncing Dictionary of 
Musical Terms,” by Dr. Clarke, it gives me great pleas¬ 
ure to say that I think it will be a valuable help to me 
in my work, aud a book that every musician should 
prize. I am very much pleased with it. 
Miss Louie M. Strong. 
It gives me pleasure to express my appreciation of 
your untoiling courtesy in all of our business dealings, 
as well as your accuracy and promptness. 
Miss Madeline LeC. Mafp. 
I think “ Music Talks with Children,” by Tapper, 
will bear reading many times. 
Ellis W. Littlefield. 
Special IRotlccs. 
Notices for this column inserted at S cents a n-ord for one Insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous mouth to insure publieatiou in the next number. 
1V/TR. A. J. GOODRICH, WHOSE PROFESSIONAL 
1tJL card appears in another column, lias made a 
specialty of corresjamdence lessons in theory during the 
past twenty years, and his system has been very success¬ 
ful. He also gives personal lessons in bis specialties at 
his studio in Steinway Hall, Chicago. 
WANTED—SECOND HAND VIRGIL PRACTICE 
Clavier. Address Chas. W. Landon, Woman’s 
College, Lynchburg, Virginia. State condition of instru¬ 
ment, with lowest cash price. 
THIS IS TO GIVE DUE NOTICE THAT I HAVE 
severed my connection with the Metropolitan 
College of Music, as Professor of Singing and Director 
of the Vocal Department; also, that 1 may be seen or 
addressed at my Studio, 487 Fifth Avenue, Rooms 605, 
606, 607 from 10 A. M , to 4 I’. M. Voice tests made 
by appointment. Terms $60 per quarter ol Twenty 
Lessons, payable in advance. 
Herbert Wilber Greene. 
New York City, September 1, 1897. 
Madame a. pupin, teacher of artistic 
Piano Playing; also Principal of the Piano De¬ 
partment of the Musical Guild Academy, No. 13 East 
Fourteenth Street, New York City. 
Dr. Henry' G. Hanchktt announces that he will 
enter the concert field during the coming season as a 
distinctively educational pianist. His “ Beethoven Read¬ 
ings,” which have been a feature of the Brooklyn Institute 
aud Chickering Hall courses for the past season, and will 
lie repeated this year, have attracted considerable atten¬ 
tion and awakened a great deal of interest. They are 
recitals of a numberof the sonatas,—one at each reading, 
—after the sonata has been exhaustively searched for 
illustrations of a particular subject, like counterpoint, 
development, unity, or form. Sixteen such readings, 
half of them devoted to Beethoven and half to other great 
composers, will be given before tlie Brooklyn Institute 
this coming winter, the class bringing the notes and mak¬ 
ing a close study of the works presented. Dr. Hanchett 
also gives “Analytical Recitals,” in which he presents 
programmes containing examples of all schools of com¬ 
position, preparing his audience in advance: to listen in¬ 
telligently to the performance by showing the composer’s 
aim and method of work in const ructing the piece. Dr. 
Hanchett has a way of getting at the true value and 
musicianship of a composition that is all his own, and 
that, added to his brilliant and expressive playing of tlie 
works lie selects, makes his recitals remarkably attract¬ 
ive and instructive. He has liooked engagements at a 
number of prominent schools already, and has reason to 
anticipate a very busy season. 
rPHE ADDRESS OF MR. T. CARL WHITMER IS 
_L changed from 2126 Arch Street, Philadelphia. I’a., 
to 418 Garfield Square, Pottsville, Pa. Mr. Whitmor 
is organist and master of the choir in Trinity Episcopal 
Church, Pottsville, Pa. Harmony, etc., by corres¬ 
pondence. 
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IDocal Department. 
' CONDUCTED HY H. W. GREENE. 
[/» thin connection there will be a Question and An¬ 
swer Department, open to The Etude subscription tint. 
Make pour question» brief and to the point. The questions 
must be xent in not later than the fifteenth of the month to in- 
sure an answer in the succeeding issue of The Etude.] 
THE ROCKS UPON WHICH WE SPLIT. 
It is surprising when we consider the wide differences 
in opinion entertained by representative vocal professors. 
It is not less remarkable that an acute and discerning 
public places the stamp of their approval upon the re¬ 
sults of each. While to those technically inclined it 
may not, perhaps, lie helpful to locate too definitely the 
rocks upon which we split, at the same time there are 
many who are not so inclined who would, if a fair sum¬ 
mary of the differences could be made, be broadened in 
their attitude an to the obstacles to success. Thatisthe 
exact purpose of this article. 
A student halts at the threshold of the studio of Prof. 
A. because a friend told her that she must not risk her 
voice with Prof. A., but go to Prof. B., whose pupils 
sing a better quality ; and another friend has cautioned 
her against both Professors A. and B., and insists that 
Prof. C. teaches the Australian method, which gives the 
only artistic tone. No wonder the student pauses, and, 
considering the depth of the ocean in which she is strik¬ 
ing out, and the immense variety of rocks, submerged 
and otherwise, which she must avoid, it is not surpris¬ 
ing that she pauses at the threshold of Prof. A. Again, 
if she enters, the chances are that a friend of the friend 
that advised her to go with Prof. B. will have taken the 
advice and gone to Prof. B., and they will compare 
notes. The characteristic thing about it will be that 
there will be many unhappy hours spent by both of 
them because each are not with the other one’s profes¬ 
sor ; never failing, however, to champion their own 
professor when in the presence of the other,—such are 
among the unhappy effects of disinterested advice. In 
t he proportion with which the thoughful student grasps 
the idea that not only Professors A., B., and C., bnt the 
whole alphabet of professors, can be only incidental to 
bis success, will the gravity of his own responsibilities 
become apparent. In vocal art the student does much 
more for the reputation of the teacher than the teacher 
can possibly do for the student. Vocal teachers rarely 
have more than one or two pupils who are endowed with 
conspicuous talent. In fact, while the list of excellent 
teachers of singing is none too long, it is not a hazardous 
assertion that there is at present a greater number of 
fine teachers than of successful pupils. If each capable 
teacher had one capable student, the conditions of both 
being in every way perfect, so far as capability to impart 
and capacity to receive is concerned, the market would 
be so Hooded with artists that doubtless Jean de 
Keszke and Melba would be glad to sing for $100 a 
night. 
Singing can be acquired with the full measure of suc¬ 
cess without demanding any exalted gift or aptitude on 
the part of the teacher. Why should one seek a special 
groove or group of exceptional qualities, or feel that un¬ 
less he chances to find them he is doomed to disappoint¬ 
ment? It is all determined by the intelligence and 
aptitude of the pupil himself. Take, for example, the 
much-discussed question of registers. It matters little 
whether his teacher favors or opposes such a classi¬ 
fication. The pupil must discern for himself the most 
reasonable and natural mode of acquiring the even scale, 
which is the conceded necessity by all teachers. It is 
not of paramount importance whether the pupil breathes 
through the nose or from the diaphragm, or with the 
chest active or passive ; before he has proceeded far in 
this study, if his mental sails are properly trimmed, he 
will steer to the breeze which gives him the greatest pro¬ 
gress. It the student narrows himself down to the petty 
bickerings of sjiecialists, his doom is sealed. Show me a 
great singer and I will show yon a person possessed of a 
broad mind, great receptivity, and usually with an 
amused disregard of fads. This is not to engender in the 
minds of pupils any lack of respect for their teacher, 
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but in varying terms to emphasize the one conspicuous 
requirement of success, which is independence of thought. 
Most teachers narrow, unknowingly, their own hori¬ 
zon, and, in their efforts to coerce success, instil their 
views into the minds of their pupils. In just the meas¬ 
ure they succeed in accomplishing this, they limit the 
pupil’s scope. Vocal art is skeptical of theories, ignores 
platitudes, and, in every successful case, cuts its own road 
through the rocks. In fact, every example of artistic 
success, in its broadest and highest sense, is so idiosyn¬ 
cratic, that comparison with any other is ridiculous. 
In short, if it were not for the fact that there are strict 
and invaluable traditions upon which the aspiring vocal 
student must depend for and in the way of discipline, 
the brightest minds and most talented students would 
do better without teachers than with them. That state¬ 
ment can easily be misunderstood : it is very sweeping, to 
be sure; but the saving clause went with it, which is, the 
tradition of discipline. Experience alone can be de¬ 
pended upon when the best means for developing, matur¬ 
ing, and hardening the vocal and the assisting muscles is 
under consideration. The teacher is, or should be, the 
correct exponent of these traditions ; the best of excellent 
teachers are that; that constitutes their title to supre¬ 
macy. The most searching men and women in the pro¬ 
fession disregard names and study phases. They disre¬ 
gard principles and study conditions. Instead of prepar¬ 
ing the voice by a pedagogical routine for certain tech¬ 
nical demands, it assumes vocal consistency and plunges 
into technic as the only means of testing the possibilities 
of the instrument. 
The boldest teachers are the most successful, after all. 
The combination is a dangerous one where the teacher, 
qualified by experience, surcharged with artistic instinct, 
revels in the consciousness of a great future for the 
student, and the responsive student quivers with an 
excitement inspired by the enthusiasm of the teacher ; 
but that combination more frequently results in giving to 
the world an artist than fifty painstaking pedagogues, 
with their aping satellites, confined to the five lines and 
four spaces and the machinery of singing. Nowhere 
more than in vocal art does the law of the survival of 
the fittest find exemplification. 
I know of teachers who openly avow their purpose of 
submitting all voices to a distinct and active regime, con¬ 
scious that the weak ones will fall by the wayside, and 
that the elect will sing. They, of course, however, 
entertain no goal bnt an operatic career. The question 
is not, Do I approve ? This article is only intended to be 
suggestive. It is a survey of the field. We are dealing 
in generalities, based upon fact. Far be it from our pur¬ 
pose to place a premium upon recklessness, or discourage 
the honest teacher who rides hobbies, or the happy pupils 
who ride behind. It is fortunate, indeed, that there are 
so many avenues for the vocal student, and that teachers 
of all grades, sorts, and conditions, with their pupils of 
still wider diversity of classification, can find some excuse 
for their calling, and find some opportunities for their 
pupils to advertise them. We have grand opera, grand 
concert, light opera, local concert, comic opera, the local 
opera, the quartet choir, the oratorio, the chorus choir, 
the lodge, the guild, the illustrated lecture platform, the 
high school, the grammar school, the convention, the 
recital, the summer hotel, the variety show, the continu¬ 
ous performance, and the parlor,-all of which present a 
bewildering variety of opportunities for singers, from the 
least to the greatest, many or most of which hold out as 
inducements emoluments more or less enticing. 
The vocal teacher of America has business here,_has 
come to stay ; will follow his pursuit, each after his own 
fashion, giving to the world good, bad, and indifferent 
singers, who will appear, in different stages of their 
development, to good, bad, and indifferent hearers ; and 
thus will it ever be. 
In music as in art, as in education, as in every profes¬ 
sion, the cream will rise to the top. Inheritance will 
have its say. The financial, the moral, the mental, even 
the religious infiuence, will share in shaping the destinv 
of the individual, and fashioning the trend of the aver¬ 
age result. Vocal art is to fulfil its highest destiny in 
America. It is here, in spite of rather than because of 
the multitude of vocal teachers, that the greatest num¬ 
ber of the greatest artists ever given to the world will be 
found or developed. 11 is here that, in spite of the rock 
upon which we split, of the vigorous opposition which 
one group of teachers feels for another, the required com 
binations in the single individual for artistic prominence 
will be found in greatest abundance. 
Therefore, I say, let the student’s platform be broad • 
do n’t despise suggestions, but weigh them. A void ruts • 
you may fall into one. Study models rather than theo 
ries. Balance your entire physique by judicious exer 
cise, and the vocal physique (which, by the way, i.s a 
misnomer) will take care of itself. Live a noble, h( artv 
natural life, and pursue your art with buoyant enthosi' 
asm, and just in proportion as your mind is reciptive 
and responds to the fascinations of the true art quality 
in singing, will you become an artist, and finally avoid 
the “rocks upon which we split.” 
control of the vocal instrument. 
How often has the vocal student given serious thought 
to the control of the vocal instrument taken as a unit. 
By that I refer to the sound-producing instrument, and 
in relation to its natural and exclusive function as a 
vehicle for the production of sound ; not on the score of 
its mechanism, but of its control. There are number¬ 
less teachers and students who are yielding to the fasci¬ 
nations of technical study, with certain conditions 
physiological as a cause, and certain results vocal as the 
desired effect. But I refer to that evanescent quality of 
mental unconscious or subconscious activity or control 
which responds to the thought, supplements the thought, 
or is synchronous with the thought and still independent 
of it. 
A simple illustration is better than a page of explana¬ 
tion. For example, we sound a tone on the piano, and 
imitate it with the voice. The process mental is or must 
be this : The superior brain has conveyed to it by the 
oral nerves a definite sound, which, at the same time, it 
desires in duplicate by the voice. This superior mind 
does not act upon the vocal instrument directly, but 
sends its telegram down to this subconscious center, 
which takes the entire responsibility of the finer, more 
delicate work and adjustments necessary to bring about 
the desired effect. Certain muscles must be tensed to a 
degree quite impossible for the superior mind to con 
ceive ; the nerves and muscles must control the thick¬ 
ness, or the length of the opening, of the vocal lips, the 
amount of air to be utilized, and its projection, or point 
of delivery in the head. This phenomenon is by some 
called instinct; it is more popularly alluded to, perhaps, 
as psychic. 
The student of the brain and nerve functions will tell 
you that all nerve and mental action related to tone tak¬ 
ing may be generally classified as subconscious. The 
student of the voice should be brought to realize that 
there are some things he is not expected to do in singing. 
There are conditions which, if left to themselves, and 
no effort made to modify them, will afford much better 
results than would be possible were they interfered with- 
It should relieve the pupil to know that when his teacher 
tells him to relax, his demand is qualified by a mental 
reservation. He knows that relaxation never produced 
a tone. He intends to convey to the student the idea 
that the muscles which he, with his superior mind, con 
trols carry no weight, or have no part in the true voca 
function, but they must be relaxed so that the su 
conscious control, brain, or nerve centers, as one may 
pleased to frame it, may be left free to act, to answer 
without interference to the demands made upon them ^ 
the superior mind. This subconscious control, it mast 
remembered, however, never rises higher than its source 
never gives better results than it is asked for. It is, neve 
theless, capable of great development. An almost *> 
limited increase of responsiveness, as well as ot stren 
aud definiteness. An understanding of this explains, 
a measure, the wide range of results among teaC^|f 
This constant striving after physical phenomena. 
unquestionably fascinating, aud from some stall 
or in some obstinate cases productive of a certain 8 
of good results, by no means exemplifies the 
type of artistic, pedagogical work. It frequently 
rather than accelerates the progress of the pupil, < 
rather than quickening the artistic instinct. 
While much more could be said upon this subject, it 
seems to me the lesson to be learned is that the wise 
teacher devotes his best efforts to training the mind, 
arousing in the superior mind ideals, pointing out the 
physical obstacles to the free realization of these ideals, 
leaving to the subconscious control much of the work of 
adjustment aud refinement. 
For a number of years I have had in my studio, con¬ 
venient of access, the two following clippings, which bear 
directly upon this idea ; and when pupils become too 
technical for their best interests, and too inquisitive as to 
how little or much they shall relax, contract, reinforce, or 
in various ways attempt to perform gymnastic feats by 
mathematical formula;, it has been my custom to give 
them to the pupils to read. They immediately see that 
the Lord has done some of the work, has relieved them 
of some of the responsibilities incident upon tone pro¬ 
duction. They will be entirely safe if correct ideals are 
formulated in their minds, and the best traditions are 
followed in the way of strengthening aud developing the 
vocal instrument. 
While technical study wisely pursued is invaluable, is, 
in fact, the only possible means by which great heights 
may be reached, it is safe to say that the tendency to err 
is greater in the direction of too close attention to vocal 
physiology than through too great a disregard of it. 
* * 
* * * 
"THINKING WITH THE THROAT." 
A LITTLE BRAIN THAT HAS THOUGHTS OF ITS OWN. 
“Did you ever know,” said a well-known specialist, 
“ that the throat has a brain of its own? No? I suppose 
few of the laity do know it, but it’s a fact. There is a small 
gauglia which exercises direct control over the muscles 
of the throat aud acts as its brain. Of course, it is sub¬ 
servient to the genuine brain, but at the same time does 
a good deal of independent thinking for itself. It is 
very timid and suspicious of any strange objects that 
come near the throat. For this reason it is very difficult 
lor a physician to operate upon the throat. Before any¬ 
thing can be done in this direction it is necessary for 
the operator to gain the confidence of the little brain 
that dominates it. It frequently takes weeks before this 
confidence can be secured, aud until it is secured it is 
impossible to operate. When the little brain is finally 
made to understand that no harm is intended it, but 
that the physician is actuated by friendly motives, it 
wui submit to almost any treatment, however painful. 
, o. !i'V0€ t0 Inan t*lat attempts rough treatment 
to the throat before gaining the little brain’s confidence 
" 10,8P1*® ot it-s protests. His operations will be 
resented with violent paroxysms, first of the throat, then 
the diaphragm, and if the operator still persists, the 
patient will lie thrown into convulsions. Still more 
cunous is the fact that this little brain lias a memory, 
L °n< e fnBbtoned in this way it is almost impossible 
e,r re8a,ni tts confidence, no matter how gentle the 
operator may be. ’—From the Philadelphia Press. 
" DR. O. W. HOLMES ON MUSIC." 
to th^iT I'emin,.i Tou oi' a curious fact with referenci 
masses ,rau?lca' sense. Far down below- the grea 
oa ° thinking marrow and its secondary agents 
the rnr,tJe 18 alx>ut 10 merge into the spinal cord, 
filaments 1 rlerve °f hearing spread their whiti 
what th » * le sentient matter, where they repoii 
tHiat the external organs of hearing tell them. 
with th. 860 ,natter is in remote connection onh 
centers of ??en,a or8ans, far more remote than the 
word ref the s<'l!se of vision and that of smell. In ? 
brain of ■ ”lusl<aI faculty might be said to have a tilth 
lanzu ife -ill V-\' has a special world and a private 
to those 0lfcself- How can one explain its significance 
state of j °®f metrical faculties are in a rudimentary 
trained ’ ®'eoPmenL or who have never had them 
smell of o an ^°U ''e8cr'he in intelligible language the 
nmsic cin Ke? co,nipared with ‘hat of a violet? No ; 
suggests 011’-Y music. Just so far as it 
office. P„ P< thought, it falls short of its highest 
natnre_, r®.eraotional movements of the spiritual 
the QniveruG i18 Waat f ask of music. Music will be 
nversal language—the Volapuk of spiritual being." 
F \ * * * 
the St Indianapolis, in a paper read before 
imitl f * 0I" eiltion, presented the contrasting ideas 
tmte clearly in the foUowing excerpt: 
hitter warls^'i*8 *n audience may know, a very 
.ho called the'1 i .no" being waged between what may 
culture. To physiologists and psychologists in voice 
•hat in ^ far , e matter tersely : The former claim 
'owtrurnent sn?- ® human voice is primarily a physical 
extent as an ,, ',e<t *° the laws of acoustics to the same 
rgan, a violin, ora piano, the singer must 
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meril!n,lP2CK0l0gi8V’ 0” the other hand, decry this 
inartistic*8 & i ^ S®?6; viole,,t’ ""musical, and 
inartistic. They claim that, in so far as singing (if it is 
mu^l\-re", aPproxi"iate>y, the quintessence of 
mffre™ * ? aud ever n,ust be a matter of psychic 
emotion, vocal art must lie taught by influencC the 
emotions and musical imagination of the pupil; that the 
nhvBicnf far aS 8 phyBical instrument, and subject to 
physical laws, will and must yield to the auto surest ion* 
tfJ!^aycb'c ld?a 1,8 f? quality of tone and tec hnic, a* 
well as to expression and modulation. In support of this 
position they oiler very elaborate and recondite meta¬ 
physical proofs, covering the entire ground of molecular 
and nerve vibration, will power, mind reading, Christian 
science, faith cure, second sight, and I know not what, 
it is quite obvious that here, as elsewhere, the truth lies 
in the golden mean. The human voice is a most com- 
plex arrangement which, in it« final mmlta, hattlnt the 
researches of the dissecting knife altogether. 
T8k!,0rtll!lt Garcia> the inventor of the laryngoscope, 
that Helmholtz, who first established the theory of tom- 
color on a scientific basis, that Merkel, Dupres, Sir Mak- 
enzie, and a host of others, hnve done much to enlighten 
us on the subject of the physical process during the act of 
singing; and valuable additions to our knowledge ot the 
human voice they have furnished, well worthy the can- 
ful consideration of the progressive voice teacher, but 
this knowledge, taken alone, has never vet made a voire 
teacher, nor has this knowledge, pat into practice by 
means of the aforementioned physical gymnastics, taken 
alone, ever made a singer of a pupil. Has it ever oc¬ 
curred to you what a marvelous process the singer under¬ 
goes when sounding any given note suggested by a piano 
or other instrument? How do you account for this 
accuracy of musical ear (as this faculty is commonly 
called)? Certainly no physical gymnastics, no matter 
how ingeniously devised, will assist you one whit in this 
matter of aecuiate ear. Of course, the healthy larynx 
must be presupposed to give audible utterance to this 
musical suggestion ; but by what process is the vocal ap¬ 
paratus enabled to prepare itself for the sounding of the 
exact pitch of the tone suggested ? We know that the 
violin string sounds higher the shorter and tighter it is 
stretched. Just so with the vocal cords ; but by what 
secret process are they stretched just enough to bring 
about the desired pitch ? Surely this is perhaji* the 
most marvelous manifestation of nerve vibration we 
know of. 
ELECTRIC AID FOR SINGERS. 
We are reading much in the press, and even in music 
iournals, of the use of electricity for singers ; and while 
I feel hardly justified in using the columns of this depart¬ 
ment to present theories, or the names of men attached to 
them, yet electricity has become so generally recognized 
is a factor in art, science, and social economy that one 
;an not ignore it, or even pass it by with a casual glance. 
Fie must treat it seriously, and, in justice to himself, 
with discrimination. The following clipping can relate 
inly to examples which belong to the clinic or hospital, 
jut as the inevitable proportion of voices are ill from one 
jause or another, it may not come amiss to know that 
while electricity is bestowing its benedictions with lavish 
land the singer may enjoy a share in them. 
Electricity is now being used in Paris for the purpose 
if strengthening the human voice. I)r. Montier was the 
irst to use it in this way. and his experiments in this 
ine are exceptionally interesting. He discovered by 
nere chance that the vocal organs could be benefited by 
he use of electricity, and now he says, unhesitatingly, 
bat there is no greater boon for singers, and all others 
whose voices need to be strengthened, than frankliniz- 
,tion, by which he simply means the application of eleo- 
ricity. For tired or weak voices it is especially the ideal 
onic—the “dynamogene” par excellence. 
M Granier, a member of the Paris Conservatory ot 
dusic, collaborated with Dr. Montier in making his 
xperiments, and the result of their investigations was 
he positive discovery that, while electricity can benefit 
he human voice greatly, there are certain limits beyond 
rhich it can not go. For example, in case of a lesion it 
an do no good. It can not give speech to the dumb, 
either can it give new life to vocal cords which are 
ither broken or utterly exhausted. It ran do much, but 
; can not resuscitate the dead. The physical integrity 
f the organ is by no means all that is repaired in the 
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case of the human voire, and especially of the singing 
voice, which is a singularly delicate instrument, and 
wl ich, if impertert, is of little use. The slightest dis¬ 
turbance of the nervons system, even though there tie no 
apparent lesion, is sufficient to spoil it, since in this wav 
are produced ailments which may he called dynamic, and 
in some cases immaterial. 
Such troubles are usually the result either of overwork 
or of violent emotions, or of excesses of all kinds, or of 
that depression which is produced by certain disease*, 
such as chlorosis and neurasthenia. In all such < aw s the 
singer, though lie may not have actually lost his voire, 
seems to have forgotten how to use it. The fact is, he is 
unable to govern his breathing, and no one who lacks 
power in this direction ran hope to sing properly. The 
singer who is unable to control either the muscles of the 
chest aud throat, or tbc sonorous vibrations of the vocal 
voids, or the respiratory rhythm, feels the same diffl 
culty in singing tlist a (leraon suffering ftom locomotor 
ataxia feels when be attempts to walk. 
At this point electricity comes to the rescue, and in the 
simplest manner )xuwiblr. Tbc jialient seats himself on 
a stool with glass fret, which is connected with the neg¬ 
ative pole of an electrical machine, and while he is in 
tliat poaitiou the electricity is administered in such a 
manner that bis throat feels the immediate effects of it. 
This treatment lasts from ten to twenty five minutes, 
according to the impressionability of the patient. Alter 
twelve or fifteen stance* of this treatment,—which I* said 
to lie delightful,—sometimes even alter two or three 
stances, the voire is said to recover all its scope and 
origimd power. Almost always, too, it is said to receive 
a new freshness and purity as a result of this treatment, 
At the same time the sense of weariness vanishes, the 
breathing liecotnes more easy, more tractable anil more 
ample, and the pannage from one register to the other is 
made with more facility. 
In a word, whal Dr. Montferdcarrilic* is so thoiou ghn 
transformation that |w*rsons ate now asking whether it 
will not soon lie possible to fashion entirely new voices, 
and even to give serviceable voices to the deaf. Emile 
Gautier, too, asks in all aeriousneas whether the hour 
may not lie close at hand when every lyric theater will 
have ita electro ihcraiicutlet, just as it iiaa Ha orchestra 
leader, who will lie always on duty, and who will on 
demand lie able to furnish a new tenor or a new soprano. 
a a 
• * • 
ANSWERS TO VOICE QUESTIONS. 
C.—AtitlKirlUw «tlf!«r In l!ii» mullet. An emlm-M i.t nmti. l<n< h«t 
iiinUU that tbc higher oim* fHXMWtwl* in thn aralr, the widertb* hmmiiIi 
tlmuld be opened ; an <M|iiAny ntnititnif Italian authority %«** *• 
firmly that the under jaw should l*e fully relaxed, and dmf.|«i<d l<» the 
width required for the pro)*r |«roM*tila4 ion of I lie %-ow«d itmo<«lial«dy 
it !• hngun, whether in the higher or lower (hir t of the «c*|e, I 
maintain that In thia, a* in many another vocal effort, every singer 
••iionId In* a law unto liitnwJC 
4. N. W.—lliatoiy and experlrmv twth leach u» that the only 
method yet diacoverod by which children in |aihlic m b<M«l* or kinging 
■cheads can la* taught afght-aitiging in elaaa ia by u«r of tbc ayllahle*, 
and, while the time division* are not an univemally marked by the 
uae of the hand, It tan ta aafely amid that It la the tn«*»t |e»|«u!ar 
method ofaecuring rhythmic accuracy In the young. 
HOW TO KEEP THE PIANO BRIGHT. 
It is not lo such drudgeiy as the wonts imply to 
“ polish, polish, polish,” like Turvcydrop of old, if the 
ever-famou* clliow-groasc lie supplemented by efficient 
help, say* a writer iu a contemporary. 
We all know that the wood of n piano cose always 
seems to have a brighter polish than the other furniture, 
and with this fart in mind, a famous liouseker|M-r, |»*s- 
acsscd with Turvcydrop’* mania, made Isold to ask a 
dealer in musical insttunirnls the secret of the mirror- 
like glossiness of hia wares His reply waa too practical 
and too tiseful to lie kept for the. use of one household, 
and ia given for the benefit of many with the asNiirauce 
that it may he nurd on the most rare and costly wood, 
not only without fear of Injury, but as a preservative 
It is made aa follows: To four tahlcspoonfuls of swret 
oil add four of turpentine, a teaaponnfnl of lemon jnice, 
and ten dmps of household ammonia. (Shake well and 
it is ready. Care must lie taken also to shake each time 
before oaing. 
The proper application of this polish ia inqiortant to 
insure magical results, and two or three cloths are aliao- 
lutely necessary. Batter cloth is excellent, and also old 
soft silk and linen handkerchief's, or bits of fine and soft 
flannel. Apply with No. 1 until the wood seem* to have 
abwirbed some of the mixture, then mb briskly with 
No. 2, and finish off with No. .1. 
A few drops of violet scrlit added to the polish will 
do away with the odor of turpentine, which ia dislikrd 
by some people.—Music. 
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CHARLES S. BRAINARD. 
We regret to announce the death of Mr. Charles S. 
Brainard, which occurred at his summer home at St. 
Johns, N. B. Mr. Brainard was President of the S. 
Brainard’s Sons Company, of Cleveland, 0., and was for 
many years associated with the late Karl Merz in con¬ 
ducting Brainard'a Musical World, which enjoyed a large 
circulation, and which is now consolidated with The 
Etude. 
This paper was a veritable hobby with Mr. Brainard. 
It was started at his suggestion when he was a very 
young man, and indeed it may be said to have ceased to 
exist when he found himself physically unequal to the 
task of conducting it. 
Until some ten years ago, when Mr. Brainard began to 
fail in health, there was no more enthusiastic member 
of the American musical trade. In fact, it was over¬ 
work that brought upou him the decline, and culminated 
in a paralytic stroke, which hastened his end. 
Mr. Brainard was one of the most lovable of men. He 
had that rare faculty of being able to combine the art 
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and the business of music, and could compose a piece as 
well as he could place it upon the market. 
While his death has been expected for some time, it 
will, nevertheless, shock all of his friends to learn of it. 
HOW TO CULTIVATE THE EAR. 
BY S. W. STRAUB. 
How shall we cultivate the sense of hearing so that 
music may do its perfect work, that the soul may be 
touched, and the intellect comprehend the wonderful 
phenomena of tone-power. The teacher that recognizes 
the importance of ear-training will find some way to do 
it. However, a few suggestions in this line may not be 
amiss. 
Singing-class teachers will find it intensely interesting 
to commence the work by the request to listen and the 
interrogation, “What do you hear?” In reference to 
pitches the answer may be the relative pitch names, as 
one, three, five, or the permanent pitch names, as C, E, 
G, or syllables, do, mi, sol, etc. In rhythmics it will be 
quarter-note, half-note, eighth-note, etc. ; or one beat, 
two beats, half beat, etc. In this way pupils can soon 
tell what they hear in melodies and rhythmics. This 
being done, or any part of it, the necessary notation 
will be almost instantly understood, and with sufficient 
practice the pupil becomes a good, intelligent sight- 
reader. Many begin by teaching first the signs of the 
things that the pupils do not know. The staff repre¬ 
sents pitches, but pitches are not known ; notes repre¬ 
sent relative tone-lengths, but rhythmic effects are not 
known. So the cart is trying to push the horse all the 
way along. This absurd method should be supplanted 
by something better. 
The teacher of harmony, if he will, can make this usu¬ 
ally dry study full of interest, by training the ear to 
recognize the peculiar mental effects of chord-formations, 
part-placing, voice-leading, modulations, etc. In this 
way the foundations are laid for good organists, good 
choral directors, good composers ; whereas, with a lack 
of such training, the pupil never passes beyond the point 
of an intellectual expert in sounds. 
The average piano teacher is the most culpable of all 
offenders. He is quite well satisfied if his pupils can 
count and thump. Of his pupils it may be said “ ears 
have they but they hear not ! ” Yet how interesting 
the lesson can be made if the teacher will say “ Li te 
and tell me what you hear.” Then play various W 
tones in scales and skips ; and, later, plav two tones at 
once, then three tunes. Let the pupil, by listening J 
what must be sharped or flatted to form the various keys 
All this is a mere hint at what will come to the mind of 
a conscientious teacher who will teach by ear • that ' 
teach through the ear and thereby make musicans ,!!' 
stead of machines. 
Music is an imitative art, and, say what we will the 
teacher who can furnish good examples—all other things 
being equal—succeeds the best. The voice-teacher sue 
ceeds who says “ Listen and sing it so ”; the pianistwho 
can say ‘1 Listen and play it this way.” “ Do yon notice 
how different this sounds,” is a favorite saying of all 
good teachers. 
This subject has engrossed my attention with increas¬ 
ing interest for many years. I have tested it recently 
in fourteen large convention choruses and fifty private 
pupils. 1 find that, invariably, pupils are glad to study 
with their eyes closed and their ears open. The quality 
of the tone in private lessons always improves at the re¬ 
quest to listen carefully. The choral effect takes on new 
beauty, harshness disappears, and voices blend at the 
command— “ Listen.” We hope more teachers will give 
this important subject special attention and note the 
gratifying results that are sure to follow. 
—Every virtuoso must strive to hear himself. This ad¬ 
vice was given to a young colleague by Nicolas Rubinstein, 
director of the Moscow Conservatory, who was a much 
greater piano virtuoso than is generally known. It would 
seem self-evident that one should hear himself; so mauy 
a one would think ; but, did the above words not possess 
a deeper import, ink and paper might have been spared. 
If a pianist, for example, make such excessive use of the 
loud pedal as to confuse his runs and harmonies until 
they can scarcely be deciphered, can it be said of him 
that he hears himself play ? Or, if he does hear himself, 
is he not then responsible for disfiguring his selection 
until it can no longer be recognized ? 
Every executive musician hears what he performs 
twice ; first, in his own imagination, and then, when it 
has resounded, with his ears. The actual sound, con¬ 
stituting the listener’s first idea of the work, is for the 
virtuoso but the end or result of the preceding mental 
effort—like our speech, in which thought is the first ele¬ 
ment and the spoken word but the secondary effect. 
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